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ABSTRACT

Unlearning Don Carlos:
Historical and Fictional Elements of Innovation in
César Vichard de Saint-Réal’s Dom Carlos, nouvelle historique,
Friedrich Schiller’s Don Karlos, Infant von Spanien,
and Giuseppe Verdi’s Don Carlos
by
Maria-Cristina Necula
Advisor: André Aciman

The story of the sixteenth-century Spanish prince, Don Carlos, has inspired numerous
literary and musical adaptations that, despite the artistic limitations of historically-based content,
reflect an astonishing scope of creative freedom. The myth created around Don Carlos originated
in European consciousness as early as 1568. Various theories recorded in political reports and in
historical works insinuated that the prince had been murdered while incarcerated by orders of his
father, King Philip II. Simultaneously, hatred of Spain, intensified by Philip’s violent
suppression of the revolt in the Netherlands, determined exiled Flemish nobles to launch an antiPhilip propaganda. The mystery of Don Carlos’ death, supported by ambassadorial reports that
insinuated foul play, became a fertile and malleable subject in this defamation campaign,
fostering an immediate and extraordinary fluidity between history and fiction. This study
investigates three treatments of the Don Carlos story on which this fluidity had a potent,
transformational impact: César Vichard de Saint-Réal’s novel, Dom Carlos, nouvelle historique
(1672), Friedrich Schiller’s play, Don Karlos, Infant von Spanien (1787), and Giuseppe Verdi’s
opera, Don Carlos (1867). The study explores the innovative elements that the two authors and
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the composer contributed to their genres through their treatments of the Don Carlos story within
the context of their previous and subsequent works, and of other texts that informed their creative
process. While also considering the network of historical, political, cultural, economic, and
biographical factors that impacted the creation of their treatments, the study analyzes how the
particular blend of history and fiction around the personage of Don Carlos inspired
transformative artistic liberties: Saint-Réal advanced the nouvelle historique genre by developing
the element of conspiracy, Schiller began to transition from the Sturm und Drang literary
movement towards Weimar Classicism within the revision process of his play, and Verdi
introduced new dramatic elements such as musical dialogues to bring opera closer to the realism
of theatre. Within each of the treatments, this analysis highlights pivotal points of narrative,
semantic, dramatic, and musical transformation that served to transcend certain conventions of
genre. In support of the investigation, selected scenes from the three works are examined and
framed by an engagement with critical, historical, and biographical studies in the fields of
seventeenth-century French literature, eighteenth-century German theatre, nineteenth-century
French and Italian opera as well as with Spanish history, politics, philosophical treatises, and
artistic works. In conclusion, possible new directions engendered by this dissertation are taken
into consideration, within the areas of translation, cross-medium adaptation, political narratives,
and cognitive linguistics.
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INTRODUCTION
Savoir l’Histoire, c’est connaître les hommes… il faut toujours remonter au motifs, si l’on
veut connaître les hommes: car c’est dans leur motifs qu l’on connaît proprement leur esprit
et toute l’étendue de ce dont il est capable.* (César de Saint-Réal, De l’usage de l’histoire)

The history of the sixteenth-century Spanish prince, Don Carlos, has inspired writers and
composers of Spain, France, England, Germany, and Italy into producing creative treatments
that, despite the artistic limitations of historically-based origins, demonstrate an extraordinary
range of imaginative freedom. The first-known literary treatment was the play El Principe Don
Carlos by Don Diego Ximénez de Enciso—premiered in 1622 and published in 1634. Yet the
practice of taking creative liberties with the story of Don Carlos began long before, as fictional
invention sprouted from within actual historical accounts. The seeds of the myth created around
the prince were planted in European consciousness as early as 1568, during the last months of his
life. Imprisoned by orders of his father, King Philip II, he died during his incarceration, and to
this day, the actual cause of death remains unknown. The official explanation for the Spanish
Infante’s incarceration was that he had become a political threat due to his mental instability, and
that his death was self-induced by erratic behavior. Yet various accounts recorded in political
reports and in historical works insinuated that he had been murdered by orders of his father. At
the same time, Philip’s brutal suppression of the revolt in the Netherlands was enflaming an
already-simmering widespread hatred of Spain. Flemish nobles who had escaped to Germany
launched an anti-Spain propaganda that, through the use of pamphlets and word-of-mouth
rumors, contributed to constructing the “Black Legend” around the Spanish nation and King
Philip. The propagandists seized on Don Carlos’ mysterious death as propitious content for their

* To know history is to know men… one must always go back to motives if one wants to know men: for it is in
their motives that one properly gets to discover their mind and the extent of what it is capable.
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mission. Their foray into speculative fiction was supported by various diplomatic statements,
particularly from the Venetian and English ambassadors who had been at court during the
disappearance of the Infante, and who insinuated foul play.
Such immediate sliding into fiction under the guise of history reveals a remarkable
fluidity between history and fiction that, while pertinent to innumerable portrayals of historical
personages of other eras and nationalities, seems to acquire a particularly transformational
narrative power in the case of Don Carlos. On one hand, this subject bears the gravity of
historical validity, and, on the other, the unsettled nature of its historical content invites
interpretation while stimulating innovation within the genre that houses the interpretation.
Discernible advancements within genres did not occur in most of the creative versions of the
Don Carlos story. But the three treatments on which the fluidity and transformational impetus at
the intersection of history and fiction had a highly potent impact are César de Saint-Réal’s novel,
Dom Carlos, nouvelle historique (1672), Friedrich Schiller’s play, Don Karlos, Infant von
Spanien (1787), and Giuseppe Verdi’s opera, Don Carlos (1867).
This study is concerned with exploring the elements of innovation that Saint-Réal,
Schiller, and Verdi contributed to their genres in their treatments of the Don Carlos story. While
considering the network of historical, political, cultural, economic, and biographical factors that
impacted the creation of their works, we will reflect on how the particular blend of history and
fiction around the personage of Don Carlos inspired the two authors and the composer to take
creative liberties. Within each of their treatments, we will identify certain pivotal points of
narrative, semantic, dramatic, and musical transformation that serve them in instituting these
liberties and transcending conventions of their genres. All of these pivotal points are anchored in
history: either in historically-documented actions or, on a more abstract level, in historically-
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based principles and forces that arrive at confrontation. The fluid history of Don Carlos thus
animates the core of this mechanism of transformation by offering at once historical authority
and mystery, and fostering a fertile arena for different manifestations of historical fiction. The
study is divided into five chapters, and organized around highlighting the pivotal points of
transformation by focusing on plot and close readings of selected scenes while drawing on
critical, historical, biographical studies in the fields of seventeenth-century French literature,
eighteenth-century German theatre, nineteenth-century French and Italian opera as well as on
Spanish history, politics, philosophical treatises, and other relevant artistic works. Chapter One
presents an overview of sixteenth-century Spanish history and situates the principal personages,
Don Carlos, Philip, and Elisabeth as well as their actions within a documented historical context.
Chapters Two, Three, and Four are each devoted to the treatment of the Don Carlos story by
Saint-Réal, Schiller, and Verdi, respectively, contextualizing them within their epochs, cultural
milieus, and several of their other œuvres. Chapter Five adds an additional dimension to the
process of recreating Don Carlos: operatic performance, in which the complex partnership of
vocal music and text provides a unique opportunity to recast the character in a continuouslyevolving mold representative of its fluid, open-ended historical origins.
The historical framework established in Chapter One is based on works by contemporary
historians of Spain, Robert Goodwin, Jocelyn Hillgarth, Henry Kamen, Geoffrey Parker, as well
as past reports by Brantôme, Louis Prosper Gachard, and Martin Hume. This chapter will
address the documented history of Don Carlos and the initial factors, within historical accounts,
that contributed to the creation of the myth around the Spanish Infante. We will consider the
reign of Philip II and the challenges of maintaining peace in the most powerful monarchy of the
time, which led to his increased reliance on the Inquisition and heightened intolerance of heresy.
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Kamen’s Philip of Spain has proven particularly useful in restoring the balance among the many
depictions of King Philip II as a cruel, tyrannical monarch, and offering a detailed account of his
reign and its successes, challenges, and failures. Parker’s Imprudent King: A New Life of Philip
II contributes to depicting Philip as rather bureaucratic, neurotic and religiously obsessed, which
strengthens the arguments of historians from previous centuries, including Gachard, who hinted
that the Spanish King would have been capable of anything to maintain religious and political
order. Hume’s Philip II of Spain adds details about Elisabeth’s role as a political agent for her
mother, Catherine de Medici, and her mission to secure Don Carlos as a future husband for her
sister, which explains the closeness she developed with the Infante, a closeness later fictionalized
as love. All of the contemporary historians offer documented accounts of Don Carlos’ mental
and physical defects as well as of his incarceration and speculations about his death. Examples of
historical texts and conflicting ambassadorial reports, along with published accounts of the time,
illustrate how the sliding into fiction regarding the subject of the Spanish Infante was inevitable.
We will also explore the background to the Dutch Revolt instigated by William of Orange, and
the consequences—for Philip and Spain as for the emergence of the Don Carlos myth—of its
violent suppression by the Duke of Alba. Goodwin’s Spain: The Centre of the World 1519 –
1682 and Hillgarth’s The Mirror of Spain 1500-1700 provide helpful context to the Spanish
Empire’s domination in Europe and America as well as to Philip’s suppression of the Flemish
rebellion and the other factors that led to the Netherlands War of Independence. Hillgarth also
explores the aspect of myth-making around Don Carlos and its historical origins, along with the
larger lore of the Black Legend associated with anything Spanish, which is examined in greater
detail in Joseph Pérez’ La légende noire de l’Espagne. These contemporary historical works
have been of great assistance in locating the origins of the particularly fluid relationship between
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history and fiction in the Don Carlos story that launches the argument of this study. While their
focus is on Philip and his reign, these works contain sections devoted to Don Carlos and
illustrate how history can offer documented facts about the Infante only up to a certain point. At
that point, myth and propaganda begin to infiltrate facts, and because historical accounts and
ambassadorial reports of the time permit and even encourage this infiltration, the subject of Don
Carlos immediately establishes an unbreakable link between history and speculation, which
opens the door to fictional invention. And, naturally, to creative treatments of the story.
While Sir Walter Scott is credited with establishing the novelistic category of historical
fiction with Waverley (1814), seventeenth-century contributions to the genre are largely
overlooked and relegated to the hybrid of nouvelle galante and nouvelle historique. Madame de
La Fayette’s Princesse de Clèves (1678) is considered by many to be an early example of the
historical novel, although it would eventually be regarded as the first psychological novel. The
fame of her work has obscured the writer who is in fact responsible for creating a sharper
distinction between nouvelle galante and nouvelle historique, and bringing the writing of history
to a new level in seventeenth-century France: César Vichard de Saint-Réal. Without breaking
with the nouvelle galante and historique tradition, Saint-Réal initiated advances in the historical
fiction genre with Dom Carlos, a work through which he expounded his principles about the role
of history for humanity: a mirror that reflects the very personal yet universal nature of human
motivations behind historical and political actions. We will investigate several aspects that
shaped the development of Saint-Réal’s writing: from his exploration of the affinity between
history and psychology begun in De l’usage de l’histoire and developed in Dom Carlos to his
use of historical conspiracies as a narrative device that strengthens the union between history and
literature. While focusing on the plot of Dom Carlos and placing it within the context of literary
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works of the time as well as within a network of influences on the future treatments by Schiller
and Verdi, we will also examine De l’usage de l’histoire and Conjuration des espagnols contre
la république de Venise as works that inform the narrative bond between literature, psychology,
and history.
It is no coincidence that the first historical novel and the first roman d’analyse—
psychological novel—emerged within a few years of each other. In seventeenth-century France,
history and psychology provided a fruitful literary collaboration. There was an interchange of
elements between the two genres that has given many cause to consider Madame de La Fayette
as the actual inaugural writer of the historical novel as early as 1662 with her short novel La
Princesse de Montpensier. Nevertheless, Madame de La Fayette declared herself in favor of
vagueness rather than exactness. She justified her preference for vraisemblance—
verisimilitude—rather than vérité—truth—by writing moral tales that explore the human
passions within and around historically-documented events with a psychological acuity that may
sacrifice historical accuracy. To a certain extent, Saint-Réal’s writing is similar. His philosophy
that, in order to understand history, one must know the innermost secret in the hearts of its
personages invites a psychological exploration that brings the story to an intimately-relatable,
personal level. The psychological blow-up of the characters’ private inner lives overpowers the
grandness of the historico-political context in which they existed. This dilation of the private
realm, in turn, magnifies the interplay of the characters’ psychologies and relationships with each
other, thus allowing Saint-Real to break historical silences with human details. The level of detail
with which he explores the mental steps in the planning of actions and intrigues makes his work
a psychological novel of its own. However, although the resemblance to Madame de La
Fayette’s approach is strong in the blend of historical fiction and psychological interiority, it is
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Saint-Réal’s work that establishes the historical novel as a new genre. History plays a more
significant role in his writings than in Madame de La Fayette’s, and he develops a unique
relationship with historical narrative. His main pivotal point of transformation within the genre
of historical novel is the conspiracy narrative. From his views on history as a mirror of timeless
human motivations and as an instructional tool to his chronicle-like narrative style and
psychological dissections of processes that lead to actions, Saint-Réal creates in his works a
reciprocally-supportive relationship between history and fictional vraisemblance. The subject of
Don Carlos, with its inherent aura of speculation provides a most ideal arena for him to develop
this relationship. By appealing to the conspiracy narrative he forms a tightly-knit bond between
history and literature to support his literary reflection of historical reality. As fictionalized as his
characters and their interactions may be, conspiracy and its inextricability from politics infuses
Dom Carlos—and especially his subsequent work, Conjuration des espagnols contre la
république de Venise—with more historically-documented elements of realism than is found in
other nouvelles historiques of the time, some of which will be mentioned in Chapter Two. We
will also consider the cultural, political, and economic influences that life in Paris exerted on
Savoy-native Saint-Réal as he tailored his works to suit the political agenda of his monarch and
patron, Louis XIV.
The two most prominent scholars of Saint-Réal’s life and works, Andrée Mansau and
Gustave Dulong, offer a well-rounded perspective on the Savoyard writer, all the more since they
are of conflicting opinions regarding his status and credibility as a historian. Mansau’s SaintRéal et l’humanisme cosmopolite that—tentatively—credits Saint-Réal with advancing the genre
of historical novel, and Dulong’s L’abbé de Saint-Réal; étude sur les rapports de l’histoire et du
roman au 17e siècle that deems Saint-Réal a poor historian include a wealth of biographical,
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critical, cultural, political details that inform the creation of Dom Carlos as well as his of other
works, De l’usage de l’histoire and Conjuration des espagnols contre la république de Venise,
both of which will be discussed in Chapter Two. Readings on French literature and culture such
as Deloffre’s La nouvelle en France à l’âge classique, Jean Lafond’s “L’immaginaire de la
conjuration dans la littérature française du XVIIe siècle,” Ernest Martinenche’s Histoire de
l’influence espagnole sur la littérature française, and Steven Kale’s French Salons: High Society
and Political Sociability from the Old Regime to the Revolution of 1848, contribute to
contextualizing Saint-Réal’s work within his era, society, and creative influences. Contemporary
works like Madame de La Fayette’s Princesse de Clèves and Madame de Villedieu’s Annales
galantes establish a literary point of comparison that helps to illustrate how Saint-Réal
distinguished himself among his contemporaries.
Saint-Réal’s perspective of history anticipated the “psychological” brand that would be
conferred upon Madame de La Fayette’s novel. And it was this early psychological exploration
of characters applied to the history of Don Carlos that, aside from the story itself, appealed to
Friedrich Schiller, who delved deeper into writing historical theatre with Don Karlos, Infant von
Spanien, inspired by Saint-Réal’s nouvelle. The subject of his earlier play, Die Verschwörung
des Fiesco zu Genua (1783)—Fiesco’s Conspiracy at Genoa, known as Fiesco—was also
historically-based and documented: the real conspiracy of Giovanni Luigi Fieschi against Andrea
Doria in 1547. But it is Don Karlos that, in the very evolution of its historico-fictional content,
constitutes an artistic and philosophical pivot on a greater scale; it reflects aspects of the
transition from one literary movement to another: Sturm und Drang to Weimar Classicism. We
will investigate the cultural, historical, and political factors that influenced the creation of Don
Karlos and its revision process, contextualizing the play in relation to Saint-Réal’s nouvelle as to
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Schiller’s earlier and later works. Among the main sources that provide extensive background on
Schiller’s life, times, work, cultural influences, and philosophy as well as on the development of
German theatre in the eighteenth-nineteenth centuries, are W.H Bruford’s Theatre, Drama, and
Audience in Goethe’s Germany, Marvin Carlson’s Goethe and the Weimar Theatre, and Lesley
Sharpe’s Friedrich Schiller: Drama, Thought and Politics. The German playwright’s own letters
on Don Karlos convey the creative transformation that occurred during the writing of his play,
especially in the elevation of his characters to principles and forces. During the interruption of
writing between the first three acts and the last two acts, Schiller immersed himself in studying
historical sources. When he emerged from his research to complete the play, his interest focused
less on Don Karlos and more on Philip and Posa, two characters that afforded him a greater
range of political and philosophical abstraction and expression.
We will reflect on how the following aspects constitute pivotal points of transformation
in Don Karlos. First, the references to Nature and its distortion are distilled in the concept of
verlernen—to unlearn—which we will investigate in its semantic as well as philosophical
implications, particularly as supported by Schiller’s response to Kant’s Critique of Judgment in
On the Aesthetic Education of Man. Verlernen also represents a more general spirit of defiance in
its proposition of unlearning old forms and principles that may inhibit development. Second, the
use of irony as an agent of literary evolution assists the process of transition by distancing the
drama from the emotion-centric aesthetics of the Sturm und Drang movement and, along with
the Enlightenment virtues of reason represented by Elisabeth, provides a stepping stone towards
the more temperate Weimar Classicism. Schiller gives some of the subtlest and most nuanced
ironic lines in the play to the character of Don Karlos, especially in his conversations with the
Duke of Alba, Eboli, and Domingo. In this respect, the Infante resembles Hamlet whose wit and
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sarcasm, while situating him on a superior intellectual plane and offering him temporary mental
victories against the intriguers, also isolate him from truly communicating, and increase the
enmity of those attacked by his sharp tongue. The intricacy of this mental refinement also seems
to keep the Infante in a state of deferral of action until it is too late. Third, the elements of
identity deconstruction and appellation that are represented by the phrase Nenne mich Du
illustrate that almost undiscernible line between history and fiction. When, through this phrase,
Don Karlos asks Posa “name me ‘you’” he evokes the fluid, open-ended nature of his historical
representations. The phrase suggests that the open-ended Don Karlos is a construct for its
fictional as for his historical authors. Schiller acknowledges the historical mystery and its
creative possibilities by having the personage himself ask for an identity that, shaped by an
envisioned course of events and actions, may grant him a definitive ending. Fourth, the scenes
that transmute historical fiction into an abstract realm of clashing principles and forces liberate
the story from the restriction of historical facts as from possible criticism of historical
inaccuracy: Philip’s one-on-one confrontations with Don Karlos, Posa, and the Grand Inquisitor.
The words expressed by the characters transcend historical specificity as they become signifiers
in the conflicts between politics and Nature, monarchy and philosophy, and church and state.
All of these four aspects are opportunities for transformation precisely because they
represent the ever-unsettled and unsettling meeting points between history and fiction. Marvin
Carlson’s The Haunted Stage and Stephanie Barbé Hammer’s Schiller’s Wound: The Theatre of
Trauma from Crisis to Commodity help to strengthen the argument of genre-transformative
innovations by viewing Don Karlos as a tale “haunted” in its retelling not only by a previous
telling (Carlson) but also by human trauma (Hammer). Thus, by recognizing the story and seeing
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itself reflected in the trauma, the public is more receptive to artistic variations of plot and
characters, which, in turn emboldens those who retell the story to take creative risks.
We will contextualize the original Don Karlos of 1787 within an analytical frame of
Schiller’s revised version of 1802, and his previous and subsequent plays, from Die Räuber to
Wallenstein, as well as within the literary transition from Sturm und Drang concepts to Weimar
Classicism. A philosophical understanding of Schiller and his engagement with Kant can be
gained through Schiller’s own works, such as On the Aesthetic Education of Man, as well as
through Frederick Beiser’s Schiller as Philosopher: A Re-Examination that re-envisions Schiller
as philosopher and explores his relationship to Kant and Rousseau. This supports the focus on
the many references to Nature and its distortion that illustrates the point on verlernen. The
theoretical framework is further reinforced by an investigation into Schiller’s concept of the
Sublime by Ellis Finger, Hegel’s thoughts on Schiller’s abstract thinking as transcendent of
Kantian subjectivity, Heinrich Heine’s “The Romantic School,” and analyses of the use of irony
in drama by Daniel Dahlstrom and Anton Warde.
The revelation of personal motives that determine the course of history captivated the
imagination of Giuseppe Verdi as he composed the music for the adaptation of Schiller’s play
into a libretto written by Joseph Méry and Camille Du Locle, and drew increasingly on the play
itself throughout the entire revision process of his greatest historical opera, Don Carlos.
Different from his contemporaries in his treatment of operatic conventions, Verdi found
innovatory creative inspiration in Schiller’s Don Karlos. The aspiration to bring opera closer to
theatre motivated the Italian composer as he struggled to achieve a stronger theatrical structure
and form in his opera. By the 1860’s Verdi was fermenting creatively in his desire to escape the
norm, yet, as a respected, renowned composer, he acknowledged that compromise was necessary
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in order to prolong commercial success. On his quest of embedding a more realistic form of
drama within accepted operatic conventions, Verdi’s involvement with Schiller’s work,
particularly with Don Karlos, and his attention to the text, gave him an experimental impetus that
helped his pursuit of re-envisioning opera as theatrical drama, and launched his mature phase as
a composer. Over the course of twenty years, his revisions of Don Carlos indicate musical
advances that result from this maturation. His interest in the inner psychology of the characters
parallels his growing attention to the interplay of the characters’ musical motifs. The
preoccupation with motifs becomes less attached to convention and leads to an increase in the
dramatically-effective psychological fragmentation that reaches a pinnacle in Verdi’s last two
works, Otello (1887) and Falstaff (1893). While in many ways still emblematic of nineteenthcentury Italian grand opera, Don Carlos marks a significant point in Verdi’s career as in the
operatic art form. This opera is at once contained by the conventional operatic form of the time
and, almost consciously, involved in the unsettling and advancing of that form. The musical
disparity between, for instance, the Don Carlos-Posa frienship duet and the Philip-Posa duet
reflects this advancement from old to new musical forms. It illustrates what might be possible in
the operatic art form when music reveals the psychological drama of history: the liberties taken
with historical facts galvanize a representation that takes liberties within its own genre.
The French and Italian libretti of Don Carlos—by Méry and Du Locle—and,
respectively, Don Carlo—translated by Achille de Lauzières—constitute the foundation of our
close reading as we will investigate the opera primarily through a textual lens to illustrate
Verdi’s increasing reliance on Schiller’s play during his revisions. The focus will be on the
French libretto as it constitutes the first translation and cross-genre adaptation of Schiller’s play
into the opera. Nevertheless, we will consider a few passages from the Italian libretto as well.
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We will also situate Verdi’s Don Carlos within the context of the composer’s treatments of three
other plays by Schiller, I masnadieri (Die Räuber), Giovanna d’Arco (Die Jungfrau von
Orleans), and Luisa Miller (Kabale und Liebe) as well as within the cultural and historical
movements of his time, such as the Scapigliatura and the Risorgimento. Mary Jane PhilipsMatz’ Verdi: A Biography provides the most complete and thorough account of the composer’s
life and work while Julian Budden’s four volumes on The Operas of Verdi offer scene-by-scene
analysis of the operas, with musical examples. Gabriele Baldini, William Berger, and Ursula
Günther give further details on Giuseppe Verdi’s life and œuvres. Musicologists Philip Gossett
and Roger Parker provide additional critical perspectives on Verdi and Don Carlos, while Paul
Robinson’s “Realpolitik: Giuseppe Verdi’s Don Carlo” from his book Opera & Ideas from
Mozart to Strauss, examines the political and ideological context around the creation of Don
Carlos as within the opera itself. Jennifer Jackson’s study of communication and signifying
processes in the Don Carlos narrative is of particular assistance for scholarship not only on Verdi
but also on Saint-Réal and Schiller. We will discuss the topic of music not in a musicologist’s
language, but, rather, in generally-descriptive, at times metaphoric, terms that aim to reflect the
new musical, dramatic elements introduced by Verdi, and their inextricable connection to the
textual meaning inspired by Schiller’s play.
The pivotal points of transformation in Verdi’s opera derive mainly from Schiller’s
encounters of principles and forces, especially from the scenes of Philip with Posa and with the
Grand Inquisitor. The elevation of characters to the realm of principles gives the composer a
certain freedom in introducing innovative elements. His increased focus on Schiller’s text
supports him in creating musical dialogues that distinguish themselves from nineteenth-century
grand opera conventions in their dramatic structure and musical fragmentation. We will address
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these scenes primarily from a textual perspective, and by exploring the connections with
Schiller’s play as with the later revisions of the opera. We will reflect on the opera’s finale as the
most representative ending granted to the Don Carlos story among all the three treatments
discussed in this project: it is the end that, through its deus ex machina device, instantly turns
Don Carlos into the myth that history itself originates.
The last chapter adds another dimension to the recreation of the historical personage Don
Carlos: a calling into being of the character that is at once dependent on text and transcendent of
it, which occurs in operatic performance. We will reflect on the singular relationship between
language and operatic singing, which enables the re-enactment of Don Carlos to appeal directly
to the audience’s emotions yet is first shaped by the intrinsic properties of language. A brief
comparison of selected phrases from the French and Italian libretti of Verdi’s Don Carlos will
illustrate how the nuances of meaning are altered in translation and how phonetics can influence
the transmission and reception of emotions in singing. This will be followed by insights from
actual physical and vocal re-enactors of Don Carlos on the world’s operatic stages: current,
internationally-acclaimed opera singers who have performed the role. I have recently interviewed
tenors Ramón Vargas and José Cura for the purpose of this study—Vargas’ interview and Cura’s
response piece are included in the Appendix—and researched tenor Jonas Kaufmann’s
reflections on having performed Don Carlos in 2017 in a new production of the original uncut
French version. As seasoned interpreters of the role of Don Carlos, all three tenors provide
thoughtful reflections on calling this personage into being, on the importance of language as
determinant of mood and transmission of emotions, and on the special blend of history and
fiction that has been the core part of our quest from the start of this project.
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By addressing the complicated nature of operatic language, the aim is to demonstrate
that, when the text that represents Don Carlos is removed from the page and transcends its own
textual limitations through the singing voice, both character and story become even more fluid.
In the process of deconstruction that occurs when operatic singing overpowers text, words
continue to exist as signifiers behind the sound, while, through sound, they can transmit emotion
and access the audience’s emotional receptivity at a visceral level, beyond textual concepts. Add
to that the visual “translation” of a production, and Don Carlos remains a continually-evolving
adaptation. Gary Schmidgall’s Literature as Opera, Vlado Kotnik’s Opera as Anthropology, and
Paul Robinson’s “A Deconstructive Postscript: Reading Libretti and Misreading Opera” provide
helpful context in examining the relationship between text and the operatic voice.
Additional thoughts from conductors Philippe Jordan and Kamal Khan—also one of my
latest interviewees included in the Appendix—complement the perspectives on this ultimate
arena of historical fiction: the operatic adaptation. In its ever-evolving representations of Don
Carlos, the opera genre captures best the fluidity and open-ended nature of the character and his
story. In opera the encounter of history and fiction is liberated from textual attempts to reconcile
the differences between fact and myth. Rather, just as the libretto’s words do for the singing
voice, the partnership of history and fiction acts as a signifier behind the entire complex of vocal
sounds, orchestral music, and directorial concepts that keep the operatic treatment of the Don
Carlos story continuously fresh and alive.*
____________________
* A noteworthy production of the uncut French version of Don Carlos was directed by Krzysztof Warlikowski
and conducted by Philippe Jordan for the Opéra de Paris. This production featured one of the most stellar
casts in opera today: Jonas Kaufmann as Don Carlos, Sonya Yoncheva as Elisabeth, Ildar Abdrazakov as
Philip, Ludovic Tézier as Posa, and Elina Garança as Eboli. This version is the original Don Carlos
composed for the Théatre Impérial de l’Opéra in 1866, which includes the cuts that Verdi made before the
actual premiere on 11 March 1867. It opened on the 204th anniversary of Verdi’s birthday: 10 October 2017.
Warlikowski’s concept implies that the encounter with Elisabeth—and the mutual falling in love—occurred
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____________________
solely in Don Carlos’ mind. It also seems to pose the following question: is Don Carlos the only personage
whose historically-documented insanity could have shrouded him in a world of his own or are the other
characters—Philip, Elisabeth, Posa, Eboli—as isolated and trapped in their own perceptions and motivations
as the Infante? Seldom has an operatic production succeeded in delineating the loneliness of the characters to
such an extent, even in the midst of attendants and crowds. This isolation is amplified by the large
projections on an upstage screen of Don Carlos and Elisabeth, individually, as he tries and fails to commit
suicide, and she gazes Sphinx-like at the audience from behind her bridal veil. There is a sense of a
photographic blow-up of loneliness as well as a magnifying of the characters’ psychological inner dramas
that, like the enlarged images, expose every detail and offer an invitation to minute examination. The blownup figures, pasted on the immense canvas of the world’s most powerful empire in the sixteenth century, are
contained, or rather restrained, within the frames of the collaborating and, at times, conflicting forces of the
two institutions that dictate their fates: church and monarchy. Warlikowski’s mise-en-scène reflects the
creative urge to dilate and explore the personal tragedies of these fictionalized historical figures, an urge that
must have also driven Saint-Réal, Schiller, and Verdi who succeeded in “blowing up” not only the
characters’ isolated inner lives in their treatments of the Don Carlos story, but also some conventions of
their genres.
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CHAPTER 1
History or the Origin of a Myth
“Believe me, your Majesty, if this were not true, I would not write it to you,” wrote
Philip to his father, emperor Charles V, in March 1545, describing the terrible financial situation
in certain Spanish provinces.1 2 This appears to be an early representative phrase of the one who
would become King Philip II, also known as Felipe el Prudente—Philip the Prudent. His
directness, succinctness, appreciation of truth and facts along with his courteousness and selfmastery would make him an indomitable, albeit cautious, ruler. During Philip’s thirty-two-year
reign (January 1556 – September 1598), Spain would experience its Golden Age, owning
territories on almost every continent, and exerting its geographical, political, and economic
dominance as “the empire on which the sun never sets.”3 Yet there is another self-descriptive
quote that would come to reflect the public perception of Philip’s personality: “‘I don’t know if
they think I’m made of iron or stone. The truth is, they need to see that I am mortal, like
everyone else.’”4 His desire to maintain peace at all costs, his personal tragedies, his stoicism, his
refusal to defend himself against international accusations and propaganda, and his impossible
responsibility of keeping the burdening inheritance of the Netherlands under control contributed
to create the despotic and taciturn public image, so different, in many respects, from the private
Philip. To this image was added the mystery and speculation around the death of his son and
______________________
1
2

3

4

Kamen, 21
Philip’s father was known as Holy Roman Emperor Charles V, King of Spain Charles I, and Duke of
Burgundy Charles II. Belonging to three dynasties: Habsburg of Austria, Trastámara of Spain, and Valois of
Burgundy, he ruled over Austria and other central European lands, over Spain and its territories in America,
and over provinces in the Netherlands.
The phrase was coined for Charles V’s empire but attributed to Herodotus in Book 10 of his Histories: “We
shall extend the Persian territory as far as God’s heaven reaches. The sun will then shine on no land beyond
our borders” (translated by George Rawlinson).
Kamen, v
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heir, Don Carlos, that imbued the father-son relationship with a fictional aura, even within
contemporary historical accounts and political reports. This created an inextricable connection
between history and fiction that would inspire numerous authors in their interpretations of the
Don Carlos story whose dramatic core lies in the enigmatic relationship between father and son.
Sixteenth-century Spain was formed of provinces ruled by the local nobility, and while
the king governed all of them, he did not have complete authority over them, as Henry Kamen
explains: “he exercised control instead through agreements and the judicious use of influence.”5
Although culturally unrefined compared to other European monarchies, with a majority of the
population being illiterate, Spain was receptive to cultural influences from Italy and the
Netherlands and its aristocrats traveled to Italy for education. The royal court was not very
sophisticated yet the Italian humanist Castiglione settled in Spain and wrote his famous book,
The Courtier, while living there. Spanish troops stationed in Germany and Flanders to protect the
empire against the Ottoman threat contributed to creating a general negative opinion abroad and
aroused hostility towards everything related to Spain. This hostility was also fueled by lack of
knowledge about the Spanish and by the unfavorable reports presented by Venetian ambassadors
who frequently spent time in the monarchy. But inside the country the intolerance and cruelty
that the Spanish were known for had diminished considerably since the 1520s. During Philip’s
reign the conversos—Christians of Jewish origin—were no longer persecuted but accepted into
public life. Even Philip’s personal secretary, Gonzalo Pérez, was of converso origin and a
humanist.6
______________________
5
6

21. “…Royal power was strongest in Castile… which also ruled directly over America, was the largest
realm of Spain and contained three quarters of its population” (Ibid.).
Philip would also show uncommon tolerance by appointing the philosopher Sebastian Fox as a tutor to his
son, Don Carlos, even though Fox’s brother had been arrested for heresy, and the King should have had
no involvement with the Fox family (Ibid., 77).
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Appointed regent of Spain in 1543, at sixteen years of age, Philip maintained a constant,
direct correspondence with his frequently-absent father, keeping him informed about state
matters. Unafraid to refuse the emperor financial aid for his war campaigns, the future inheritor
of the Spanish crown demonstrated, from the beginning, mature, independent thinking and
fairness in protecting the population of Spain and the Netherlands from over-taxation. Kamen
describes how, while mildly aggravated at the refusals, the emperor manifested great tolerance
and appreciated his son’s assertiveness.7 To this self-reliance was added the fact that, as Martin
Hume explains, from an early age Philip was instilled with the belief that his actions were
divinely-sanctioned.8 His attentive involvement in council meetings and his consideration of all
council members’ advices before making a decision, his non-participation at executions, his
preference for preserving prosperity by peace rather than increasing it by war paint a very
different picture from the tyrant of the novelistic, theatrical, and operatic treatments of his
character.9 His penchant for court festivities, music, chivalry literature and rites, large-scale
jousting tournaments, dancing, entertaining, hunting, and gallantries with women, his studies of
Erasmus and humanism, and his appreciation of Flemish culture and art depict an open-minded
personality full of life and curiosity about the world.10 In fact, except for Charles, Philip became
the most-traveled monarch of his time: half of the first sixteen years of his reign were spent
touring Western Europe with his father, visiting the territories that belonged to Spain in order to
______________________
7
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Despite having “major disagreements on many matters, both political and personal…Charles never
demonstrated impatience with Philip and never publicly overrode him” (32).
“…his fervid faith in the divinity of his destiny and the sacredness of his duty kept him uncomplaining
amidst calamities that would have crushed men of greater gifts and broader views” (6).
Philip instituted a new procedure at court that would permit all formal opinions to be expressed individually
and he took them all into consideration in his decision-making (Kamen, 17).
Charles V would write concerned letters to the advisors he had assigned to his son, worried about Philip’s
lavish lifestyle and fondness for women. But despite his expensive parties, flirtations, tournaments, and
going out at night, Philip never neglected his duties (Ibid., 19).
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be sworn in as heir to them.11 Philip’s only social hindrances were his inexperience with
sophisticated court protocols and his lack of talent for languages: he spoke only Spanish fluently,
was proficient in Portuguese, and knew some Latin. Initially, he gave the impression that he was
rigid due to his awkwardness with formalities, and taciturn because he could not participate in
conversations with those who did not speak his native language. Yet he always left a most
favorable impression on court ladies, regardless of their nationality, as he was extremely
chivalrous and attentive to them. He also earned admiration for his hunting, dancing, and sports
abilities. On the European tour he jousted with that ill-starred, brave personage whom he later
allowed to be executed by the Duke of Alba to enforce the suppression of the Dutch Revolt:
Lamoral, Count of Egmont, governor of Flanders and Artois.12
As a child Philip had been very close to his mother, Isabel of Portugal, but lost her when
he was twelve. He venerated his father and suffered greatly during the latter’s long campaigns,
compensating for the absence of loving parents by developing unusually close bonds to his two
younger sisters, Maria and Juana. Nevertheless, the most significant relationship for Philip was
the one with his father. He absorbed as much as possible from Charles V and continued to revere
the emperor after his death never uttering any hint of criticism against him. It was the emperor
who, first-hand, instructed Philip on how to rule and gave him wise insights on the people at
court. One such insight was about the Duke of Alba’s excessive ambition: “‘You are younger
______________________
11

12

Prince Andrea Doria, the eighty-two-year-old admiral of the Republic of Genoa, commanded his fleet of
fifty-eight galleys to transport Philip and his royal party as they sailed from the port of Rosas towards Italy
on 2 November 1548 to start the European tour (Kamen, 36). Doria will be the subject of Schiller’s play,
Der Verschwörung des Fiesco zu Genua, depicting the Fieschi’s conspiracy against him that took place in
1547, the year before Philip’s tour began
He also jousted with William of Nassau, prince of Orange, the most prominent grandee and governor of
Holland, Zealand, Utrecht who would eventually escape execution, and lead an anti-Spain propaganda that
would greatly contribute to damaging Philip’s reputation.
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than he; take care that he does not dominate you. Be careful not to let him or the other grandees
get a firm footing in government.’”13 Twenty years older than Philip, the Duke of Alba instructed
Philip in warfare and became the center of influence of one of the two groups into which Philip’s
closest courtiers were divided. The other group was led by Ruy Gómez, Prince of Eboli, who
became very close to the King, and was sometimes referred to as “Rey” (king) Gómez for his
power.14 Philip allowed for conflicting views and policies to develop among his courtiers and
managed to keep everyone’s unwavering devotion.15 As high steward to the King, the Duke of
Alba was unsatisfied with his role and wanted an even higher position in the monarchy but,
while Philip often consulted him on Flanders, he did not promote him. Philip’s distrust of Alba,
as will be illustrated in Schiller’s Don Karlos, was not overt but influenced him nevertheless.
Ruy Gómez enjoyed Philip’s favor until he began to support Egmont and William of Orange in
their pleas for religious freedom in the Netherlands; then, he was removed from his central role
in politics and assigned, as Saint-Réal writes in his nouvelle, to Don Carlos and his household.16
Philip’s matrimonial union with Elisabeth de Valois—who was initially betrothed to his
son, the Infante Don Carlos—was a happy one. It was his third and best marriage thus far, after
______________________
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Kamen, 27. The Duke of Alba will appear as a character in Saint-Réal’s nouvelle and in Schiller’s play: to
the chagrin of the Infante, he will receive the mission to suppress the rebellion in Flanders, which is
historically accurate.
Ruy Gómez married Ana de Mendoza who was Elisabeth’s friend until the Queen’s death, and later allied
herself to Philip’s secretary of state, Antonio Pérez. Ana and Antonio were both accused of revealing state
secrets; she was incarcerated in 1579 and died in prison in 1592. Known for her beauty and social energy,
she would become the inspiration for the Princess Eboli character in Saint-Réal, Schiller, and Verdi’s
treatments of the Don Carlos story.
“Loyalty to the king overrode rivalries…It was one of his more remarkable achievements that, until the
1580s, members of his councils complained frequently about each other but never about the king… in the
end the king relied on himself to be able to keep the balance between conflicting groups. Since it was the
rule in government at that time for only the king to make decisions, differing opinions and advice could
help rather than hinder efficiency” (Kamen, 86-87).
“Eboli was the leader of the powerful peace faction at Philip’s court, a wily operator fanatically opposed to
the Duke of Alba’s belligerent approach to foreign policy” (Goodwin, 175).
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the two-year loveless marital relationship with María of Portugal—Don Carlos’ mother who died
four days after giving birth to him—and the strictly political four-year marriage to England’s
Mary Tudor who was eleven years his senior. The King was known for having many lovers—
thus aptly portrayed as an adulterer, especially in Verdi’s opera—but when he married Elisabeth,
it was reported that the newlyweds were very “pleased with each other,” and Ruy Gómez
notified the French ambassador that Philip’s “‘past love affairs have ceased, and everything is
going so well that one could not wish for more.’”17
When Elisabeth was sent to France, her mother, Catherine de Medici, entrusted her with
the political mission to secure a marriage between Don Carlos and her sister, Marguerite de
Valois, who would later become Henri IV’s wife. The new Spanish Queen immediately endeared
herself to the Infante, especially by manifesting compassion for him during his frequent fever
attacks. Hume dispels the myth of the love story between Elisabeth and Don Carlos, and
attributes their closeness to the French-born Spanish Queen’s political agenda.18 An additional
marriage between Spanish and French royalty would have made the alliance between Spain and
France indestructible. But Philip was against forming yet another bond to Catherine de Medici.
He preferred Mary Stuart as a wife for his son in order to bring England under his control. The
prospect of this marriage failed not only because of Elisabeth and Catherine’s machinations
against it, but also because Philip, aware of his son’s worsening mental condition, procrastinated
until it was too late and Mary Stuart married her cousin, Henry Stuart, Lord Darnley. Don
______________________
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18

Kamen, 90. The fidelity was only temporary: Philip would resume his love affairs. Elisabeth hated his
Infidelities, but reports attested to her life with the King as very pleasant.
“The romantic stories of mutual love between [Elisabeth and Don Carlos] may be dismissed now as utterly
exploded fables. Elisabeth had been born and bred in an atmosphere of political intrigue, she had gone to
Spain purely for political reasons, and she was entrusted with the task of trying to win the greatest
matrimonial prize in Europe for her sister” (89-90).
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Carlos’ alarming mental and physical condition was recorded in various accounts; one such
“reliable diplomatic report” is quoted by Robert Goodwin and attests to the nationwide concern
about the Infante’s abilities as the future inheritor of the Spanish crown: “‘he walks hunched
over and seems weak on his legs,’ but is ‘much given to violence to the point of cruelty… He has
abandoned himself to such chaos that… the joy among the Spaniards at having a native prince is
as great as the doubts they have about his ability to govern.’”19
The extensive in-breeding among his royal relatives was certainly responsible for Don
Carlos’ mental and physical defects. Philip was the child of first cousins, both grandchildren of
Ferdinand and Isabella.20 Philip’s mother, Empress Isabel… “was the offspring of several
generations of consanguineous marriages.”21 In 1564, Imperial ambassador Adam von
Dietrichstein described the nineteen-year old Don Carlos in a letter to the emperor: “‘brown,
curly hair, long in the jaw, pale of face… One of his shoulders is slightly higher than the other.
He has a sunken chest, and a little lump on his back at waist height. His left leg is much longer
than his right… he has weak legs. His voice is harsh and sharp, he has problems in speaking and
the words come with difficulty from his mouth.’”22
Reports of the Infante’s sadistic and violent nature had spread throughout the main
European courts.23 It was said that he enjoyed seeing animals roasted alive, and whipping
servants and young girls. He rode one of his father’s best horses with such violence that the horse
______________________
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177
Philip’s grandmother—Charles V’s mother—was named Juana la loca, for having gone insane after her
husband, Flemish-born Philip the Handsome died.
Hume, 5
Quoted in Kamen’s Philip of Spain, 120. “Unlike the Venetian ambassador, who thought the prince
downright ugly, Dietrichstein thought he had a normal aspect. He noted, however, Don Carlos’s violent
nature, his intemperate speech, and his gluttony” (Ibid.)
Goodwin, 173
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died. He once bit off the head of a turtle that had bitten his finger. From the very little time that
Charles V spent with his grandson, the former emperor commented that he “did not like the
boy’s ‘manners and character’ and did ‘not know what might become of him’…”24 Don Carlos
was often debilitated by bouts of quartan fever, a malarial fever recurring at three-day intervals.
His mental condition was worsened by the accident he suffered at the University of Alcalá in
1561. While chasing a girl, he fell down a flight of stairs and smashed his head into a door. His
wound developed into an infection that nearly killed him. The trepanation procedure performed
on him by the famous doctor Andreas Vesalius proved less successful than religious superstition.
After the remains of local priest Diego de Alcalá, considered to have healing properties, were
brought to the Infante’s bed, the latter began to recover within hours of having touched the
mummified body and passed his hands across his face. In five weeks Don Carlos recuperated but
the entire experience increased his violent rages.25
The Spanish prince’s physical and mental defects are attributed, as Geoffrey Parker
affirms, not only to the in-breeding within his family but also to a horrendously difficult birth.26
This was followed by a childhood deprived of parental love—Don Carlos never knew his mother
and his father was frequently absent—and the affectionate bonds he developed were constantly
cut short. At eleven months old he experienced the loss of his wet nurse, and at age seven he was
abruptly separated from both his aunt Juana and his governess “who had taken care of him and
for whom he felt affection.”27 His emotionally-starved childhood combined with the physical and
______________________
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Goodwin, 173-174
Ibid., 174
“Don Carlos was born after a difficult labor that lasted three days, which may have deprived him of oxygen
at times and caused right-side hemiparesis, resulting in speech and balance difficulties which persisted
throughout his life” (179)
The loss of the wet nurse provoked in Don Carlos ‘an intense, continuous, and inconsolable wailing, anger,
and refusal to eat’” (Ibid.)
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mental challenges he experienced most likely contributed to creating a personality at once prone
to violent rages and demanding of affection and devotion from anyone who showed him any hint
of compassion. Often, he behaved like a child, asking questions indiscriminately and persistently,
and openly manifesting his displeasure, even in council meetings, at the slightest detail that did
not fulfill his expectations. At times, however, Don Carlos demonstrated great generosity
towards women, especially towards Elisabeth, and regaled them with expensive gifts.
Philip tried his utmost to treat his son as normal, hoping that with age, his condition
might improve and he would be capable of ruling. In spite of his defects, Don Carlos was, in
several accounts, described as intelligent and astute. His father attempted to include him in
governmental matters by allowing him to participate in the Council of State meetings. In his
testament of 1557, Philip had named Don Carlos his official heir, and in 1559, during his speech
to the States of the Netherlands, he declared that he would appoint Don Carlos as governor of the
Low Countries. He even arranged a marriage for his son with Anna of Austria, the daughter of
emperor Maximilian, but eventually, increasingly concerned about his son’s mental state, he
evaded the attempts to move forward with the wedding plans.28 The general impression that had
formed about the Spanish prince, Kamen suggests, was that he led a kind of double life
oscillating between normality and insanity.29 At the same time, Philip’s move of Ruy Gómez to
the Infante’s household backfired as Gómez tried to persuade Don Carlos to support the interests
of his faction which included advocating for the Netherlands. Influenced by Gómez, Don Carlos’
______________________
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In an ironic twist, Anna of Austria would be the second princess—after Elisabeth—betrothed to the son and
married by the father. The in-breeding continued: Anna was the daughter of Philip’s sister, Maria, therefore
Philip’s niece. She would be Philip’s fourth and last wife. The union between them finally produced an heir
to the Spanish throne, the next monarch, Philip III.
“Don Carlos’ life pursued two parallel courses, one normal and one bizarre. The bizarre aspects became the
subject of court gossip and of grave concern to the king” (120).
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delusions developed to alarming proportions.30 When Egmont came to Madrid, the Infante
wanted to establish ties with him, while the former became interested in Ruy Gómez’ “strange
prince of peace.”31 Consequently, when the Duke of Alba was appointed as governor of the
Netherlands instead of him, Don Carlos became infuriated not only that Philip had broken his
promise but also that his rights and capabilities were not being recognized. At first, he threatened
to kill Alba, and then his murderous rage turned on his father as Philip had promised to take him,
along with John of Austria, to the Netherlands himself, but then cancelled the voyage.
The Netherlands were of both economic and sentimental importance to Spain: eighty
percent of the trade routes ships that Spain used were from the Netherlands, major loans for
financing the emperor’s war campaigns were negotiated and supported by the Netherlands, “over
three quarters of Castilian wool, Spain’s only major export, were sold there… Philip’s father was
born at Ghent, his grandfather at Bruges.”32 However, the creation of the Low Countries as
Charles V envisioned it was an imperialist artifice. The emperor had added Flanders and Artois
to the former Imperial domains in which Dutch and German was spoken and had named himself
Lord of the Netherlands. Each province sent representatives to the States General, the parliament
of the Low Countries, but the lack of political unity between them simmered under the surface.
Goodwin explains that Charles V was, to a great extent, responsible not only for this sentiment of
disunity in the Low Countries but also for the hostility they felt towards Spain, particularly due
to religious imposition without forewarning.33 Philip reinforced Charles V’s policies and had
______________________
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“Don Carlos began to believe in his ability to rule and his right to power, a self-belief that stoked his lunacy
and delusions” (Goodwin, 175).
Ibid.
Kamen, 93; Goodwin, 171
“Disastrously, Charles isolated the intellectually and spiritually experimental Dutch from the religious
tolerance forced upon him in the Empire by the German princes, thus exposing them to decades of
autocratic Habsburg intolerance. He negotiated a massive restructuring of the Netherlands Church with the
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Spanish troops—called tercios—stationed throughout the Netherlands. He appointed his halfsister, Margaret of Parma, as the Regent in Brussels, and demanded that anti-heresy laws be
strictly enforced, which the leading nobles of the Netherlands refused to do. Margaret constantly
negotiated between the Dutch nobility’s pleas for religious tolerance and enforcement of Philip’s
decrees. In December 1564, William of Orange addressed the Brussels council and advocated for
“liberty of conscience.”34 In 1565, the Count of Egmont arrived in Spain to present the
Netherlands’ grievances and requests directly to the King. While Philip gave Egmont the
impression of ceding to his demands and adopting a more tolerant attitude towards the
Protestants in the Netherlands and their right to worship, he actually ordered Margaret to
continue enforcing his policies and show no clemency towards anyone suspected of heresy.35
The introduction of the Inquisition in the Netherlands was the most incendiary issue that incited
the Dutch nobility to rebellion. It remains a contested issue between historians: some attribute it
directly to Philip’s decrees, while others claim that Philip never wanted to bring the Inquisition
into the Netherlands and that much of the religious oppression resulted from the actions of
Cardinal de Granvelle, chief councilor to Margaret, who interpreted and enacted Philip’s
repressive policies towards heretics.36 It was rather Philip’s support of the local religious powers
______________________
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Papacy that was kept secret from the Dutch until it was announced. And he subjected this
politically unstable collection of independently minded peoples to nearly crippling levels of taxation”
Goodwin, 172-173).
Kamen, 98. It is not surprising that Schiller would use the Flemish rebellion as a dramatic vehicle to
transmit his own ideal of freedom of conscience and thought in Don Karlos.
The document known as “The Letter from the Segovia Woods” rendered any agreement that Philip had
made with Egmont void. To assert his power he also ordered the execution of six radical Protestant
Anabaptists that Margaret was willing to pardon (Goodwin, 173).
An influential politician and Imperial chancellor under Charles V, Antoine Perrenot de Granvelle was a
friend of the Duke of Alba. In March 1563, William of Orange, Count Egmont, and Count Horn had issued
an ultimatum to Philip demanding the Cardinal’s resignation and threatening that they would boycott the
Council of State. On this demand, Philip acquiesced and in January 1564 asked the Cardinal to retire. This
may have given the impression to the Flemish nobles that Philip was open to negotiation (Kamen, 96).
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that was interpreted by the Dutch nobility as leading to an imposition of the Inquisition.37 Philip
is said to have denied his intention to introduce the Inquisition directly to the Flemish
ambassador, baron Montigny, as early as 1562: “‘Never in my imagination… have I thought of
introducing into Flanders the Inquisition of Spain.’”38 However, as with Egmont, he was, most
likely, misleading the baron. In truth, Philip believed in nipping heresy in the bud in order to
maintain stability in his realm and viewed the Inquisition as his most effective instrument in
eliminating any trace of religious dissent. He was concerned that any compromise with the Dutch
nobles would lead to a situation of war as in France where the Wars of Religion between
Catholics and Calvinist Protestants—Huguenots—had begun in 1562 and would last until 1598.
As the situation in Flanders worsened—Catholic churches were being desecrated and priests
killed—Philip decided to send an army to suppress the rebellion and chose the Duke of Alba as
its commander and new governor of the Netherlands.39 In the spring of 1566, Alba and his troops
departed on their mission, which was the last straw in Don Carlos’ determination to rebel against
his father.
The Infante entreated John of Austria to help him assert his right and take the position of
governor from Alba. He wrote to the grandees—nobles—for support and planned his escape
from Spain to the Netherlands. John reported everything to Philip. Don Carlos’ plan to flee to the
Low Countries forced the King to restrict the former’s irrational actions that could only be
damaging to a monarchy already in the ferment of suppressing rebellious forces. Before midnight
on 18 January 1568, Philip, dressed in armor and accompanied by four Council of State
______________________
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Hillgarth, 310
Kamen, 93
The revolt was a combination of religious and social, economic and political reasons supported by the
discontent of the nobility, especially those who had fought for the Spanish but had fallen out of favor, like
William of Orange.
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members, including Ruy Gómez, and four assistants, went to the Infante’s bedroom, took all his
papers and weapons, and ordered the windows boarded up. Don Carlos is reported to have asked:
“‘Has your Majesty come to kill me?’” to which Philip responded in the negative and added that
“he would now treat him not as a father ought to but as a king should.”40 It is also said that the
Infante tried to throw himself into the fire.41 When a guard restrained him, he cried to his father:
“‘Does your Majesty want to tie me down like a madman? I am not mad, just desperate’” to
which Philip replied: “‘Calm yourself, prince, and get into bed. What we are doing is for your
own good.’”42 No one would be permitted to have contact with Don Carlos, except for the six
courtiers guarding him. Upon hearing the news of the Infante’s incarceration, Elisabeth wept for
days. The entire court and country were in shock, and Philip spent the next days meeting with his
various councils to explain that he had acted for the benefit of the kingdom. He promised to
provide more details in the future, and he forbid any further discussion on the matter as well as
any mention of Don Carlos in the sermons of priests. At first, the general impression throughout
European courts was that Philip was only punishing his son. But the King made it clear that Don
Carlos’ imprisonment would not be temporary. Justifying the Infante’s incarceration, Philip
wrote to the Infante’s grandmother—dowager queen of Portugal, Catherine, who was the only
surviving sister of Charles V therefore Philip’s aunt; her daughter, Maria, had been Philip’s first
wife and first cousin—“‘the prince’s condition has deteriorated so far and reached such a state
that, in order to discharge the obligation that as a Christian prince I have towards God and
towards the kingdoms and dominions that He has chosen to place in my charge, I could not avoid
______________________
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Kamen, 121
Saint-Réal will stay close to history and depict this scene, including the Infante’s attempt to jump into the
fire. Schiller and Verdi’s endings will be completely different.
Parker, 176
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making a change to his situation, arresting and imprisoning him… My decision does not derive
from any crime, disobedience or disrespect, nor does it aim to punish because although there was
plenty of evidence for that it could have waited the proper time and place. Nor is this a means to
an end, hoping… in this way to reform his excesses and disorders. The problem has another root
and origin that neither time nor treatment can solve.’”43 He explained that his paternal love had
not been enough and he had been unable to find any cure for his son. To Catherine de Medici,
Don Carlos’ maternal grandmother, Philip wrote: “I never hope to see my son restored to his
right mind again. I have chosen in this matter to make a sacrifice to God of my own flesh and
blood, preferring His service and the universal good to all other human considerations.”44 To the
Pope, he explained that his actions were caused by Don Carlos’ inability to rule because of his
mental derangements and physical deformities, and not because he was a heretic or a rebel: the
Infante had become a matter of state security, a real threat to the stability of the monarchy. There
is said to have been a secret trial of Don Carlos before the Grand Inquisitor, Cardinal Espinosa,
among others, during which the Infante’s defiance and disobedience served as the main reasons
to charge him with treason, but documentation about this trial was never discovered.45 Philip
protested against the rumors that his son was conspiring against him, and insisted that Don
Carlos was not a heretic. He organized a series of public investigations into the Infante’s
behavior, some of which he attended. Ruy Gómez told the French ambassador, Fourquevaux,
that Philip had already been aware for a few years that Don Carlos was mentally ill, and that he
had waited, in vain, for signs of improvement.
______________________
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Hume, 121
Diego de Espinosa was an unknown Navarrese priest and lawyer who rose to power rapidly to become
Inquisitor-General, and supported the Duke of Alba’s faction at court. After Philip, he was the most
powerful figure in Spain.
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During the six months of his incarceration, the Infante behaved erratically, alternating
between starving himself and over-eating, swallowing his diamond ring in the hope that it was
poisonous, and ordering ice to sleep on it. At last he succeeded in inducing his annihilation; he
caught a fever and died on 24 July. He was buried in Madrid in the church of St. Domingo and
his body was transferred to the Escorial in 1573. Antonio Pérez, replacing his father as secretary
to the King, reported that Philip wept for three days, and the court went into a year of mourning.
The King entered a period of depression that would be compounded by yet another loss. On 3
October, Elisabeth died in giving a premature birth to a stillborn girl.46 The double tragedy of
losing both his son—and only successor to the throne—and his wife within three months affected
Philip profoundly but he bore his grief stoically and kept it very private: “‘…I accept to the best
of my ability the divine will which ordains as it pleases.’”47 But in the public perception, both in
Spain and throughout Europe, the two deaths occurring within such a short period of time fueled
rumors about foul play that, combined with Philip’s tyrannical suppression of the Flemish
rebellion, would become ammunition for the already-growing anti-Spain propaganda.
As the Duke of Alba’s army of 10,000 troops was approaching Brussels, two Spanish
Protestants published the Art of the Holy Spanish Inquisition.48 The account instilled such terror
that the nobles restored order immediately, which compelled Margaret to ask Philip to stop
Alba’s advance. But it was too late. Alba arrived in Brussels on 22 August 1567. As soon as he
______________________
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Elisabeth gave Philip two daughters, Isabella Clara Eugenia and Catherine Michelle. After her death, her
mother, Catherine de Medici, offered Elisabeth’s sister, Marguerite de Valois, as a wife to Philip but the
King refused. It is reported that not only was he concerned about the Valois women’s reputation for not
producing sons, but that he also had “‘such scruples about marrying two sisters’” (Kamen, 125).
Ibid.,123
“… offering all Europe an apparently authoritative account of the terrible institutionalization of Spanish
religious intolerance that Philip had ordered Alba to impose on the Netherlands” (Goodwin, 179).
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settled in, he established a tribunal called the Council of Troubles, which would come to be
known as the Council of Blood, and arrested the Count of Egmont along with other prominent
nobles. William of Orange had already escaped to Germany in April 1567 while many of the
Low Countries’ inhabitants found refuge in either France or England. From Germany, William
organized a series of attacks on Alba’s troops, yet he did not have enough money to pay his hired
army. Alba made a terrifying public example of Egmont and the Count of Horn by having them
executed for treason in Brussels’ public square on 5 June 1568.49 The executions sent ripples of
outrage throughout European courts. For the following three years, the Duke instituted a reign of
terror and persecution of anyone who showed the slightest sign of heresy or rebellion. Goodwin
reports: “The figures are staggering: 9,000 were imprisoned, fined, or had their property
confiscated; as many as 1,700 were executed, ten times as many victims as the Inquisition in
Spain would execute during the whole of Philip’s reign. Many more fled, perhaps as many as
60,000 in total in 1567 and 1568.”50 51 Historians have suggested that Philip could have
prevented this massacre had he gone to the Netherlands in person to settle matters. In fact, he
was repeatedly advised to do so by his councilors in both Brussels and Spain. Although
apparently willing to go, Philip procrastinated, and this gave the impression that he manifested
indifference towards the Flemish nobility as towards his Spanish advisors, which only
______________________
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Kamen suggests that the fates of Egmont and Horn were sealed by William of Orange’s attacks, and that
Alba had initially been reluctant to arrest and execute the two nobles. He was pressured by council
members, and especially by the Inquisitor-General, Cardinal Espinosa, to assert his authority and offer an
example that would frighten any other rebellious nobles into submission. Philip expressed remorse after the
fact: “‘I very deeply regret that the offences of the counts were so serious that they called for the
punishment that has been carried out.’” The names of the two Counts continued to be esteemed at court in
Madrid even after their execution (123-124).
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The anti-Spain propaganda inflated the figure of those imprisoned and executed to 18,600 (Hillgarth, 314).
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aggravated the conflict.52
In the post-Reformation disunified Christian Europe, Spain, as the foremost proponent of
Tridentine Orthodoxy, became, in the Protestants’ view, the “personification of evil, superstition,
and oppression.”53 The already-fermenting European hostility towards the Spanish monarchy
was intensified in the 1560’s by the revolt in the Low Countries.54 55 Combined with an
international opinion of Philip as an imperialist along with a widespread envy and fear of
Spanish power, it is not surprising that various sources seized on the imprisonment and
mysterious death of Don Carlos to spread rumors about Philip’s inhuman tyranny and launch an
anti-Spain propaganda, thus contributing to creating the Spanish Black Legend—La leyenda
negra.56 57 The myth created around Don Carlos and its obscuration of historical facts originate,
in large part, from this anti-Spain propaganda.
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Philip actually declared: “‘From the day I grasped that my presence was necessary in order to remedy the
affairs of Flanders, I resolved to go there in person’” (Kamen, 112). But he was delayed by Elisabeth’s
pregnancy, by illness, by the death of his trusted Gonzalo Pérez, and by his own indecision, until he felt
compelled to send an army first.
Hillgarth, viii. “Tridentine,” derived from the city of Tridentium (Trento, in Italy) implies the activities
related to the decrees and canons issued by the Council of Trent in response to the Protestant Reformation.
The Council met twenty-five times between 1545 and 1563 and offered clarifications for every doctrine
disputed by the Protestants as well as orders for self-reform. It played a key part in the Counter
Reformation.
Philip II’s power was viewed as dangerous. He wanted to set a totalitarian government in the Low
Countries as he had in Naples and Milan (Hillgarth, 309).
Dutch historian Pieter Geyl sees Philip’s dispatch of the Duke of Alba to the Low Countries in 1567 not
only as punishment of the rebels who pillaged churches but as a mission of total annihilation of Protestant
roots and instauration of absolutism.
The “leyenda negra” has been defined by historian Manuel Fernández Álvarez as “‘Cuidadosa distorsión de
la historia de un pueblo, realizada por sus enemigos, para mejor combatirle. Y una distorsión lo mas
monstruosa possible, a fin de lograr el objetivo marcado: la descalificación moral de ese pueblo, cuya
supremacía hay que combatir por todos los medios’” (Alvar Ezquerra). “The careful distortion of the
history of a nation, perpetrated by its enemies in order to better fight it. And a distortion as monstrous as
possible, with the goal of achieving a specific aim: the moral disqualification of the nation, whose
supremacy must be fought in every way possible.”
“The basic premise of the Black Legend is that Spaniards have shown themselves, historically, to be
uniquely cruel, bigoted, tyrannical, obscurantist, lazy, greedy, and treacherous… [These] Leyenda Negra
charges can be relegated to the literary license of the propagandists” (Powell, 11, xiii).
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French, Venetian, and British ambassadors had given various accounts testifying both to
the Infante’s mental instability and rages—which were justifiable reasons for Philip to shut him
away—as to Philip’s cruelty in not allowing anyone to visit his son, and possibly poisoning him.
Some ambassadorial reports reported the death as a suicide. The only non-Catholic ambassador
at the Spanish court at the time of the Infante’s arrest, the English diplomat, John Man, changed
his story for personal reasons. At first, he reported that Don Carlos was arrested because of his
instability. But when he was dismissed from the court, Man, in anger, began to spread the rumor
of the Infante’s possible poisoning on orders of his father, writing that Don Carlos died “‘Not
without great suspyton [—suspicion—] as is reported, of a taste.’”58 The ambassadorial reports
were only the beginning. Elisabeth’s death three months after Don Carlos fired up speculation
and provided additional content to Philip’s many enemies who rapidly spread their net of
reputation-smearing. As the Duke of Alba’s massacre in the Netherlands greatly amplified
international outrage and hatred of Spain, it launched William of Orange’s propaganda and
precipitated the Dutch Revolt.59 Within forty years of Don Carlos’ death, a series of published
works, including historical compilations, succeeded in constructing the myth about the Infante’s
supposed murder and the Black Legend around Philip and his Spanish realm.
The first two published accounts of the anti-Spain, anti-Philip propaganda, that also
proliferated the Don Carlos myth, appeared in the Netherlands in 1581. One was an anonymous
______________________
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The Dutch Revolt that led to the Eighty Years’ war between Spain and the Netherlands, also known as the
Dutch War of Independence, is said to have started in 1568 with William of Orange’s invasions, although
several riots occurred beginning in 1566 with the desecration of churches, which is what precipitated
Philip’s decision to send Alba there with troops. The war ended in 1648, and the Dutch Republic was
recognized as an independent state. The war weakened Spain resources, but Spain kept their reign over
Southern Netherlands and maintained Catholicism there. Some consider the Low Countries’ greatest victory
against Spain an ideological one: “imbuing posterity with the conviction that the greatest king of Spain,
Philip II, and Spain itself were totally and unrelievedly evil” (Hillgarth, 327).
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work in verse, entitled Diogenes, in which the author asked the French king to help the Dutch
combat Philip’s oppressive rule, and planted the seeds of the forbidden love myth that would be
exploited in so many adaptations of the Don Carlos story. The message in Diogenes was that
Don Carlos and Elisabeth had both been murdered by Philip for falling in love.60 The betterknown account, William of Orange’s Apology, claimed that Philip “‘unnaturally murdered his
own son and heir.’”61 It condemned the entire Spanish race for their cruelty and avarice as well
as for treating the Low Countries inhabitants in the same manner as the colonized Indians in
America. William accused Philip of being an incestuous bigamist, and a murderer, not only of
Don Carlos but also of Elisabeth: “If we say we reject the rule of such an incestuous king, a
parricide, and murderer of his wife, who can accuse us justly? How many kings have there been,
banished from their kingdoms… who haven’t committed such horrible crimes?”62 The murder of
Don Carlos remains the longest-lasting among all of William of Orange’s accusations against
Philip II.63 In 1587, French Protestant historian Louis Turquet de Mayerne published his colossal
work on the history of Spain in twenty-seven volumes, Histoire Générale d’Espagne, in which
he maintains this accusation.64 At the start of the seventeenth century, Pierre Matthieu wrote a
______________________
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Ibid. Written in French and translated into several languages, the Apology was William’s
justification of rebellion, and his defense against Philip’s Edict of Proscription that accused the Dutch
prince of disloyalty both to Charles V and to Philip and blamed him as the sole leader of the Dutch revolt.
“‘Si donc… nous disons que nous rejettons le gouvernement d’un tel roi incestueux, parricide et meurtrier
de sa femme, qui nous pourrait accuser justement? Combien y-a-t-il eu des rois bannis des leurs
royaumes… qui n’avait pas commis des crimes si horribles?’” (Pérez).
The accusation of murder also came from one of Philip’s greatest enemies, his former secretary, Antonio
Pérez, who had very personal reasons to denigrate the King. Antonio Pérez was sentenced to death by
Philip for the murder of Don Juan of Austria’s secretary Juan de Escobedo. He escaped to France where he
lived for the rest of his life, occasionally traveling to England in an attempt to sell Philip’s secrets of state to
Queen Elizabeth. His account, Relaciones, published in Pau in 1591 and in England in 1593, contributed
significantly to the propagation of the Black Legend around Philip, a propaganda catalyzed by William of
Orange’s Apologia (1580).
This account is tempered by Edward Grimeston in his translation of Louis Turquet de Mayerne’s history of
Spain—The Generall Historie of Spain—published in 1612, to which he adds an Italian report claiming that
the Infante died because of his irregular eating habits. This temperance of the outright accusation of Philip
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fictional interpretation of the story in his Histoire de France (Paris, 1606) that ends in Don
Carlos’ execution by four slaves by order of the Inquisition. Historian Jacques Auguste de Thou
also intimated foul play around Don Carlos’ death in his historical accounts that became the
monumental work, Historia sui temporis, published between 1604 and 1608.65
What remains perplexing is Philip’s unwillingness to defend himself against William of
Orange’s indictments, which increased the speculation that he had something to hide. Some
theories assert that Philip simply refused to declare his son insane in front of the entire world to
justify his actions, therefore he preferred to remain silent. It did not help that he did not allow
anyone to write about his life and accomplishments during his lifetime, as he despised flattery,
therefore, as Kamen writes, “he left the field wide open to detractors.”66 The courtier Luis
Cabrera de Córdoba did keep chronicles on Philip’s life and activities, and was considered the
official court historiographer. His historical opus, Historia de Felipe I, Rey de España, published
more than twenty years after Philip’s death, is regarded as “the best account of the king’s life
written by someone who knew him personally.”67 But Cabrera’s depiction of the King rushing to
the dying Don Carlos and making the sign of the cross over him is undoubtedly biased; he is the
only one of Philip’s contemporaries who mentions such a scene. It is also worth noting that the
anti-Spain propaganda was also aided by pamphlets and rumors of a conspiracy theory supported
______________________
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as being influenced by the Inquisition to murder both his son and his wife is politically motivated. It results
from the 1604 peace between England and Spain which called for a more conciliatory, human attitude
towards the Spanish King.
Brantôme, whose memoirs about the illustrious men and women of his lifetime were published between
1665-1666 offers some counterweight to anti-Spanish propaganda by expressing his admiration of
Spanish boldness, pride, and military prowess, considering them as brave as Roman troops, and admiring
the Duke of Alba’s troops. Brantôme had been a soldier and traveled extensively, and had even considered
leaving France for Spain. He contests some of the views of Philip as cruel and portrays Don Carlos as of a
“caractère sournois et malveillant” (sneaky and malicious character) dispelling his hapless victim-of-hisfather aura (Hillgarth, 331).
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Parker, 80. The first part of Cabrera’s account—13 volumes and over 1,000 pages—was published in 1619.
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by forged decrees of the Inquisition to demonstrate “the existence of a master-plan, beginning
with Charles V’s abdication in 1555-56 and intending to end with the extermination of virtually
all the inhabitants of the Low Countries.”68
Thus, the challenge to accuracy lies in the fact that even historical accounts may be as
fictional as the literary, theatrical, and operatic treatments of this story. The more temperate
historical approaches to relating what truly occurred implied that Philip had to imprison his son,
both for the latter’s and the monarchy’s safety. Yet there are documented statements of a certain
inflexibility in the King’s behavior that have been used against him to paint him as cruel and
capable of atrocious deeds. The later traditional approach, exemplified by Robert Watson’s
historical account History of the Reign of Philip the Second (1777) acknowledged the various
reports but inevitably pointed at the conclusion that, albeit his justifiable concern for the safety of
the Infante and his kingdom, Philip, advised by the Inquisition, may have ordered his son to be
poisoned. Nineteenth-century American historians, William Prescott and John Lothrop Motley
acknowledge that there is no proof that Don Carlos was murdered. However, they both depict
Philip as cruel, inflexible, and capable of any crime. One of the best historians on Philip and Don
Carlos, Louis Prosper Gachard, tried to remain objective and present all facets of Philip’s
personality including his tender, paternal behavior towards his daughters. Yet he could not
completely escape the almost three-century-old shadow of suspicion cast on Philip as the author
of the Infante’s death, whether directly or not.69
And neither can historians today. The seeds of the Don Carlos myth are embedded into
history. Fictional variations existed from the start in the historical accounts themselves, rendering
______________________
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See Hillgarth, 312-316. Charles V abdicated sections of his empire gradually, ending with his abdication as
ruler of the Spanish empire in January 1556, and as Holy Roman Emperor in August 1556.
Ibid., 526-527. Gachard’s historical account, Don Carlos et Philippe II, appeared in 1863.
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the line between history and fiction almost invisible. Don Carlos’ history itself seemed to extend
the invitation to interpretation, an invitation that so many authors throughout the subsequent
centuries have found irresistible. Yet few have succeeded in channeling the fluidity between
history and fiction in a more genre-transformative manner than César Vichard de Saint-Réal,
Friedrich Schiller, and Giuseppe Verdi.
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CHAPTER 2
César Vichard de Saint-Réal: Dom Carlos, nouvelle historique
“Ce malheureux héritier”*
The instant success of César Vichard de Saint-Réal’s Dom Carlos, nouvelle historique,
published in 1672, prompted a series of immediate responses, translations, and adaptations. In
1673, an anonymous work, Sentiments d’un homme d’esprit sur la nouvelle intitulée “Dom
Carlos,” encourages Saint-Réal to write a continuation of his novel that would include additional
discussions about politics and love. That same year, Dom Carlos is translated into English and
becomes the source of Thomas Otway’s play Don Carlos, Prince of Spain, whose premiere takes
place in 1676 in London. The play is a commercial and financial triumph with an
uncharacteristically long run of ten days. Nine years later, Jean-Galbert de Campistron’s
Andronic transplants the Don Carlos story to antiquity. In the eighteenth century, French poet
Augustin-Louis, marquis de Ximénès, and Italian dramatist, Count Vittorio Alfieri create their
Dom Carlos (1761) and Filippo II (1783), respectively. After reading Saint-Réal’s novel,
Friedrich Schiller fundamentally transforms the interpretation of the story along with its
dramaturgical structure in his Don Karlos, Infant von Spanien (1787). The nineteenth-century
works based on the Don Carlos legend initially respond to both Saint-Réal and Schiller, but
eventually focus on the latter. Marie-Joseph Chénier and Eugène Cormon conceive the neverstaged Philippe II and the long-titled Philippe II, roi d’Espagne, drame en cinq actes imité de
Schiller, et précédé de l’Étudiant d’Alcalá prologue (1846), respectively; these works, among
others, reflect the waning of Saint-Réal’s influence and the increase of Schiller’s.1 Don Karlos,
_____________________
* This unhappy inheritor (Dom Carlos, 137).
1 Andrée Mansau gives a detailed account of writers who draw inspiration from both Saint-Réal’s and
Schiller’s treatments of the Don Carlos story. (328-374).
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Infant von Spanien is, thus, a turning point for Saint-Réal’s novel: nineteenth-century
considerations of the story shift focus to the German playwright and, for the most part, disregard
the Savoyard writer. It is Verdi’s opera that, in 1867, returns the spotlight to the nouvelle
historique: Saint-Réal’s Dom Carlos is published in a new edition in France that year. The lastknown dramatic interpretation dates from 1901: Philippe II by Belgian Symbolist poet, Emile
Verhaeren. While attesting to the enduring influence of Saint-Réal’s nouvelle historique, the
numerous adaptations that follow Otway’s play have obscured the fact that Dom Carlos is the
first novelistic treatment of the Spanish prince’s story. Interest in the novel, along with critical
analyses and acknowledgments of its innovative merits, would remain largely dormant until the
20th century.
How did Dom Carlos become a pioneer in the nouvelle historique genre and a source of
inspiration? We will consider four major aspects that shaped the development of Saint-Réal’s
writing: the cultural influences of his historico-literary milieu; his political and personal
motivations as a Savoyard writer in Paris; his exploration of the affinity between history and
psychology that begins with De l’usage de l’histoire (1671) and develops in Dom Carlos; and his
implementation of the conspiracy theme as a narrative device on his quest to consolidate history
and literature in Dom Carlos and in Conjuration des espagnols contre la république de Venise
(1674). While paying close attention to the plot of Dom Carlos and its impact on Schiller and
Verdi’s adaptations, we will also reflect on De l’usage de l’histoire and Conjuration des
espagnols as works that inform the creation of the narrative bond between literature, history, and
psychology via the theme of conspiracy.
A native of Chambéry, in the Duchy of Savoy, Saint-Réal was educated by the Jesuits in
Lyon. In 1663, he moved to Paris where he found employment as an archivist at the royal library
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under the supervision of Antoine Varillas. It was a time of new developments in French
literature. A year earlier, Madame de La Fayette’s La Princesse de Montpensier had been
published anonymously. This short novel would eventually be considered by some as the first
nouvelle historique.2 Yet, throughout the seventeenth century that designation would remain
flexible, incorporating elements of the nouvelle galante. Historical settings, personages, and
details were mingled with love stories and fictional characters. Factual accuracy was often
sacrificed in favor of exploring moral dilemmas. Madame de Villedieu’s Annales galantes
(1670) exemplified this fluidity of the nouvelle historique. Many novelists were inspired by the
inclination to grant voices to characters that historians had kept silent.3 Their creative liberties set
the stage for an increased literary interest in the analysis of individuals’ psychological
motivations that would blossom into the roman d’analyse with Madame de La Fayette’s La
Princesse de Clèves (1678). The proclivity towards analysis also stemmed from a general
preoccupation with reason and the intellectualization of emotions, not limited to literature. In the
tragèdies lyriques, philosophy, and salon debates, passion, desire, and sexual love were similarly
viewed as weaknesses that led to defeat and to the loss of personal freedom, reputation, and
_____________________
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Among those who have written on Saint-Réal and seventeenth-century French literature, there does not
appear to be total consensus on the work that first earned the designation nouvelle historique. Gustave
Dulong attributes the debut of the genre to Madame de La Fayette’s La Princesse de Montpensier and
credits Madame de Villedieu with expanding this form and making it fashionable. (76-77) Micheline
Cuénin considers Madame de La Fayette’s La Princesse de Montpensier the prototype and chef’d’œuvre of
the nouvelle historique while Laurence Plazenet views Saint-Réal’s Dom Carlos as “la première à recevoir
la dénomination de ‘nouvelle historique’”— the first to receive the appellation of nouvelle historique.
(Cuénin, 11; Plazenet, 10). Andrée Mansau oscillates between Madame de La Fayette and Saint-Réal:
“Faut-il voir en notre auteur le créateur de la ‘nouvelle historique’ ou le précurseur de Mme de La
Fayette?”—Should we see in our author the creator of the ‘nouvelle historique or the precursor of Madame
de La Fayette?—while she advances the idea that Saint-Réal created “une nouvelle forme littéraire, la
conjuration”—a new literary form, the conspiracy (210).
Madame de Villedieu, a prolific writer of novels, plays, and short stories, eclipsed by Madame de La
Fayette’s fame, declared that if the amorous words she gave her historical personages had never been
uttered, they should have been! “…tant que les historiens les rendront muets, je croirai pouvoir les faire parler à
ma mode” (Annales galantes, xxviii)… as long as historians will keep them silent, I will believe myself able to
make them speak in my way.
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glory. The noblest aim was to remain in control of one’s own heart and to defer the surrender to
passion for as long as possible. Descartes’ Les passions de l’âme (1649) influenced rational
theories about human emotions for the next century and a half, while in salon conversations, les
Précieuses analyzed issues of love and morality as well as the refinement of passionate conduct
and expression. It is very probable that, not long after his arrival in Paris, Saint-Réal assisted at
the conversations between Antoine Varillas and Gilles Ménage who was known as the “oracle of
the Précieuses.”4 He also met Racine, Boileau, La Fontaine, and Molière. The cultural and social
influences of the Parisian metropolis immersed the Savoyard into a complex milieu where he
would come to know instant success followed by disappointment.5
Before writing his first nouvelle historique Saint-Réal manifested a political agenda
determined by financial considerations rather than by his own convictions, with a work of prose
and verse, Réconciliation du mérite avec de la fortune (1665). Motivated by financial awards
from Louis XIV, Saint-Réal paid homage to his benefactor in the dialogue between Merit and
Fortune, suggesting that the Sun King alone can reconcile intellectual excellence with worldly
affluence. His need to court Louis XIV by incorporating propaganda favorable to French politics
in his works would be intensified by the fact that the financial awards would cease after 1670
due to the war-related monetary reductions that would affect many men of letters.6 The
_____________________
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Mansau, 38. Varillas frequented the “ruelles” whose meaning of “narrow streets” indicated the space
between the bed and the wall of the bedroom where the first conversational salons were held. In the
seventeenth century the term was used for the meetings of the Précieuses. Gilles Ménage, who had been the
tutor of Mme de La Fayette, was an advocate for les Précieuses as for intellectual women in general.
Ménage became Molière’s target of ridicule in Les femmes savantes (1672) – see Steven Kale.
“L’élève des Jésuites découvre les salons littéraires, les gais cabarets parisiens, les cercles libertins
et l’intrigue diplomatique. Il fouille aussi les rayons de bibliothèque et écrit ses œuvres” (Ibid., 43). The
Jesuits’ pupil discovers the literary salons, the happy Parisian cabarets, the libertine circles and diplomatic
intrigue. He also digs through the library’s bookshelves and writes his works.
In 1670, France was between two wars unleashed by Louis XIV’s desire to claim the Spanish Netherlands.
The War of Devolution (1667-1668) and the Franco-Dutch War (1672-1678) demanded considerable
resources. Despite Saint-Réal’s persistence and willingness to serve the interests of French politics through
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Réconciliation also reveals the incipient moral pessimism that would infuse Saint-Réal’s later
works, and that, along with his exploration of history as an arena of moral examination, would
begin to emerge more fully in his next work, the essay De l’usage de l’histoire. His experience
as a foreigner in Paris pressured by the need for financial survival and eager to fit into society
and into the intellectual circles where he felt he belonged, instilled in him the understanding of
how one’s basic personal motivations determine political actions, even if those actions contradict
one’s moral principles. Forced to suppress partisan opinions about his native land that might
have been in conflict with Louis XIV’s policies or critical of France’s complicated relationship
with the Duchy of Savoy, Saint-Réal committed himself to promoting the French political
agenda. Before embarking on this propaganda in his first nouvelle historique, he articulated his
views on the role of history in discerning human motivations, thus launching his exploration of
the affinity between history and psychology in De l’usage de l’histoire.
In Saint-Réal’s view, history is a mirror. It is the historical novel’s duty to polish that
mirror and endow it with magnifying qualities for readers to recognize their own flawed or
virtuous motivations in the minutest detail.7 History is conducive to discernment between la
mauvaise gloire—the acclaim garnered by the ostentatious display of knowledge without a real
understanding of it—and la véritable morale, the true moral that comes from reflection and
examination.8 The study of history should encourage independent judgment, and yet, Saint-Réal
_____________________
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his writing, the award was not renewed, and he was forced to leave Paris in 1674. (Dulong, 100-101).
An admirer of Saint-Réal, Stendhal quotes the Savoyard writer at the top of Chapter XIII in Book One of Le
Rouge et le Noir: “Un roman: c’est un mirroir qu’on promène le long d’un chemin.” A novel is a mirror that
one carries along a road. “L’image du miroir, souvent employée dans la poésie du XVIIème siècle, est
apliquée par Saint-Réal à l’histoire et par Stendhal au roman. La création littérarie est un reflet de la réalité
historique, d’une vérité mouvante et difficile à saisir” (Mansau, 449).The mirror image, often used in
seventeenth-century poetry is applied by Saint-Réal to history and by Stendhal to the novel. Literary
creation is a reflection of historical reality, of a shifting truth that is difficult to capture.
De l’usage de l’histoire, 11.
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protests, in the education system it is merely a means to memorize dates and facts without
allowing time for thought. This avidity for facts leaves no room for reflection.9 In complaining
about education, Saint-Réal blames not only teachers but also parents whose goal is to have their
children recite historical particulars and sound knowledgeable in order to impress their elders.
The greatest defect of those who learn history only to fill up their memory and display
knowledge is that, while they note the actions of historical personages, they are incapable of
drawing their own conclusions about the reasons behind those very actions.10 According to SaintRéal, the study of history should be used as a source of enlightenment because it offers a diverse
context in which one can get to know human motivations, which remain, essentially, timeless.
Once these motivations are understood in the past, they can be understood in the present. History
teaches that “one can meditate on men’s actions usefully, and draw wise instructions even from
the most unreasonable motivations that make them act... that there is nothing more equivocal
than our actions, and that one must always go back to motives if one wants to know men:
because it is in their motives that one properly gets to know their mind and the extent of what it
is capable.”11 Saint-Réal acknowledges the power of words to persuade and to deceive by giving
a pleasant disguise to ugly facts. As signifiers, words can overpower reason and obscure the real
_____________________
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Antoine Varillas’ influence pervades Saint-Réal’s entire essay. After a promising start as a historical
scholar, Varillas was contested in his method of historical writing because of his interest in applying
philosophical doubt to history and willingness to sacrifice exactitude to maintain the reader’s interest. Best
known by his contemporaries for his history of heresy, Histoire de l’heresie de Viclef, Jean Hus, et Jerome
de Prague, he had a heavier touch than his disciple: his works are named “Histoire” and do not indicate an
association with novelistic elements. Saint-Réal’s work refines his mentor’s perspective of history as a
more complex realm than an accumulation of facts and dates, and advances this perspective by associating
the writing of history with the novel.
De l’usage de l’histoire, 18.
“…comment on peut méditer utilement sur les actions des hommes et tirer des instructions de sagesse et des
motifs même les plus déraisonables qui les font agir… qu’il n’est rien de plus équivoque que nos actions, et
qu’il faut toujours remonter aux motifs, si l’on veut connoître les hommes: car c’est dans leur motifs que
l’on connoît proprement leur esprit et toute l’étendue de ce dont il est capable” (De l’usage de l’histoire,
34- 35).
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meaning at their core, especially when one is reluctant to examine them. He offers the example
of the word “Ligue” (League)—denoting “la Ligue Catholique” (the Catholic League)—a term
that carries violent connotations for the Ottoman Empire. Behind its holy aura, this word
signified war and hostilities to such an extent that the Turks did not hesitate to assist France’s
Henri IV in fighting the Ligue at the mere mention of it.12
De l’usage de l’histoire gave Saint-Réal the opportunity to articulate what, aside from
political propaganda, would be an important credo in writing Dom Carlos, nouvelle historique:
history allows us to “penetrate the secret of hearts” and uncover “the spiritual anatomy of human
actions.”13 On this quest, Saint-Réal would reconstruct detailed thought processes behind the
actions of the main characters in Dom Carlos, hence resisting and disrupting historical
authenticity. While striving to be a mimesis of historical texts, the nouvelle’s narrative reflects
his continued preoccupation with the association between history and psychology.
In Dom Carlos, Saint-Réal’s protagonists, Elisabeth de Valois, Dom Carlos, and King
Philip II of Spain, are foremost historical personages portrayed with the human passions and
inner conflicts that characterize the literary and dramatic works of the time, such as Madame de
La Fayette and Madame de Villedieu’s novels, and Racine’s plays Bajazet and Bérénice.14
Where Saint-Réal begins to challenge the nouvelle historique form is through his narrative. It is
stripped of literary embellishments and unnecessary dialogue, imitating historical chronicles. He
also provides a detailed list of sources that follows his Avis—brief foreword—as well as “Notes”
_____________________
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De l’usage de l’histoire, 20-22.
“pénétrer le secret des cœurs”… “l’anatomie spirituelle des actions humaines” (Ibid., 136, 138).
Aside from highlighting the nouvelles historiques of Mmes de La Fayette and de Villedieu, Plazenet gives a
short list of other known categories of novels and a few of their representative authors of the time:
“Nouvelles ‘françaises’ (Sorel, Segrais), ‘allégoriques’ (Furetière, Moréri), ‘nouvelles’ (Donneau de Visé),
‘amoureuses’ (Bridon), ‘galantes’ (abbé Torche, Donneau de Visé, ‘héroïques’ (l’auteur anonyme
d’Aurélie), ‘comiques’ (Oudin), ‘plaisantes’ (Oudin)” (8-10).
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within the text. This makes for a startling paradox: while Saint-Réal unsettles history in favor of
the story, he simultaneously anchors his plot in history, thus operating within both fiction and
fact. He stands out from other writers of his time because, in this narrative negotiation, he grants
history a more official role than his contemporaries, especially through the filter of politics. The
pivotal point of transformation that helps him break free from the standard blend of love and
morality tales seasoned with historical particulars is la conjuration—the conspiracy, specifically,
its political elements. While conspiracies are present in Dom Carlos—the Béarn conspiracy and
the internal plot against Dom Carlos, the Infante—Saint-Réal’s art of depicting a conjuration
would develop fully in his next historical work, Conjuration des espagnols contre la république
de Venise. In both Dom Carlos and Conjuration des espagnols, he creates, as Andrée Mansau
pertinently suggests, an “original universe in which love and story-telling pale in comparison to
the depiction of politics...”15 The two works present Spain as a tyrannical, aggressive force
whose leaders are willing to employ cruel and deceptive means to remain in power.
In the second half of the seventeenth century, a literary and historical interest in Spain
developed among French literati. Historians like Brantôme, whose Memoirs appeared in 1665,
gave accounts of Philip II, Don Carlos, Elisabeth, and Charles V, while translations of Spanish
works, including those of Spain’s Baroque theatre, made authors like Enciso, Lope de Vega,
Montalbán, and their Spanish subjects familiar to French readers.16 By the 1670s, SpanishMoorish themes were stimulating the imagination of French writers as seen in Madame de La
Fayette’s Zayde (1671) and Madame de Villedieu’s Galanteries grenadines (1672-1673), works
that rely on novelist Ginés Pérez de Hita’s tales of life at court and the Granada wars. Among the
_____________________
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“Dans cet univers original, l’amour et l’anecdote s’effacent devant la politique et la réflexion sur la vie”
(Mansau, 210).
See Martinenche’s L’Espagne et le romantisme français.
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many imaginative endeavors born of Iberian fascination, Saint-Réal’s writing is unique in
creating a more disabused image of Spain, not just historically but also in his descriptions of
locations such as the Escorial, the San Yuste Monastery, and Guadalupe in Extremadura.17 His
striving towards geographical and historical truthfulness reflects an ongoing competition with
Mme de Villedieu and Mme de La Fayette. All three draw from Spanish literature and history to
create a hybrid of nouvelle galante and historique, but it is Saint-Réal who tips the scale towards
history while his two contemporaries favor amorous intrigues.18 19
Novelist, historian, diplomat, and archivist, Saint-Réal was constantly enmeshed in a
narrative negotiation between the historical and the novelistic. While history does play a more
important role in his novel than in other nouvelles historiques, he nevertheless sacrifices certain
facts in favor of romantic effects and dramatic conflicts. But he does so in a spirit of
vraisemblance—verisimilitude—that is compactly intertwined with politics. The thwarted love
story in Dom Carlos, one of the core elements in the enmity between father and son, is a pretext
for the political clash that instigates the internal conspiracy against the Infante. Ruy Gomez, the
Duke of Alba, Eboli, and the Inquisition are connected by their mutual goal to destroy the
Spanish prince. Dom Carlos is as much a victim of this conspiracy as he is of his unhappy love.
The negotiation between Saint-Réal the novelist and Saint-Réal the historian becomes, as
_____________________
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“Saint-Réal peint Yuste, l’Escorial et les bois d’orangers; il crée… une image de l’Espagne plus
précise que celle de Mme de La Fayette ou Mme de Villedieu” (Mansau, 213).
“…à partir de 1669 apparaît une forme où se retrouve le même mélange de récit historique et d’intrigues
amoureuses mais avec une orientation clairement ‘galante,’ c’est à dire que le récit des intrigues
amoureuses prends alors le pas sur l’intrigue historique, qui ne sert plus que de décor superfétatoire à une
intrigue clairement sexuelle” (Grande, 2). …1669 saw the appearance of a form that contains the same
blend of historical narrative and amorous intrigues but with a clearly gallant orientation, meaning that the
narrative of amorous intrigues is a step ahead of the historical plot that serves only as superfluous décor to a
clearly sexual intrigue.
Jean Fabre refers to Madame de La Fayette as an author who writes the kind of historical novel that refuses
history, especially in La princesse de Clèves. “…un roman historique qui refuse l’histoire” (20).
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Frederic Deloffre aptly describes, a taut intermingling of verified historical facts and plausibility
that makes it impossible for his contemporaries to distinguish history from fiction.20 The
Savoyard writer tilts the angle of his vision by choosing historical sources with particular
leanings, such as Protestant historians Turquet de Mayerne, d’Aubigné, and de Thou. He omits
certain details, mainly those depicted by Philip’s official historiographer, Cabrera de Córdoba, to
support his portrayal of Dom Carlos as a victim of his father, trapped into an impossible love.21
Saint-Réal’s narrative negotiation extends even further: between the fictional necessity
for idealized heroes and psychological exploration. In the portrayals of Elisabeth and Dom
Carlos, he creates a fusion of noble traits and flaws. The exposure of flaws is more acute in
Elisabeth’s case, but one gets the sense that this is only to highlight, by contrast, how moral and
wise she becomes in the course of the novel. What better propaganda for France than a portrayal
of moral evolution and superiority amidst primitive Spanish passion and cruelty? The Avis
presents the narration of this story as a defense of Elisabeth’s virtuous and brave reputation,
particularly in her involvement in foiling the Béarn conspiracy to kidnap the Protestant Queen of
Navarre and her son, the future King of France, Henri IV. In the beginning, Saint-Réal depicts
the French-born Spanish Queen as a flirtatious adolescent whose pleasure lies in being loved,
and whose love is not as profound as that of Dom Carlos. For her, the effects of the broken
engagement are not devastating. Until the change of fiancés, her main concern centers on the
impact that her portrait may have on Dom Carlos and the hope that his emotional state is less
_____________________
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“…entremêler si étroitement les faits historiques vérifiés et les faits ‘vraisemblables’ qu’il était
manifestement impossible pour les contemporains de distinguer l’histoire de la fiction…” (Deloffre, 41).
Mansau combats Gustave Dulong’s accusation that Saint-Réal’s subjective selectivity of sources and details
make him a poor historian. The historical novelist’s choices are guided by his thesis: “la mort du prince est
le crime d’un tyran jaloux qui cherche à se justifier par la raison d’État” (220). The prince’s death is the
crime of a jealous tyrant who seeks to justify himself through reasons of State.
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calm than hers. After Elisabeth is engaged to Philip, her curiosity changes to worry that Dom
Carlos may actually love her. Married by proxy by the Duke of Alba, she delays her arrival in
Spain to allow time for reason and reality to calm both her fear and the infatuation of her new
husband’s son. On the other hand, Dom Carlos’ belief that Elisabeth is experiencing the same
ravaging emotions generate in him the delusion that will end up isolating him emotionally and
mentally from other courtiers as well as from his own ambitions. It also gives the sense that Dom
Carlos has constructed another reality in his mind, an impression that will deepen in Schiller and
Verdi’s treatments. Projection engenders isolation, and Saint-Réal’s Infante remains trapped in
this self-fashioned prison only to escape it in death. Nevertheless, he is portrayed as a classical
hero. His mysterious end is depicted by Saint-Réal as a collaboration with his killers: he agrees
to slice his veins in the bathtub.22
The Infante is an embodiment of Stoic virtue, something that Elisabeth also possesses,
even more markedly in her later portrayals by Schiller and Verdi. The Stoic cult of acceptance
and the two protagonists’ disenchantment with the world of the court reflect not only SaintRéal’s pessimism, but also his support of Louis XIV’s hostility towards Spain.23 Dom Carlos
was written, after all, between two wars led by the Sun King to claim territory in the Spanish
Netherlands. The first war proved less than satisfactory for Louis XIV as he had to return most of
the territories he had conquered. Elisabeth’s transformation from superficial teenager into a
model of virtue that confronts Philip’s tyranny is a victory over the evil, abusive intolerance of
the Spanish. As noted in Chapter One, Philip was a symbol of Spain itself in the Black Legend
constructed around the Spanish empire, and served as the target of widespread Protestant, anti_____________________
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Plazenet compares the death of Dom Carlos to Seneca’s death as described by Tacitus in his Annals.
Ibid., 22-23.
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Spain propaganda.24 By elevating Elisabeth to the level of symbol, Saint-Réal reflects the desired
victory of France over Spain in the French-born Queen’s moral triumph over the Spanish King.
The publication of Dom Carlos could not have been better timed: its political agenda supports
Louis XIV’s disillusionment with the Spanish Netherlands campaign and his increased
enmity towards Spain. Yet, as political as he intended to be, Saint-Réal never dilutes his focus on
the development and consequences of personal motivations. His detailed scrutiny of the
emotions and thought processes that lead to actions makes Dom Carlos a true precursor of the
psychological novel.
As the first roman to earn that designation, Madame de La Fayette’s La Princesse de
Clèves draws on the examination of passions through rational means to depict the interiority of
the main character. The plot actually connects to Saint-Réal’s Dom Carlos by depicting
Elisabeth’s by-proxy wedding to the Duke of Alba, and the selection of the Princesse of Clèves
and her husband to accompany the new Spanish Queen on her journey towards Spain. In its
brevity and substance, La Princesse de Clèves was an immediate success and became the focus
of several debates over the heroine’s confession to her husband. Critics accused the protagonist’s
behavior of being invraisemblable—improbable. Still, the novel exemplifies the century’s
preoccupation with succumbing to passion versus maintaining emotional and mental freedom.
Through the protagonist’s inner musings, readers encounter a heroine who possesses an in-depth
grasp on the psychological, societal, political, and gender-related dynamics affecting a woman of
her position. Her two fundamental choices—the confession and the ultimate rejection of the Duc
de Nemours—are singular and surprising, given the behavior and elaborate maneuvers that
_____________________
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“Saint-Réal therefore seems to be using Philip as a signifier for Spain, and it is the [association with] Spain
which his French readers, irrespective of religious domination, would have understood since Spain was still
a military power to be feared in the late 17th century” (Jackson, 23).
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occupied most other female characters of her milieu who often surrendered to galanteries. The
court is presented as a minefield with historical accuracy in its description of events and
intrigues—unveiled in detailed steps and analyses of thoughts similar to Saint-Réal’s—in which
an amalgam of desire and politics influences aristocratic life. The idea that a woman perceived
the consequences of living such a life and refused to participate fully, despite her personal
inclinations, was defiant and seemingly improbable. But it also demonstrated that a woman of
the time could possess great self-mastery and the rational capability to distance her judgment
from her emotions. This detachment enables the Stoic acceptance of unhappiness and
disengagement from the world that is similarly represented in Dom Carlos. The Princesse de
Clèves fortifies herself in her choice by adopting the path of isolation. Saint-Réal’s Elisabeth
also hints at the need for retreat, which will be further expressed in Schiller and Verdi’s
portrayals.25 The Savoyard writer is rarely, if ever, credited with what has long been considered
an original achievement of Madame de La Fayette’s more famous novel which was, lest anyone
forget, published six years after Dom Carlos: the elaborate interplay between sheer emotion and
psychological insight. As Mansau rightly suggests, “…the union of passion with analysis so
admired in La Princesse de Clèves [is] found in Saint-Réal’s novel.”26
As it does for the Princesse de Clèves, self-mastery proves a source of strength for
Elisabeth. She displays cool shrewdness in influencing emotions. She convinces Dom Carlos to
flee to Flanders by promising him that they would be able to meet unobserved when he returns,
_____________________
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Verdi will give Elisabeth a profound moment of reflection and resignation in the aria “Toi qui sus le néant
des grandeurs de ce monde”—you who knew the nothingness of the greatness of this world—addressed to
the spirit of emperor Charles V: a farewell to lost dreams and a longing for the peace of the grave. Schiller’s
Elisabeth prefers the natural beauty and tranquility of the Aranjuez Gardens to court life in Madrid.
“…la passion unie à l’analyse tant admirée dans La Princesse de Clèves se [trouve] dans la nouvelle de
Saint-Réal” (Mansau, 224).
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as his absence would have already alleviated existing suspicions about them. In fact, she wants to
distance the Infante from her to prevent any damage caused by his barely-controllable passion.
The disparate intensity of sentiments between Elisabeth and Dom Carlos, and the latter’s
delusion that she feels as he does but is making a great effort to dissimulate her love precipitate
the Infante’s downfall. They place him in a state of paralysis and inability to act. It is not
surprising that Dom Carlos—especially in Schiller’s version—has been referred to as another
Hamlet. But while Hamlet’s insanity is feigned and used as a defense mechanism, in Dom Carlos
the delusion of love activates the already-existing seeds of mental instability, although SaintRéal never refers to the documented madness of the Infante.27 The isolation through love begins
for Dom Carlos through an infatuation with Elisabeth’s portrait.28 He is betrothed to her when
they are both not even teenagers during the truce established by his grandfather, Emperor
Charles V, and her father, the French King Henri II.29 For three years, the Infante’s imagination
stirs his passion until the treaty of Cateau-Cambrésis steals Elisabeth from him and offers her to
the newly-widowed Philip.30 Saint-Réal describes the dashing of Dom Carlos’ hopes as a
devastating lightning bolt that enflames both his love and the already-existing inner rage against
his emotionless father, aggravated by his inability to control his fate. In Hamlet-fashion, this
_____________________
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Venetian ambassadors Federigo Badoaro, Antonio Tiepolo, Giovanni Soranzo, and Sigismundo Cavalli
reported the Infante’s insane behavior between 1557-1568. Relazioni degli ambasciatori veneti al Senato,
edited by Eugenio Albèri, 1861; see Carlos V y Felipe II a través de sus contemporáneos by Louis Prosper
Gachard, 1944.
In the opera, the infatuation will receive an aria of its own, and in many productions, Don Carlos sings “Je
l’ai vue” while looking at Elisabeth’s portrait. He also describes how, disguised as a Spanish ambassador,
he left Madrid in secret, defying Philip’s anger, just to get a glimpse at his betrothed.
The truce of Vaucelles was signed by Charles V and Henri II on 5 February 1556, when Dom Carlos—born
on 8 July 1545, and Elisabeth—born on 13 April 1545—were both eleven years old.
Pope Paul IV’s objective to rid himself of the Duke of Alba’s Spanish troops that were threatening Rome,
and his alliance with France led to the defeat of the French by the Spanish and the need for a treaty. Signed
on 2-3April 1559 at Cateau-Cambrésis, the treaty proposed several alliance marriages, one of which was
Elisabeth’s to Philip.
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powerlessness eventually turns the Infante’s despair into melancholy and a perpetual state of
indecision. His delusional love for Elisabeth intensifies a sense of alienation whose roots run
deep into a childhood without a mother and without the affection of a father. In fact, the fatherson relationship borders on sado-masochism: the only way the Infante can get his father’s
attention is to do something to provoke being punished. This dynamic will be similar in
Schiller’s play, which will also highlight the Infante’s awareness of Philip’s murderous power: at
age six, he witnesses his father sign four death warrants. In making it clear that Dom Carlos has
always suffered from the severity and austerity of his father, Saint-Réal omits any historical
mention of paternal concern. Philip is depicted as an inhuman tyrant who swallows all of his
son’s amorous hopes: as Chronos, he devours his son, not only by depriving him of his fiancée
and his political, military ambitions, but also of his life.31 Saint-Réal’s King sees the
consequences of his cruelty only after that cruelty is satisfied. He constantly misunderstands his
son. As much as the Infante tries to disguise his chagrin at having lost Elisabeth, his frustrated
demeanor is interpreted by Philip as an impatient desire to dethrone him and seize the crown.32
Dom Carlos has never felt loved by his father. At the risk of providing a Freudian reading, the
Infante remains a perpetual infante, an infant in constant hunger for a never-known mother and
an inaccessible father. 33 His obsession with Elisabeth indicates that he feels much more for her
than amorous infatuation; she becomes the substitute for—and target of—all the missing love in
his life. This would explain why it becomes painfully impossible for him to separate from her
_____________________
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In the Opéra de Paris production mentioned in the Introduction, one of the projections shows the head of
Chronos swallowing a body whose legs struggle in vain to pull himself out of the Titan’s mouth.
Philip’s paranoia, touched upon by Saint-Réal, is used as an effective dramatic device by Thomas Otway.
From the very start of Otway’s play, the King suspects his son’s indifference to his marital joy, and this
seed will develop into Philip’s own manifestation of insanity, guided by extreme jealousy and mistrust.
Schiller will also shed light on the Infante’s own “problem” with mothers and motherhood: the very word
makes Don Karlos unhappy as he has killed one and acquired another whom he had wanted as a wife.
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even when she keeps him at bay. The ease with which one can slip into a psychological reading
of Saint-Réal’s novel attests to the affinity between history and psychology exploited by the
author. The stretching of facts allows for the dilation of the private sphere, which enables SaintRéal to create the simultaneously intimate and grand portrayals of his characters within the
tension of the interplay between historical accuracy and fiction.
Dramatic conflict thrives on such tension. In reality, Elisabeth sees Dom Carlos only after
she meets Philip. In the novel, Dom Carlos greets her on her journey to Madrid where she will
see the King for the first time. This causes her much agitation but also gives Saint-Réal the
opportunity to describe the Infante through her eyes. Schiller will not show any form of an initial
meeting but will indicate that Don Karlos has fallen in love with Elisabeth after returning from
his studies eight months before the play’s beginning. Verdi’s five-act version of the opera will
set this encounter in the Fontainebleau woods where Elisabeth will discover that the Spanish
stranger assisting her while her page has gone to find her attendants, is not an ambassador but the
Infante himself. The portrait he gives her will later act as the trigger of Philip’s jealous rage.34
Borrowing from Brantôme’s account, Saint-Réal hints at the historical truth of the Infante’s
deformities—“Dom Carlos wasn’t regularly well-built”—yet adds that he had the most beautiful
head in the world with fiery, intelligent eyes.35 With a polite, ambiguous remark, the Savoyard
writer creates a pact between his fictional need for a noble hero and historical truth: “one could
_____________________
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This chance meeting in Verdi’s opera, in which the stranger reveals himself to be the betrothed by way of
the portrait, is taken from Eugène Cormon’s Prologue to his play Philippe II, roi d’Espagne: “l’Étudiant
d’Alcalá.” The scene also gives Verdi the opportunity, in the uncut five-act version, to add a historicosocial dimension: the peasants’ plight during the war. This determines Elisabeth’s compassionate decision
to sacrifice her incipient happiness at having just met Don Carlos, and accept Philip’s marriage offer in
order to stop the war.
“Dom Carlos n’était pas régulièrement bien fait” (Dom Carlos, 53).
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not say that he was unpleasant.”36 During the carriage ride to Madrid, Elisabeth and Dom Carlos
contemplate one other in silence using their eyes as “fidèles interprètes”—faithful interpreters.
While Dom Carlos’ reaction is one of bedazzlement and love followed by the acute pain at
having lost her, she experiences pleasure at “the sweetness of seeing Dom Carlos’ delight.”37
Their gazes communicate different states of mind: Dom Carlos transmits his sadness and passion
and Elisabeth displays understanding but also shock and embarrassment. A more faithful albeit
imaginative interpreter than history as Saint-Réal would have it, the gaze is significant in
Elisabeth’s first encounter with Philip as well. Lost in her thoughts, she stares at the King for too
long, and he, nervously, asks her whether it is his white hair that she is noticing.38 The age
difference becomes Philip’s obsession and one of the main factors that undermine his
relationship with the young Queen. It plays a role in Elisabeth’s disappointment that Philip is not
behaving as tenderly and demonstratively towards her as a newlywed in love. Her beauty and
grace, in such contrast to Spanish austerity, are immediately adored by the court and by Philip
himself, although he never relinquishes his severity, and withholds affection in public. SaintRéal masterfully describes the consequences of Philip’s repression: by restricting all his
tenderness and love to the confines of the bedroom at night, the King’s love becomes violently
passionate and possessive, trapping him into his own mental prison of suppression and doubt.
But his coldness during the day makes him, in Elisabeth’s eyes, seem enamored only of his own
political stratagems. Hence, an immediate emotional misunderstanding installs itself between
Elisabeth and Philip, and this sets the tone for their alienation from each other, which fuels the
_____________________
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“…on ne pouvait pas dire qu’il fût désagréable” (Dom Carlos, 54).
“… la douceur à voir le ravissement de Dom Carlos” (Ibid.)
The white hair—and Philip’s concern with it—will appear as a recurring motif in both Schiller and Verdi.
When this encounter takes place on January 31, 1560 in Guadalajara, Philip is only thirty-two years old.
Brantôme suggests the white hairs and Saint-Réal uses this image to add to the dramatic tension.
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dramatic conflict. She interprets his reserve as indifference and, to appease her youthful need for
affection and tenderness, finds a measure of fulfilment in the Infante’s ardor.39 But, true to the
French ideal of mastery of passions, Elisabeth’s pleasure at being flattered soon subsides, turning
to pity for Dom Carlos’ torments; she asks him to avoid her. While Saint-Réal, a skilled explorer
of human nature, has his qualms even about his century’s extolling of reason—he explains that
even reason and virtue can be disguises for love to insinuate itself within a heart—he never
shows Elisabeth as losing her head. In her conversations with the Infante at court, she speaks of
her childhood while he elaborates on his passion for her. Elisabeth refrains from discussing their
broken betrothal or anything that might trigger the Infante’s ardor, and Dom Carlos, in full
projection mode, reads a painful suppression of feelings in her reserved manner.
Saint-Réal’s insistence on portraying Dom Carlos as a knightly hero victimized by the
Inquisition leads him to idealize not only his physical appearance but also several biographical
aspects that tamper with history, such as the Infante’s close relationship with his grandfather,
Charles V. In retreat from the world, Charles V has softened his intolerance towards the
Protestant religion. The former emperor is surrounded by three spiritual advisors, Augustín
Cazalla, Bartolomé de Carrenza y Miranda, archbishop of Toledo, and Constantin Ponce, the
bishop of Drosse and Charles’ confessor. After Charles’ death, they are accused of heresy for
having influenced the emperor to write, according to the Inquisition, an anti-Catholic will.
Inspired by Philip’s zeal to defend Catholicism, considered the true religion, from Protestant
beliefs referred to as “new opinions,” the Inquisitors attack and destroy those who have last seen
the emperor alive and heard his confession. As the rest of Europe condemns the convictions of
_____________________
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Schiller’s Elisabeth will defend her husband and ask Dom Carlos how he can be certain that she does not
prefer the quietness of mature love to the amorous ravings of a young man; it is her pride that does not
tolerate the Infante’s pity of her unhappy marriage.
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the three spiritual advisors, Philip stops the Inquisitors from burning the emperor’s will, which
would have further increased the outrage. Here Saint-Réal weaves in the legend about the bond
between Charles V and Dom Carlos. He envisions a friendship between the two, presenting the
grandfather as a major influence on the Infante’s dreams of glory and future interest in
Flanders.40 The bond between the former emperor and Dom Carlos will be given a mythical
quality in Verdi’s opera: Charles V’s spirit disguised as a monk will save the Infante from Philip
and the Inquisition by taking him into the San Yuste Monastery. Although Verdi will dislike
settling for this supernatural ending, through it he will, consciously or not, establish a direct
connection to Saint-Réal’s fictionalized relationship between Charles V and his grandson.41 The
attachment to his grandfather spurs Dom Carlos to protest publicly the sentence of burning the
emperor’s testament. He allies himself with Dom Juan of Austria—the bastard son of Charles V
and Philip’s half-brother—and with the Prince of Parma in this act of defiance against the
Inquisition and threatens to destroy the Holy Office, which places him irrevocably on the
Inquisitors’ black list. To alleviate the tensions increased by the resentment of the population
towards the church-defying Infante, further incensed by the Inquisitors’ effective spreading of
rumors, Philip sends his son to the famed university in Alcalá to keep him out of sight for a time.
Here Saint-Réal introduces another character, the real-life hero Count Egmont.
Born in Flemish aristocracy, honored by Charles V, and named general steward of
Flanders, Egmont refuses to fight the Huguenots and the Flemish who are protesting the
_____________________
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There are no known historical reports that indicate a close relationship between Charles V and his grandson.
While he does not suggest a close bond between Dom Carlos and Charles V, Schiller will appeal to the
supernatural as well: the emperor is reported to be seen as a ghost dressed in a monk’s attire. The Infante
will use that disguise to gain access to Elisabeth’s apartments at the end of the play. In Schiller’s uncut
1787 version, Don Karlos also invokes the emperor during the confrontation with his father, comparing the
two in their approach to fatherhood, and thereby insulting Philip.
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introduction of the Inquisition. This act of defiance would bring him to a tragic end despite the
glories he achieved for Spain at the battles of Saint-Quentin and Gravelines.42 In Saint-Réal’s
novel it is Egmont who embodies the role that the Marquis of Posa will play in the adaptations
by Schiller and Verdi: the catalyst behind the Infante’s decision to embrace the Flemish cause.
Dom Carlos befriends Egmont during the trip to Alcalá. Fascinated by the latter’s battle stories,
he decides to learn the art of war from him. The Alcalá sojourn provides the opportunity for
another disruption of history: the fictionalizing of Dom Carlos’ fall that caused the famous head
injury and near-death illness whose development was watched with interest by all European
courts. Saint-Réal chooses to keep his hero knightly and has him tumble from a horse rather than
draw on the historically-documented account of his fall down the stairs while chasing a young
girl to fulfill his sadistic inclinations. The real version would hardly suit the victim of unfulfilled
love that Saint-Réal intends to offer his readers.43 There is also no mention either of the
trepanation procedure performed by renowned doctor and anatomist Andreas Vesalius or of the
Infante’s miraculous revival attributed to the remains of Franciscan friar Diego de Alcalá
brought to him on the day before his recovery. In reality, the people of Spain prayed for Dom
Carlos’ life. In the novel, they consider this accident a just punishment from God for protesting
the Inquisition’s decision to burn Charles V’s testament, and it is Elisabeth’s letter that saves the
Infante by instilling in him the will to live.44 In this context Saint-Réal introduces the Marquis of
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The Duke of Alba arrests Egmont in 1567 soon after his arrival in the Low Countries, imprisons him for
nine months, and has him decapitated in Brussels. Egmont becomes the eponymous protagonist of Goethe’s
1787 play and is depicted as a hero of freedom. The play is adapted by Schiller in 1796 and Beethoven
writes incidental music for a revival of the play—the Egmont Overture (1809-1810). For more on Schiller’s
adaptation of Egmont see footnote 69 in Chapter Three.
In various accounts, including those of Venetian ambassadors Soranzo and Tiepolo, it was reported that
Dom Carlos was a sadist: he enjoyed whipping young girls and torturing animals and people. See Chapter
One.
Andrew Villalon contributes to deconstructing the Don Carlos myth by exploring the head injury incident
of 19 April 1562, and its treatment from the perspective of today’s medicine, the use of the Infante’s
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Posa who acts not only as the carrier of correspondence between Dom Carlos and Elisabeth, but
also as their confidant, which precipitates his unfortunate end. Posa and Dom Carlos establish a
rare friendship between a prince and a courtier, based on mutual admiration. The former’s
discretion and mastery of self—he does not lose his head over Elisabeth as do most others—
enable him to be a constant presence around the Queen to the envy of court members who begin
to suspect them of an affair. Meanwhile, the Queen’s third pregnancy becomes the tool for Alba
and Ruy Gomez to push Philip’s jealousy over the edge. The King suspects Posa of being the
father of Elisabeth’s unborn baby, and enraged by further open gallantries between the Marquis
and Queen, he orders Posa to be stabbed in the street at night.
Despite his assistance, Saint-Réal’s Posa remains a minor character. It is Schiller who,
also drawing on the character of Egmont, will transform the Marquis into the embodiment of a
principle—freedom of thought—and the advocate of the Flemish cause. Verdi will follow
Schiller in his representation of Posa’s idealism and self-sacrifice to save Don Carlos. Both
playwright and composer will create one of the most dramatically-effective, politically-charged
dialogues/duets of their œuvres: the confrontation between Posa and Philip. One could say that,
the diplomatic Saint-Réal played it safe with choosing Egmont as the instigator of Dom Carlos’
defiance of his father. Egmont existed in history, therefore his portrayal as a subversive would
not jeopardize Saint-Réal’s position as it could not be attributed to his own imagination and
political beliefs. Not to mention that Spanish oppression and cruelty stood out even more in
_____________________
recovery as propaganda for the 1588 canonization of the first Counter-Reformation saint, Diego de Alcalá,
and Philip’s documented reactions of fatherly concern. The facts of the primitive procedure, the resulting
infection, and the Infante’s survival attest to the strength of his immune system, despite his physical
deformities and sickly disposition. Philip manifested great worry for his son. After the Alcalá accident, he
left Madrid immediately and spent several days at his bedside. The surgeon Dionisio Daza Chacón reported
that Philip spoke to the doctors frequently, prayed, and sent others to the principal Spanish shrines to pray
for Don Carlos. Philip was even seen in tears.
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contrast to Egmont’s bravery and services to Spain when the Duke of Alba executed him. Thus,
in Saint-Réal’s diplomatically—and financially—motivated work, Egmont is both rebel and
instrument in denigrating Spain whereas Schiller and, to a lesser extent, Verdi will use the
Egmont-inspired Posa to transmit political messages motivated by their own ideals. The artist’s
condition will orient talent in any direction, be it protest or the securing of existence. What for
Saint-Réal is a tool of diplomacy will become a tool of artistic evolution for Schiller and Verdi.
When Dom Carlos returns to Madrid from Alcalá, Saint-Réal gives us hints of madness
in his behavior. The pregnant Elisabeth observes the Infante’s unreasonable jealousy: “he was
making such bizarre and unreasonable complaints that anyone else but her would have thought
that he had lost his mind.”45 These indications of irrationality and emotional instability combined
with his gullible nature and enviable position as inheritor of Philip’s crown make the Infante an
easy target for conspiracy. Saint-Réal develops the conspiracy theme in Dom Carlos by
constructing external and internal machinations that interconnect and nourish each other. After
Elisabeth foils the plot to kidnap the Protestant Queen of Navarre, Jeanne d’Albret, and her son,
the future Henri IV, she becomes a suspect along with Dom Carlos who had not been involved in
the plan but learned about it later. This external conspiracy serves to deepen the net of intrigues
that constitute the internal conspiracy leading to the downfall of both Queen and Infante. Here is
where Saint-Réal excels at anchoring his plot into history: by embedding the emotional and
psychological dramatic elements within the political interplay of the forces at work in a
conspiracy, he makes it difficult to separate fiction from historical fact and to contest and/or
_____________________
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“…il lui en fit des plaintes si bizarres et si déraisonnables que tout autre qu’elle aurait cru qu’il avait perdu
l’esprit” (Dom Carlos, 81-82).
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dismiss either. His source for the Béarn plot is historian Jacques Auguste de Thou’s Historia sui
temporis.
The Duke of Alba, one of the main designers of the conspiracy, assigned a certain captain
Dominique to kidnap the Queen of Navarre and her son, who were residing in Pau in Béarn, and
bring them before the Spanish Inquisition. Historically, Jeanne d’Albret had already been warned
by her cousin, Cardinal Georges d’Armagnac, the Papal legate who had baptized her son, Henri,
and was a protector of Catholicism among the Huguenots. In his letter, the Cardinal implored the
Queen of Navarre to restore what had been pillaged from the churches at Lescar and Pau on her
orders, alerting her to the dangers of her behavior: “You are being misled by evil counsellors
who seek to plant a new religion in Béarn and Basse Navarre. You will never succeed because
your subjects will not stand for it… Your neighbors will intervene. Spain will not tolerate a
different religion between her borders, nor France within… Join the great lords, momentarily
seduced, but now striving to exterminate these seditious heretics. Join them and save Navarre for
your son.” In a bold reply, Jeanne countered the Cardinal’s reproaches accusing him of being
blinded by “the honors of Rome.” She refused to recognize the authority of the Pope’s legate in
Béarn, and claimed that she was not “planting a new religion but restoring an old one.”46 The
Cardinal’s warning came to fruition in Philip’s conspiracy whose historically-documented
construction is elaborate: “the scheme originated in correspondence between Philip II and Pius
IV, and dictated that Armagnac, Monluc, d’Aspremont, d’Escars and the vicomte D’Orthe,
governor of Bayonne, move their forces into Navarre from Guyenne and Languedoc, driving
Jeanne and her entourage from the security of Pau into the arms of an invading Spanish army
which would assemble at Barcelona under the pretense of maneuvering to expel a nearby
_____________________
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Moorish community.”47
As Captain Dominique arrived in Spain to receive orders from the Duke of Alba, he fell
ill and was cared for by one of Elisabeth’s servants, Vespier, to whom he confessed the plan.
Vespier relayed the captain’s confession to Elisabeth’s grand almoner, the abbé St. Etienne who
warned his Queen. Elisabeth immediately wrote “a letter in cypher to the French ambassador
Everard de Saint-Sulpice revealing the enterprise.”48 Saint-Réal attributes this interference to the
glory that the Fates had in store for Henri IV: “…the great destinies of the young prince preempted such a well-organized attempt. They kept him to become, one day, the guardian of
France and the terror of the Spanish.”49 But he praises Elisabeth as a determinant of those Fates:
“…without her, the Prince of Navarre would have never become the greatest king in the
world...”50 In foiling this conspiracy, the French-born Queen followed the inclination of her
heart: “She was loyal to her husband’s country, but she was a French woman, a dear friend of
Jeanne d’Albret, and a daughter of [Catherine] de Medici.”51 Saint-Réal proves his point:
Elisabeth’s personal motivations determine the course of history.
With the Béarn conspiracy, Saint-Réal practiced his hand for his later Conjuration des
espagnols contre la République de Venise.52 This account begins with an evocation of one of the
Béarn conspiracy targets, Henri IV. As King of France, he resolved the conflict between Pope
Paul V and the Republic of Venice, convincing the Holy See to lift the Venetian Interdict—a
_____________________
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“Mais les grandes destinées du jeune prince rendirent vain cet attentat si bien concerté. Elles le réservèrent
pour être quelque jour le restaurateur de la France et la terreur des Espagnols” (Dom Carlos, 84).
“…sans elle, jamais le Prince de Navarre ne serait devenu le plus grand roi du monde…” (Ibid., Avis).
Henry IV was Louis XIV’s grandfather—another political motivation for Saint-Réal to praise Elisabeth’s
interference in the conspiracy.
Hume, 94
Thomas Otway will also adapt Saint-Réal’s Conjuration for the stage as Venice Preserv’d in 1682.
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successful outcome for the Venetians that aroused the anger of Spain. Henri’s death opens the
way for the Spanish to manifest their resentment, and the Marquis of Bedmar’s conspiracy plan
emerges as a vehicle of internal attack directed at the leadership of the Republic: the Venetian
Council of Ten and the Senate.53 Saint-Réal’s narrative steers clear of amorous intrigues and
focuses solely on the conspiracy. The woman character, a Greek courtesan, plays a key role: she
lodges some of the conspirators in her quarters and facilitates their activities. Machiavelli’s
influence on Saint-Réal is evident: his warning in The Prince that a sovereign must be
circumspect when hiring soldiers who have no native loyalty comes true.54 Venice’s mercenary
troops resent the Republic for being treated badly, and are easy to manipulate into joining the
army of the conspirators whose reasoning is presented as noble by one of the leaders, Renault. In
a motivating speech, Renault declares that this conspiracy is meant to save the oppressed and
restore peace, innocence, and liberty—“la paix, l’innocence, et la liberté”—in the corrupt
Republic.55 Ultimately, another of the leaders, Jaffier, reveals the plot to the Venetian Doge and
the Council of Ten, because he is touched by compassion when he witnesses the customary
ceremony of the new Doge’s marriage to the sea and experiences the serene joyfulness of the
unsuspecting population: “…heaven did not want to abandon the work of twelve centuries and so
many wise minds to the fury of a courtesan and a troop of lost men.”56 Saint-Réal strives to keep
his second nouvelle historique devoid of emotion and focused solely on history. Nevertheless, it
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Two important sources for Saint-Réal are the 1663 work, Historia della Republica Veneta, by Giovan
Battista Nani, procurator di San Marco, who presents the Venetian government’s official version of the
conspiracy, and the Mercure françois—considered the first-known French revue (review)—of 1618. He
also relies on the account by Venetian statesman and historian, Paolo Sarpi.
Machiavelli also writes on conspiracies: Chapter 6 of Book III of his Discorsi sopra la prima deca di Tito
Livio—Discourses on Livy—advises princes on the motivations and dangers of conspiracies, and offers
several examples.
Conjuration des espagnols contre la République de Venise, 130.
“le ciel ne voulut pas abandoner l’ouvrage de douze siècles et tant de sages têtes à la fureur d’une courtisane
et d’une troupe d’hommes perdus” (Ibid., 147).
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is a human being’s internal conflict—between pity for Venice and concern for his companions—
that acts as the historical turning point leading to the foiling of the conspiracy and the destruction
of most of its leaders. In an ironic twist, the Spanish ambassador, Bedmar, escapes unharmed by
virtue of his position and declares that Spain fights only in the open and would never need to
resort to underhanded methods. Meanwhile, the savior of Venice, Jaffier, in an emotional
reversal after seeing that the Council did not respect the arrangement to spare his companions,
joins a remaining faction, is captured, and executed. Saint-Réal remains true to his mission: to
penetrate the secret of hearts and to demonstrate again that history is determined by very
personal motivations. Conspiracies are even more revealing in this respect; they constitute
“history’s most moral and instructive sites.”57 He considers them the greatest of men’s
enterprises because they demand of its participants courage, precaution, and loyalty, qualities
that are often not all encountered in one person. As each conspiracy is so specific to its time,
place, planners, and participants, one is responsible, when narrating them, for a rigorous attention
to historical fact and detail. Confined to the internal psychology of the plot’s actors, creative
liberty and fiction can thus find their place within these firm lines of specificity without
detracting from historical accuracy. This is where Saint-Réal unequivocally affirms the
“historical” in the historical novel. He demonstrates that, while he may not be taken seriously as
a historian, he is, by all means, not only a novelist.58 Through his representation of conspiracies
he carves his own way into both history and literature. He creates a unique niche for his work
that will largely be overlooked, even though his innovative hybrid will influence a great number
_____________________
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“les endroits de l’histoire les plus moraux et les plus instructifs” (Conjuration des espagnols contre la
république de Venise, xx).
Voltaire considered Saint-Réal’s Conjuration des espagnols contre la république de Venise historical and
referred to it as a “morceau d’histoire égal peut-être à Salluste”—a piece of history perhaps equal to
Sallust—and as superior to its adaptations (210).
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of authors as stated at the start of this chapter.
Saint-Réal is not the first seventeenth-century writer interested in conspiracies. In 1651,
the poet Jean François Sarrazin, also known as Sarasin, wrote La Conjuration de Valstein, a
prose narrative that appeared posthumously in 1656. In 1657 an anonymous work entitled La
conjuration du comte de Fiesque was published in Paris and later claimed by Jean François Paul
de Gondi, cardinal de Retz, in his Memoires, as a text he had written in 1632. Another account,
initially attributed to Saint-Réal, Histoire de la conjuration des Gracques, that appears in a fivevolume collection of his Œuvres posthumes in 1722, is actually of uncertain authorship since
many texts included in the collection were in fact written by Saint-Évremond, Le Noble or La
Rochefoucauld.59 The prototype for these works is The Conspiracy of Catiline by Sallust, one of
the earliest-known Roman historians whose works have survived.60 Sallust was the first to infuse
the writing of history with dramatic narrative, moral reflection, and a certain partisanship on the
part of the author. Despite his political agenda, Saint-Réal does not transmit only hostility
towards Spain in his Conjuration: his description of Bedmar is filled with admiration. One can
agree with Jean Lafond who alludes to the hidden aspiration for political mastery in Saint-Réal,
an aspiration that also shines through in Mansau’s account of the Savoyard writer’s life: “From
Saint-Réal’s analysis of Bedmar’s calculations and twisted practices, Bedmar resembles a
Machiavelli of secret diplomacy, and it is probable that as Fiesque for Retz, Bedmar carries a
part of Saint-Réal’s dreams.”61 With La conjuration du comte Jean-Louis de Fiesque, Retz
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See Jean Lafond’s analysis of the development of the conspiracy theme in seventeenth-century French
literature. “L'imaginaire de la conjuration dans la littérature française du XVIIe siècle.”
De coniuratione Catilinae or Bellum Catilinae is Sallust’s first published work and recounts the conspiracy
of Roman Senator Lucius Sergius Catilina to overthrow the Roman Republic in 63 BC.
“À l’analyse que fait Saint-Réal de ses calculs et ses pratiques tortueuses, Bedmar fait figure de Machiavel
de la diplomatie secrète, et il est probable que comme Fiesque pour Retz, Bedmar porte une part des rêves
de Saint-Réal” (Lafond, 125).
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inspired Saint-Réal: in his account of Gianluigi Fiesco’s conspiracy against Andrea Doria, the
Republic of Genoa, trapped between the interests of Milan, France, and Spain, resembles the
Venice of Saint-Réal’s nouvelle. Retz will also be a source for Schiller who, before claiming the
Don Carlos story adaptation spotlight, will strive to establish his reputation as a playwright with
his second play, Fiesco’s Conspiracy at Genoa (Die Verschwörung des Fiesco zu Genua), that
will premiere four years before Don Karlos, Infant von Spanien. The seventeenth-century
fascination with conspiracies was connected with personal aspirations. Both the Machiavelliinfluenced, politically-involved Retz and Saint-Réal must have had an ideal of the perfect
politician and admired those who excelled at politics regardless of what side they supported.62
But they could also imagine the possible repercussions were they to address the conspiracies of
their time. By choosing foreign or historically-remote subjects, and sometimes publishing
anonymously, they maintained a safe distance from potential incriminations during the absolute
reign of the Sun King.63 As we have seen, in Saint-Réal’s case, historical works were encouraged
as veiled propaganda in support of the King and France.
Eighteenth-century historians were keen to break up the union of history and literature, an
endeavor that led to a “positivist philosophy” of history in the nineteenth century. However,
narrated history cannot easily resist the association with fiction in order to present a complete,
readable account, as long as the fiction lies within the borders of verisimilitude. It is the
_____________________
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In the early seventeenth century raison d’état writers, such as Louis Machon, attempted to “rehabilitate
Machiavelli through identification with Tacitus and Commynes” who was often referred to as the “French
Tacitus.” King Louis XI, often associated with Tiberius, was seen as the “personification of Machiavellian
Ideas.” In his Apologie pour Machiavelle en faveur des princes et les ministres d’estat (1643), Machon
illustrates how Machiavelli has been misinterpreted and how his ideas were already being practiced in
politics and government (Bakos, 407-408).
In keeping a historical distance, they evoke Pierre Matthieu (1563-1621) whose tragedies used ancient or
Biblical stories to depict contemporary issues.
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vraisemblable that bridges contradictory or disjointed historical facts: “verisimilitude acting as
truth where truth is lacking.”64 The conspiracy narrative then, in its historical specificity and
succinctness of action, provides the ideal medium for writers to color within the lines of fact and
fiction, and create a reciprocally-supportive relationship between history and verisimilitude.
Saint-Réal’s revelation of the secrets of personal motivations implies a revelation of historicopolitical secrets and vice versa. This uncovering of secrets is why conspiracy accounts appealed
to readers of the time and proved very successful. Through the conspiracy narrative Saint-Réal
develops what is, arguably, the most tightly-knit bond that history and literature can form.
From the international stage of conspiracies Saint-Réal moves to the microcosm of
conspiracies at home to depict the nuanced weaving of the plot against Dom Carlos. It is the
Infante’s love for Elisabeth that places him in a position of great vulnerability. A primary layer
of machinations is already in place. Aside from a political alliance with Dom Carlos in the
protest against the burning of Charles V’s testament, Dom Juan of Austria’s closeness to the
Infante is, not surprisingly, motivated by personal agendas. Elisabeth has allowed Dom Juan to
pay her court in order to deflect the courtiers’ focus on her stepson’s attentions to her. Smitten
with Elisabeth, Dom Juan perceives the Infante’s love for his stepmother, and is eager to
discover more. He flatters the gullible prince to gain his confidence while Dom Carlos believes
that, as his half-uncle, Dom Juan, truly loves him.65 Dom Juan embarks on an affair with the
Princess of Eboli, the wife of Dom Carlos’ former tutor, Ruy Gomez. Famous for her beauty and
____________________
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“…le vraisemblable faisant l’office du vrai, là ou le vrai fait défaut” (Lafond, 134).
A historical personage, Dom Juan of Austria will also spark literary interest. One of the recommendations
of the anonymous writer—l’homme d’esprit—in his instant response to Dom Carlos will be for Saint- Réal
to elaborate on Dom Juan: his feelings about the Queen’s death and the aftermath of his affair with Princess
Eboli. Dom Juan will be the eponymous hero in Courtin’s nouvelle historique, Don Juan d’Autriche (1678)
that picks up the rivalry between the Infante and his half-uncle, not due to Elisabeth but to Anna of Austria,
Philip’s fourth wife and the second princess betrothed to Dom Carlos who eventually marries his father.
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power of seduction, the princess, whose advances have been rejected by the Infante, welcomes
the alliance to Dom Juan to satisfy her own desire for vengeance. She is jealous of Elisabeth and
curious to discern the Queen’s feelings for Dom Carlos.66
Added to this layer of sexual jealousies is the political fear that Dom Carlos would gain
power if sent to govern Flanders. The main strategist of the Béarn conspiracy, the Duke of Alba,
shares this apprehension with Ruy Gomez. Aided by Eboli, the two contribute to distancing the
Infante even more from his father. At first, they do not consciously plan to endanger Dom
Carlos’ life. But as the King becomes increasingly doubtful of Alba’s abilities due to the failed
Béarn conspiracy, the two partners in crime advance step by step towards a murderous revenge,
as Saint-Réal proclaims: “One arrives at crime only by degrees, the same as with virtue.”67
Profiting from Elisabeth’s second pregnancy, they succeed in keeping her away from Philip as
well. Assisted by another real-life personage, the secretary of state, Antonio Pérez, they use
every moment to defend Alba and denigrate the Queen and the Infante. As Alba cannot believe
Elisabeth capable of being so clever as to foil a conspiracy, he is convinced that Dom Carlos
helped her, and communicates these suspicions to the King. This alliance of three conspirators
against Dom Carlos—Gomez, Alba, and Pérez—is a precursor of the Conjuration des espagnols
trio: Marquis of Bedmar, Duke of Osuna, and Don Pedro de Toledo. Philip’s jealousy becomes
both sexual and political: he recalls the initial betrothal of the Queen to his son and suspects that
they love each other, and also remembers her preference for France as superior in all matters.
The arrival of the Flemish deputies, Marquis de Bergh and Baron of Montigny, precipitates the
_____________________
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Verdi will follow Schiller in portraying the princess, referred to simply as Eboli, as the vindictive thief of
Dom Carlos’ portrait from Elisabeth to incriminate the latter as an adulterous wife. Both play and opera
indicate an affair between Eboli and Philip.
“On n’arrive au crime que par degrés, de même qu’à la vertu” (Dom Carlos, 95).
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downfall of Dom Carlos and Elisabeth. Verdi will set the Flemish deputies’ plea—addressed
directly to the King—and the Infante’s request to be sent to Flanders, within the auto-da-fé
scene. The human plight of an oppressed people alongside the spectacle of cruelty that is the
burning of heretics will amplify the sense of Philip’s power and tyranny. While Schiller will not
show the auto-da-fé, the public display of immolation will be a pretext for Philip’s tyranny to
manifest in private as well: Elisabeth will plead with him to spare her the horror of attending, but
he will force her to go, questioning her faith.
For Saint-Réal’s Dom Carlos, the meeting with the Flemish deputies is an awakening. At
last he realizes that he has been paralyzed by his forbidden love and has accomplished nothing
on the path to gain glory. After this encounter, Dom Carlos, while inspired, is still not resolved to
leave, and it is here where Elisabeth intervenes as the force of shrewd reason to persuade him to
embrace his mission. Emboldened by her support, Dom Carlos declares himself publicly in favor
of the Flemish nobility, scandalizing the Inquisitors who had not forgotten his previous defiance.
Uncharacteristically diplomatic, Philip promises to take his son to Flanders himself out of
concern for his safety, but he delays the departure by feigning illness. Yet he cannot dupe either
Elisabeth or Dom Carlos. Saint-Réal introduces an ironic streak in the Infante—this sense of
irony will come to full bloom in Schiller’s portrayal—as he mocks Philip’s world travels and
creates a small booklet parodying the King’s limited, mainly local voyages: from Madrid to the
Escorial, from the Escorial to Toledo, from the Prado to the Escorial.68 Eboli succeeds in copying
the booklet and gives the original to Ruy Gomez, while Elisabeth burns the counterfeit,
mistaking it for the original. As Philip’s feigned illness turns real, he misunderstands the
Infante’s intentions even more. When he notices him constantly present at his bedside, he
_____________________
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believes that his son is exerting silent pressure on him to allow him to go to Flanders, when, in
fact, Dom Carlos is there only because Elisabeth does not leave her sick husband and he cannot
see her otherwise. Finally, the mocking travel booklet plays its role in solidifying Philip’s
suspicions about the close relationship between Dom Carlos and Elisabeth. Saint-Réal employs a
veritable psychological novel approach, analyzing gestures, thoughts, inner transformations, and
associations as Philip tries to guess who between Posa and the Infante was Elisabeth’s confidant
and who was the lover. In the meantime, the united Flemish nobility instigates the plundering of
churches, forcing the King to send the Duke of Alba there with troops. Dom Carlos, who
believed he would have mastered the rebellions, plans to flee to Flanders in secret and stacks
himself with weapons, but Dom Raymond of Taxis, the post general, warns Philip that
horses are being prepared for an escape at night. In the meantime, Count Egmont and Count
Horn have turned themselves in to the Duke of Alba relying on the redeeming virtues of their
previous merits in service of Spain to be spared, but Alba has them executed. Saint-Réal
fictionalizes history again as the real execution of Egmont and Horn occurred after the Infante’s
arrest.69
In the dramatic scene of Dom Carlos’ incarceration, the Infante attempts suicide by
throwing himself into the fire after the King with Ruy Gomez and others enter, but he is caught
in time and condemned to live boarded up in his room with only a mattress for furniture and a
mourning outfit as attire. To be surrounded by evocations of death and prevented from seeing
any loved ones, friends or servants, is only the first stage of Philip’s cruel punishment in SaintRéal’s ending: “This unhappy inheritor of so many crowns saw nothing else around him that
_____________________
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The execution of Count Egmont and Count Horn took place on 5 June 1568 when Dom Carlos had already
been imprisoned for five months.
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didn’t present the horrid image of death to his eyes.”70
Counting on the Inquisitors’ grudges against the Infante, in all three treatments—novel,
play, and opera—the King employs religion as an excuse for sacrificing his son and is laudably
compared to Abraham and even God in his sacrifice. Schiller and Verdi will represent this
religious approval of son-murder in the confrontation between Philip and the Grand Inquisitor,
which, in its complex interplay of the blood-stained collaboration between church and monarchy,
will become yet another of their most memorable scenes. In Saint-Réal’s Dom Carlos, the
discovery of incriminating papers alongside Elisabeth’s letter to the prince while he was ill at
Alcalá facilitates the Inquisition’s investigation, and the Infante is accused of “new opinions.” In
Verdi’s uncut version, there will be an impromptu trial of Don Carlos and Elisabeth with
alternating accusations from Philip and the Grand Inquisitor, which will occur before the
apparition of Charles V’s ghost. Schiller’s Philip will simply hand over his son to the Inquisition.
Saint-Réal creates a more elaborate finale. While Spain’s population and European courts
protest Dom Carlos’ incarceration, the King, fearful of widespread public outrage, orders a slowacting poison to be mixed in his son’s food and smeared on his clothes. As the poison fails, the
Infante is allowed to choose how to die. Saint-Réal defends his hero against historians who
described him as weak, mentally unstable, and tantrum-prone by depicting his Stoic acceptance
of death. The writer settles on one of the many versions reported by historians and ambassadors:
the suicide by vein-cutting in a bath. This is a death befitting a hero, followed by a glorifying
funeral. During the procession, his holy persecutor, Cardinal Spinoza, is publicly insulted. The
fitting inscription on the Mausoleum portal attests to the Infante as a victim taken from life for
_____________________
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“Ce malheureux héritier de tant de couronnes ne vit plus rien autour de lui qui ne présentât à ses yeux
l’affreuse image de la mort” (Dom Carlos, 137).
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fear that the evil of the century would seduce his mind, and describes him as “incomparable in
greatness of soul, liberality, and love of truth.”71 The heroic truth, as Saint-Réal would have it,
emerges in death with this concluding inscription. Philip’s revenge continues: he poisons the
pregnant Elisabeth and appears at her bedside in mourning while she suffers pangs of death.72
Influenced by Princess Eboli who becomes his mistress, Philip has Dom Juan poisoned as well.
But in Greek-tragedy fashion, Saint-Réal turns the Fates on all those responsible for the deaths of
Dom Carlos and Elisabeth, except for the Duke of Alba who is last mentioned as he arrests the
Counts Egmont and Horn and sentences them to death. The Princess Eboli rids herself of Ruy
Gomez—Saint-Réal does not offer details— and, after her intrigues are unmasked, ends her life
in prison. Philip dies suffocated by his ulcer.
As noted, for Dom Carlos, Saint-Réal drew on many historical sources that served his
dramatic purpose. Aside from Turquet de Mayerne, J.-A. De Thou, d’Aubigné, Cabrera de
Córdoba, they included Matthieu, Brantôme, and Antonio Pérez. Most likely he had read the
Spanish plays of the time, such as Enciso’s El Príncipe Don Carlos in which the dramatic
conflict centered on the tyrannical father aided by the zealous Inquisition versus an ill-fated son,
and the Queen is not mentioned. Saint-Réal is the first to introduce the love story between Dom
Carlos and Elisabeth. Infatuation nurtured by imagination enflamed by a portrait turns into love
at first sight in Saint-Réal’s nouvelle as it will in Schiller’s play and Verdi’s opera. The loss of
this love’s potential happiness will engender the sadness that Dom Carlos must sublimate into
becoming the defender of Flemish freedom. Schiller and Verdi will make the Infante more
_____________________
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“À l’éternelle mémoire de Charles, Prince des Espagnes, des deux Siciles, des Gaules Belgique et Cisalpine,
héritier du nouveau Monde, incomparable en grandeur d’âme, en libéralité et en amour pour la vérité” (149150). Dom Carlos’ tomb in the Real Monasterio de San Lorenzo de El Escorial bears the inscription “Ecce
enim veritate dilexisti” (For behold, you love truth) from Psalm 51.
As noted in Chapter One, Elisabeth dies in childbirth three months after the Infante’s death.
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obsessive, even aggressive, in his hope to regain Elisabeth. Dom Carlos’ sublimation of passion
followed by his decision to finally act occurs too late in all three treatments. But had it happened
sooner, it would not have allowed for the intricate net of conspiracy to develop around the
Infante. In this trio of the Don Carlos story interpretations, Saint-Réal sets the stage for the
inextricability of history, psychology, politics, love, and conspiracy that is embraced by both
Schiller and Verdi. While the German playwright and the Italian composer do not address
foreign conspiracies, they do depict the internal plots against the politically-subversive Posa and
the Infante. Love is the catalyst for this subversion and, as a consequence, for the conspiracies at
home.
Saint-Réal’s concept of the historical novel is unquestionably unique. As Dom Carlos,
nouvelle historique traveled through time and adaptations, it may have lost acknowledgement
and even recognition as an original source, but it always maintained its power to inspire. The
premiere of Verdi’s Don Carlos reawakened interest in the novel. A century later, history
repeated itself, and the opera reaffirmed its capacity to bring the first novelistic treatment back
into the spotlight: André Lebois’ 1964 critical edition, entitled Don Carlos, nouvelle historique,
was motivated by a major revival of Verdi’s opera at the l’Opéra de Paris in March 1963.73
Again, Verdi’s masterpiece closed the circle in the series of previous adaptations by restoring
attention to the long-obscured chef-d’œuvre that is Saint-Réal’s Dom Carlos. Since 1964, Dom
Carlos, nouvelle historique has been published in nine editions.74
_____________________
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“M. André Lebois avoue lui-même qu’il a fallu la grande reprise à l’Opéra de Paris pour qu’il songe à reéditer Don Carlos en 1964” (Mansau, 374). Mr. André Lebois admits himself that it took the great revival
at the Paris Opera for him to think about re-editing Don Carlos in 1964. About the operatic revival, see
Willson, 189.
Aside from his edition, Plazenet lists seven “principales éditions modernes”—main modern editions—of
Dom Carlos. Another edition was published in 2016 by Hachette Livre BNF.
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CHAPTER 3
Friedrich Schiller: Don Karlos, Infant von Spanien
“Nenne mich Du”*
Don Karlos, Infant von Spanien (1787) is a landmark work in Friedrich Schiller’s
development as a playwright. It embodies a transition between literary movements: from
emotion-centric Sturm und Drang—Storm and Stress—to the more dramatically-temperate
Weimarer Klassik—Weimar Classicism. This shift is reflected in the play’s revision: the edited
1802 version reveals increased restraint in the depiction of unreserved outbursts of feeling. Don
Karlos also pays homage to the Romantic ideal of a return to Nature while demonstrating the
tragic consequences that result from the human distortion of Nature’s laws: torn between his
natural bond to his father and the need to undo that bond in order to survive, the Infante is
destroyed by this distortion.1 We will first consider the cultural, historical, and political
influences that shaped Schiller’s Don Karlos into an artistic and philosophical pivot in the
maturation of his writing as in the evolution of a new literary movement. Second, through a close
reading of selected scenes, we will examine the following aspects: the introduction of irony in
Schiller’s literary evolution; the references to Nature; Elisabeth’s role as the voice of reason; and
the Marquis of Posa’s reconstruction of Don Karlos’ identity. Third, we will explore the
significant confrontations in which the clashing characters represent principles and historico______________________
* Name me You (Don Karlos, 78 – Note: in the original title of the 1787 version the name of the Infante
appeared as Dom Karlos and was changed to Don Karlos for the 1802 version.)
1 Don Karlos is even more conducive to a psychological reading than Saint-Réal’s nouvelle as the characters
are depicted in more complexity and express themselves in direct discourse while Schiller’s stage
directions indicate gestures and movements that reflect states of mind. Stephanie Barbé Hammer’s analysis
of Schiller’s work through the psychological lens of trauma in Schiller’s Wound offers a fascinating
perspective on the inner workings of the German playwright’s traumatized characters, including Don Karlos
whose psychic wounds clearly stem from the distorted relationship with his father.
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political forces: Philip’s dialogues with Don Karlos, the Marquis of Posa, and the Grand
Inquisitor.2
When Saint-Réal’s Dom Karlos, nouvelle historique appeared in a German translation in
1784, Schiller had already read the novel in French and was working on his treatment of the Don
Carlos story. It was a time of uncertainty for the German poet. In 1782, Schiller had left
Stuttgart, where he worked as a regiment doctor, to escape the despotic rule of Duke Karl Eugen
and pursue a career as a writer. During his studies at Karlsschule Stuttgart, the exclusive military
academy founded by the Duke, Schiller had discovered the works of Rousseau and Goethe, and
been inspired by the former’s pre-Romantic belief in Nature and the latter’s explorations of
subjectivity. He had also read the Classics and Shakespeare. All of these literary influences
would contribute to the creation of his liberal and revolutionary model eventually embodied by
the Marquis of Posa. While still a student, Schiller had written his first play, Die Räuber
(1781)—The Robbers—whose critical perspective of social immorality and advancement of
revolutionary ideals were remarkable for a novice playwright.3 Die Räuber was an instant
success. But it incurred the Duke’s persecution as the young playwright had left the regiment
without permission to attend the play’s premiere in Mannheim. The Duke sentenced Schiller to
two weeks in prison, and decreed that he should present to him all of his written works for
approval as they developed. Schiller’s escape journey to protect his literary future took him
through Frankfurt, Mannheim, Leipzig, and Dresden to Weimar where he settled in 1787.
______________________
2

3

The idea of Don Karlos as a construct and the interaction of concepts and powers represented by Philip,
Posa, and the Inquisitor make Schiller’s play a unique representation of the association of history with
psychology that Saint-Réal illuminated. Schiller not only refines this association but also succeeds in
rendering the dramatic alternation between the political and the personal even more imperceptible.
Die Räuber was also adapted by Verdi and librettist Andrea Maffei into the opera I masnadieri (1847). This
is Verdi’s second opera based on a Schiller play; the first, Giovanna d’Arco, a loose adaptation of Die
Jungfrau von Orleans, premiered in 1845.
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In the 1780s there were hardly any established venues for theatres in the German
principalities. Plays were either performed in French at court or in the vernacular by traveling
acting troupes.4 As Walter Horace Bruford, explains, growing cultural nationalism animated a
widespread desire to equal the reputation of French theatre. Germans looked to their language to
enable “a higher degree of cultural integration” as language was “almost the only cultural
possession that was common to the whole people.”5 Theatre was the sole forum “where the
unified language which Luther had brought into being could be heard by the whole nation,” and
at the same time, this cultural nationalism was guided by a main Enlightenment ideal: “to raise
the moral tone of society generally, and to combat prejudices, unworthy of reasonable men,
associated with confessional, regional, and class differences.”6 Gotthold Lessing’s
groundbreaking work on drama, Hamburgische Dramaturgie (1767), established the field of
dramaturgy and presented theatre as a potential channel for the propagation of humanistic
ideals.7 Through his plays and critical writings, Lessing contributed to the development of a new
form of theatre, attacking the rigidity of French Neoclassical dramas and influencing the Sturm
und Drang movement’s rejection of rules and rationalism.8 In The Sorrows of Young Werther
(1774), Goethe catalyzed the proliferation of the Sturm und Drang ideal of freedom in
expressing subjectivity and emotional extremes. Two years later, the term Sturm und Drang
______________________
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The first German national theatre was founded in Hamburg in 1767.
105
Ibid., 105-106
Lessing’s blank verse play, Nathan der Weise—Nathan the Wise—was considered a “dramatic monument
of German Humanität… [it] added greatly to the prestige of literary drama by making it, for the first time in
Germany, a vehicle for serious thought” (Bruford, 164).
The 1760s saw a turning point in German theatre “with the mature Lessing’s creation of plays which were
both literary masterpieces and eminently stageworthy, and with the first attempts to found so-called
‘National Theatres.’ Though Lessing produced comparatively little, his plays were so much superior to those
of any contemporary that they set the tone for almost a generation… At the same time his critical writings
opened up wider horizons” (Ibid., 86).
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appeared as the title of a play by Friedrich Klinger and became the official denomination of this
early Romantic literary movement. With Die Räuber, Schiller made an important artistic
contribution to the advancement of Sturm und Drang aesthetics and influenced the development
of theatrical melodrama.9
While Schiller’s second play, Die Verschwörung des Fiesco zu Genua (1783)—Fiesco’s
Conspiracy at Genoa—focused on depicting the real Fiesco’s 1547 conspiracy as historically
plausible, his third, Kabale und Liebe (1784)—Intrigue and Love—returned to Sturm und Drang
models but gave a more complex dimension to romantic love.10 11 This return was not so much
motivated by an artistic belief in Sturm und Drang concepts, but rather by Schiller’s perceptions
of his public as less interested in politics than in love stories. Schiller was ahead of his audiences
and many of his contemporary writers in his preoccupation with how politics and government
directly affect human happiness, and in his striving to explore larger, public concerns through his
dramas. This advanced socio-political perspective emerged in Schiller’s theatre from the very
beginning: Die Räuber highlights issues of moral responsibility and freedom while conveying
social criticism and attacking the church, Fiesco reflects democracy’s struggle against tyranny,
______________________
9
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Hammer, 32
For Fiesco’s Conspiracy, Schiller studied many historical documents, and was inspired by conspiracy
accounts specialists Retz and Sallust whom he quotes at the top of the play. Kabale und Liebe is an example
of bürgerliches Trauerspiel—bourgeois tragedy—a genre that introduced social criticism and political
themes while promoting the values of the bourgeois class, and that Lessing introduced in 1755 with Miss
Sara Sampson, perfecting it later in Emilia Galotti (1771). Kabale und Liebe will become the third
Schiller play to be adapted by Verdi, with librettist Salvatore Cammarano, into the opera Luisa Miller
(1849), which, as a true precursor of La Traviata, will bring an element of bourgeois realism previously
inexistent in Verdi’s operas (Baldini, 157-159).
Emotional and defiant of court convention, the character of Ferdinand in Kabale und Liebe is an
embodiment of Sturm und Drang concepts while Luise does not abandon herself to emotion. Her love for
Ferdinand unfolds as an inner conflict between romantic ideals and awareness of family obligations and
religious devotion. Here “‘the freedom of love is not opposed to the limitations of rank, but love is brought
up against the claims of circumstance and yet feels compelled to question those claims’” (Bruford, 246). On
one hand love is free to cut across class differences, and on the other, the intrigue of others and Luise’s own
inner conflict undermine that freedom. See P. Böckmann, “Die innere Form in Schiller’s Jugenddramen” in
Dichtung und Volkstum, 1934.
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and Kabale und Liebe criticizes the cruelty, immorality, and narcissism of the aristocracy.
However, like Saint-Réal, Schiller finds himself compelled to compromise: he must connect the
transmission of these larger issues to personal motivations. To maintain the audience’s interest,
he invokes the human hearts behind social conditions, politics, and historical actions, and appeals
to Sturm und Drang concepts for the personalization of principles and clashing forces.
These concepts continue to inflect Schiller’s writing as he begins to adapt Saint-Réal’s
Dom Carlos. But there is a discernible shift that occurs after the first three acts. The remaining
two acts are not as focused on Don Karlos and his unrestrained emotionality but rather on
developing the characters of Posa as an agent of revolutionary idealism and of Philip as more
complex than the one-dimensional tyrant of Saint-Réal’s novel.12 This has been attributed to the
fact that Schiller published the initial three acts in his literary journal, Thalia, after which he
interrupted his writing to study historical sources.13 14 But one can also speculate that Schiller is
already pursuing the incipient transition from Sturm und Drang emotionality to the fusion of preRomanticism, Enlightenment, and Classicism that would form the Weimarer Klassik movement.
______________________
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Schiller wanted the character of Philip to also earn the audience’s pity. In his Briefe über Don Karlos—
Letters on Don Karlos—published in 1788 in Der teutsche Merkur, he explains Philip’s development: “Wir
sehen ihn gegen Natur und Menschheit ankämpfen, die er nicht ganz besiegen kann, zu stolz, ihre Macht zu
erkennen, zu ohnmächtig, sich ihn zu entziehen; von allen ihren Genüssen geflohen, aber von ihren
Schwächen und Schrecknissen verfolgt; herausgetreten aus seiner Gattung, um als ein Mittelding von
Geschöpf und Schöpfer—unser Mitleiden zu erregen. Wir verachten diese Größe, aber wir trauern über
seinen Mißverstand, weil wir auch selbst aus dieser Verzerrung noch Züge von Menschheit herauslesen, die
ihn zu einem der Unsrigen machen, weil er auch bloß durch die übrig gebliebenen Reste der Menschheit
elend ist” (Neunter Brief). “We see him fighting against nature and mankind that he cannot entirely
conquer, too proud to recognize their power, too weak to withdraw from them; having fled all their
distractions but being haunted by their horrors and by their failings, having left behind his own species, in
order to evoke our compassion, as a hybrid between creature and creator. We despise this greatness, but we
mourn over his lack of understanding, since we even see traces of humanity in this aberration that make him
one of us, since he has become so miserable due to the remaining [traces] of [his] humanity.”
Schiller’s change of focus in the play is, in part, a result of his study of Robert Watson’s History of Philip II
of Spain (Jackson, 28).
“The Thalia was the first of a series of publishing ventures that Schiller undertook during his lifetime, to
raise the intellectual and cultural level of the German-speaking world” (Jones, 62).
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During the break in writing, Schiller became more intent on transmitting political messages
about the importance of free thought and the dangers of absolutism. He would be criticized later
for inconsistencies between the first three acts and the following two as well as for the
anachronism of the concepts represented by Posa’s character.15 In his second letter on Don
Karlos, Schiller combats the criticism that Posa’s idealism would not have been conceivable
during the reign of Philip II. The ideal of freedom is timeless and universal, and enlightened men
like Posa could have existed even during the sixteenth century at the Spanish court: “…the most
beautiful dreams of freedom are always dreamt in a dungeon… the most noble ideal of a human
republic, general tolerance and freedom of conscience, where could these ideas have been born
more easily and naturally than close to Phillip II and his Inquisition?... The time in which Posa is
placed was just the time in which, more than ever before, human rights and freedom of
conscience, were talked about. The preceding Reformation had first brought these ideas to the
fore, and the unrest in Flanders kept them alive. His outer independence, his status as a Maltese
Knight, provided him the opportunity to let his speculative yearnings ripen.”16 Thus, while
Schiller’s first three plays criticize his epoch, Don Karlos creates a platform for promoting an
ideal humanity and encouraging evolution from the past. The German playwright moves from
the criticism of class disparities and social abuses to the exposure of the evils of absolutism in
______________________
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“Schiller’s original plan, the Bauerbach Entwurf of 1783, sketched the destruction of Carlos through
plotters’ intrigues and Eboli’s jealousy, using the Prince’s love for Elisabeth as its sole theme and motive.
The sketch lacked political, ideological or religious dimensions and described a love story cutting across the
conflict between father and son” (Jackson, 40).
“…die schönste Träume von Freiheit warden ja im Kerker geträumt… das kühnste Ideal einer
Menschenrepublik, allgemeiner Duldung und Gewissensfreiheit, wo konnte es besser und wo natürlicher
zur Welt geboren werden, als in der Nähe Philipps des Zweiten und seiner Inquisition?… Der Zeitpunkt
worin er auftrat, war gerade derjeniger worin starker als je von Menschenrechten und Gewissensfreiheit die
Rede war. Die vorhergehende Reformation hatte diese Ideen zuerst in Umlauf gebracht, und die
flandrischen Unruhen erhielt sie in Übung. Seine Unabhängigkeit von außen, sein Stand als Maltheseritter
selbst, schenkten ihm die glückliche Muße, diese speculative Schwärmerei zur Reife zu brüten” (Zweiter
Brief).
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both monarchy and institutionalized religion. In his letters, he writes that Don Karlos is about “a
favorite subject of our century, that of spreading purer, gentler humanity of feeling, that of the
highest possible personal freedom in a flourishing, functioning state, in short, that of the most
perfect condition of mankind, as it is attainable, considering mankind’s nature and its
strengths.”17 Man’s freedom, both inner and external, is a ubiquitous theme for Schiller,
sometimes to the extent that he creates characters whose questionable actions are excused in the
name of that freedom: these are “sublime criminals.”18 19
In the gradual evolution from Sturm und Drang to Weimarer Klassik, the use of irony
acts as a necessary transformative distinction. While giving expression to emotional extremes in
the character of the Infante, Schiller relies on irony to create a distancing effect. In his later work,
On Naïve and Sentimental Poetry (1795-1796), Schiller will explain mockery as a method used
by the sentimental poet to point out the differences between reality and ideals. There are
evidences of this notion in Don Karlos: the sardonic highlighting of an unsatisfactory reality
goes beyond the sarcastic insinuation used, for example, by the King’s confessor, Domingo, to
attack and expose, and emerges in various ironic remarks of the Infante, Elisabeth, and Philip.
These ironies serve not so much to wound the interlocutor as to reveal the distance and
irreconciliation between the speaker’s ideal reality and the truth of the situation. And one gets the
______________________
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“…über einen Lieblingsgegenstand unsers Jahrzehends—über Verbreitung reinerer sanfterer Humanität,
über die höchstmögliche Freiheit der Individuen bei des Staats höchster Blüthe, kurz, über den
vollendetsten Zustand der Menschheit, wie er in ihrer Natur und ihren Kräften als erreichbar angegeben
liegt” (Achter Brief).
“Schiller was obsessed with the notion of an abstract freedom even before reading Kant, and he remained so
wedded to it that down to the end, he was constantly drawing unaccountable characters” (Bruford 237,244).
In the early 1790s Schiller will explain his concept of freedom in his essays on tragedy, influenced by
Lessing’s interpretation of Aristotelian pity as a primary purpose of drama as well as Kant’s investigation
of the dynamical sublime in Critique of Judgment (1790): “Yet Schiller departs significantly from both of
his illustrious forebears as he elaborates a notion of freedom that, precisely in being beyond good and evil,
is both sublime and an object of sympathy” (Dahlstrom, 108).
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sense that the ironic revelation is directed more to the speaker’s own self—and the audience—
rather than to the participants in the conversation. Schiller’s Don Karlos is a more astute and
quick-witted character than Saint-Réal’s Infante. His capacity for subtle yet biting irony displays
a better understanding of reality and of human nature. Although he is still gullible and can fall
prey to deception, particularly to Princess Eboli’s wiles, he is portrayed as more discerning, and
like Hamlet—to whom Schiller himself compared him—he is very sharp in his perceptions,
clever, and mocking. The spirit of irony arises from the very beginning as a weapon that Don
Karlos wields to pierce through Domingo’s insinuations. As Domingo attempts to discover the
source of the Infante’s brooding gloom over the past months, which even the pleasant stay in
Aranjuez did not dispel, Don Karlos reacts at the word “mother” referring to his current
stepmother, Elisabeth. He protects himself from inadvertently revealing his true feelings by
declaring that both his birth mother and his stepmother have been sources of sorrow for him. He
feigns bitter feelings towards Elisabeth for ousting him from his father’s heart. The serpentine
Domingo hints at the Queen’s overwhelming concern for the Infante during a jousting
tournament, a panic that visibly subsided as she learned that it was Philip who had been wounded
and not Don Karlos. Here begins the development of that rarefied ironic spirit that infuses the
entire work: asked by Domingo whether he is wrapped in thought, the Infante replies: “In
wonder, sir, that the king’s merry confessor should own so rare a skill in the romancer’s art.”20
Don Karlos is aware that he is spied on by Philip’s minions and mistrusts everyone with
______________________
20

The English translation of Don Karlos used throughout this chapter is the R.D. Boylan translation of the
1802 Don Karlos. The English translations of selections that were cut for the 1802 version are mine. In the
original German, Don Karlos’ sarcasm does not attack Domingo’s romantic insinuation, but rather the
unfitting frivolity of a religious confessor who engages in funny stories: “Ich bewundre des Königs lust’gen
Beichtiger der so bewandert ist in witzigen Geschichten.” (7). The literal translation would be: I admire the
King’s jolly confessor who is so well versed in witty stories. It is, naturally, the translator’s decision to
choose which aspect of the Inquisition’s hypocrisy to emphasize in the monk’s insidious allusions.
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the exception of his only friend: the Marquis of Posa, who is the amalgam between Saint-Réal’s
Egmont and Posa. This friendship was not easily won as the Infante reminds Posa in their Act I
Scene II encounter: when they were children he took the blame for a childish mistake that the
Marquis committed—hurting the Infante’s aunt during a game of badminton—and was whipped
at his father’s command. It took this sacrifice to convince Posa to drop his rules of protocol and
allow himself to befriend the prince.21 Hints of Don Karlos’ instability appear earlier and are
more marked than in Saint-Réal’s nouvelle, although delirious behavior and sudden oscillation
between emotional extremes were not unusual for Sturm und Drang heroes. Upon his return
from Brussels, Posa finds Don Karlos in a feverish state, and the Infante confesses his love for
Elisabeth. After eight months of seeing her without being able to speak to her because of court
protocol, he admits that this love is leading him to madness. Elements of the Infante’s childhood
are revealed in this first scene: Philip’s contact with his son began when he was six years old,
and, as in Saint-Réal’s nouvelle, was limited only to moments of punishment. The King is
depicted as frightening, cruel, and remote: Don Karlos recalls how he once saw his father sign
four death warrants in one morning. The distortion of Nature is introduced here by the Infante.
Don Karlos and his father are set against each other from the beginning as two opposite beings
who share one yearning: “Nature could not in her wide orb have found two opposites more
diverse in their elements. How could she bind the two extremes of human kind—myself and
him—in one so holy bond?... Why should two men, in all things else apart, concur so fearfully in
one desire?”22 Although father and son are bound by Nature, their bond is, paradoxically,
______________________
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Saint-Réal also refers to this friendship—between a monarch’s son and a courtier—as unusual, a crossing of
boundaries, and Schiller adds the dramatic depth to illustrate how those boundaries were broken.
“Zwei unverträglichere Gegentheile fand die Natur in ihrem Umkreis nicht. Wie mochte sie die beiden
letzten Enden des menschlichen Geschlechtes — Mich und Ihn —durch ein so heilig Band zusammen
zwingen?... Warum zwei Menschen, die sich ewig meiden, in Einem Wunsche schrecklich sich
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unnatural as they are “two hostile stars that in the lapse of ages, only once, as they sweep
onwards in their orbed course, touch with a crash that shakes them to the center” in their rival
love for Elisabeth.23 The sense of resistance to biological ties is immediately established. And
Nature is presented as a concept whose power to free humankind from the artifice of the status
quo can also be turned on its own laws in the name of freedom. On one level, this reflects
Rousseau’s influence in advocating for Nature as the true source of wisdom. But on another
level, it illustrates how, when a natural bond is transformed into a convention that serves as a
pretext for tyranny, that natural bond must be set aside in order to undo the convention and
escape the tyranny. For Schiller, the unlearning of convention appeals to Nature’s freeing
capacity yet goes beyond Nature in the name of total freedom.
Don Karlos expresses the desire to break his natural bond to his father, not by physical
annihilation, but by the idea of unlearning the concept represented by that bond. He asks Posa a
rhetorical question: “Should I forget the father—what were then the King to me?”24 The verb
chosen by Schiller to signify “forget” is verlernen which literally means “to unlearn.” This
implies that the human concept of fatherhood is learned and neither inherent to blood ties nor
naturally conducive to paternal or filial love. The word denotes the general struggle against
learned concepts that occurs not only within the dramatic art at the time, but also within the
greater realm of literary movements. Therefore, the aura of verlernen carries profound
connotations. There is a general need for “unlearning” taking place in the movement away from
Sturm und Drang ideals towards Weimar Classicism which facilitates a liberation from old
______________________
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begegnen?” (Don Karlos, 24).
“…zwei feindliche Gestirne, die im ganzen Lauf der Zeiten ein einzigmal in scheitelrechter Bahn
zerschmetternd sich berühren…” (Ibid.).
“Wenn ich den Vater je in ihm verlernte, was würde mir der König sein?” (25).
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precepts, although not a complete abandonment of them. This is not so much the unlearning of
the precepts themselves as it is the unlearning of the boundaries between them. Weimar
Classicism will come to represent a spirit of collaboration between movements that will bring
together elements of early Romanticism, Classicism, and Enlightenment. One could view it as a
“scientific” Romantic union in defying convention: a defiance that is at once bold yet tempered
by intellect, and respectful of classical principles.
The dilemma of Don Karlos represented in the struggle between abandonment to impulse
and the rigidity of convention anticipates Schiller’s Über die äesthetische Erziehung des
Menschen in einer Reihe von Briefen—On the Aesthetic Education of Man in a Series of
Letters—published in 1794. The Letters contain a response to Immanuel Kant’s Kritik der
Urteilskraft (1790)—Critique of Judgment—by proposing a synthesis between the passive
Sinnestrieb (the sensuous drive) and the active Formtrieb (the formal drive), the forces
responsible for human beings’ inner conflict between senses and reason. Schiller’s concept of
Spieltrieb (the play drive) as the solution that mediates the battle between the two opposing
drives and results in “living form” is a conciliation of sensuous life and rationally-perceived or
imposed forms. To achieve Spieltrieb, neither drive should be suppressed. On the contrary, the
more freely one follows each drive and the greater the tension between them, the more profound
and rewarding the experience of life: “Where both qualities are united, Man will combine the
greatest fullness of existence with the utmost self-dependence and freedom, and instead of
abandoning himself to the world, he will rather draw it into himself in the whole infinity of its
phenomena and subject it to the unity of his reason.”25 Form must move beyond the
rational rigidity of abstraction and come to live in the emotions just as sensuous life must
______________________
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Schiller, On the Aesthetic Education of Man, 69
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transcend the shapelessness of impulse to acquire form in man’s understanding of the senses.
The equilibrium between the two results, according to Schiller, in the highest ideal of beauty.26
Don Karlos’ doom derives from his inability to explore and balance the two drives. He does not
have the experience of achieving fulfillment by following either sheer impulse or elevated form:
he is unable to live out his sexual desire for Elisabeth and he does not succeed in giving an
aesthetically-satisfactory form to his life—such as embodying a man associated with glorious
deeds: as the savior of Flanders, for instance. The Infante is perpetually trapped in between the
two drives. His desire to unlearn his father is, in fact, a need to escape the fundamental elements
that constitute the trap: the fatherhood and the monarchy of Philip.27
This desire makes a complex and potent statement of the general spirit of defiance
brewing in European consciousness in the late 1780s. If Don Karlos succeeds, he is not only
unlearning the duties of a son but also those of a subject. It is a type of protest against that which
is a given: being born to Philip implies it is a given that Don Karlos is his son. Living in the
realm of King Philip II means it is a given that the Infante is both his father’s political subject
and his legal inheritor. What more powerful statement can Schiller make against that which is a
given and automatically embraced as the status quo? And why can’t Nature itself be defied if its
status quo is oppressive and destructive? Even natural laws can be unlearned. The use of
“unlearn” here, whether Schiller consciously meant it so or not, is an homage to the power of
reason to resist and deconstruct even the most fundamental, time-honored, naturally-bound
______________________
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Hegel credits Schiller with “breaking through the Kantian subjectivity and abstraction of thinking and for
venturing on an attempt to get beyond this, by intellectually grasping the unity and reconciliation as the
truth and by actualizing them in artistic production” (61).
“[Carlos] travels a psychic route that eternally loops back on itself—ending not in cure but in premature
obliteration… there is, it seems, no other possibility for desire but to die. But he cannot do his duty either,
and dies a blocked man of rebellion—a revolution that remains purely internal, and that assures his eventual
annihilation by the very father he hoped both to win over and to rebel against” (Hammer, 64).
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concepts like the societally-conditioned expectations of behavior, as between father and son. And
if that construct, rooted in such a close blood relation, can be undone by the power of the
intellect, at least on an abstract level, then the dismantling of a cultural or political situation in
favor of progress lies undisputedly within the capacity—and duty—of the enlightened mind.
Hence, the concept of unlearning reflects an entire struggle versus the status quo, as Schiller was
writing during a time of cultural and political crisis. While his earlier plays present “the
rootlessness of a generation that has inherited the Enlightenment’s intellectual liberation from the
constraints of tradition but cannot realize its vision of a better world,”28 Don Karlos is an attempt
to move towards the possibility of conceiving that vision.
As in Saint-Réal’s nouvelle, Elisabeth is the voice of reason who tempers Don Karlos’
passion and determines his decision to embrace the Flemish cause. From the moment she is
introduced, she emerges as an intelligent woman guided by wisdom and compassion. Her
remarks often seem to have a deeper meaning as though she is communicating her sorrow even
to those she cannot trust. She comments on her stay in Aranjuez as having promised joy and
pleasure, however, she adds: “I have not found that which I expected. Is it thus with all our
hopes?”29 She understands Eboli’s rejection of marriage to Ruy Gomez since the Princess does
not love him —unlike in Saint-Réal’s work, Eboli is not yet married—and one can instantly
deduce Elisabeth’s own plight as she declares: “‘Tis a hard fortune to be sacrificed.”30 There is
also an immediate indication of the Queen’s disdain for the inhuman austerity of Spanish court
protocol. When she is reminded that she cannot see her daughter earlier than the scheduled hour,
______________________
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Sharpe, 1
“…ich habe nicht gefunden, was ich hoffte. Geht es mit jeder Hoffnung so?” (32)
“Es ist ein hartes Schicksal aufgeopfert werden” (34).
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Elisabeth exclaims: “Not yet the hour for me to be a mother!”31 Here Elisabeth affirms Nature’s
laws as she finds it unnatural not to be able to see her daughter when she feels the need to do so.
Yet the distortion of Nature infiltrates every aspect: the court’s strict rules are forcing a mother to
unlearn her instincts. The rigidity of protocol contributes to destroying natural bonds.
When Posa enters the scene from his recent trip to France and the Netherlands with
letters from Elisabeth’s mother, Schiller reveals that the Marquis and the Queen have known
each other for some time: Posa had fought with Elisabeth’s father, King Henri II at Rheims in a
Ritterspiel (tournament) and won, wearing her colors, three times. Elisabeth’s remarks are
interspersed with pauses or self-interruptions. She often seems to be searching for le mot juste as
if she is either attempting to disguise her true feelings while simultaneously expressing them
through irony or she is the foreigner for whom Spanish is not the mother tongue. This pausing
and searching for words that end up conveying an ironic meaning insulate Elisabeth in her own
foreignness. She does not truly belong in Spain.32 The sense of alienation that comes from both
her French-ness and her hidden feelings for Don Karlos surfaces from these moments of selfinterruption that set her discourse apart. For instance, after she acknowledges Posa as a
philosopher, Elisabeth expresses doubt that he would like Madrid, and pauses before uttering the
adjective to describe life there: “We are so - - - quiet in Madrid.”33 Is it intended irony? If only at
the mere thought of the royalty’s obligatory attendance at the auto-da-fé’s, “quiet” would hardly
______________________
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“Noch nicht die Stunde wo ich Mutter sein darf?” (35)
Hammer argues that many of Schiller’s characters are displaced beings or refugees, and Elisabeth is among
them. Displacement in Schiller can be either imposed or desired—“people [are] forcibly driven or
emotionally compelled to abandon their own domestic/national space” (13). Don Karlos, for instance, plans
to displace himself from his homeland by escaping to Flanders. Both kinds of displacement lead to breaking
the rules and/or to destruction of the displaced person. The concept of home is foreign in every sense, and
leads to entrapment and isolation. For Elisabeth, her adopted home in Spain, especially at the Madrid court,
is a stifling prison.
“Man ist sehr - - - ruhig in Madrid” (40).
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be the adjective to describe the atmosphere of Madrid court life. Is it a non-native’s search for a
word? Is it prompted by comparison with the more refined life at court in her native France?
Schiller’s Elisabeth remains an enigmatic character whose words can trigger different
interpretations. The mystery around the meaning of some of her statements makes the Queen the
ideal partner for Posa in their common aim to reorient the Infante towards a new identity—as the
savior of Flanders. Posa is the initiator of this change, while Elisabeth highlights various facets
of multi-meaningful statements to convince Don Karlos where Posa, at first, does not succeed.
She is adept at influencing Posa as well. While she is not directly responsible for his boldness in
his eventual confrontation with Philip, she does remind the Marquis that, above all else, he is a
philosopher.
In the 1787 version there is an exchange between Posa and Elisabeth that is cut in the
1802 version: Elisabeth comments on how easy it is to be a queen to which Posa replies:
“Certainly, if one was born into it!”34 The Marquis expresses the given reality of royal blood
genealogy: there is no question that royal blood ties imply the right to rule. Elisabeth responds
that the world has corrupted Posa and that she cannot recognize in him the philosopher who
would fearlessly speak the truth to the Throne. In her words, there is an implication of reproach:
Posa seems to settle too easily for the status quo. Schiller’s cuts for the 1802 version and the later
one of 1805 were influenced not only, as noted, by the transition between literary movements,
but also by practicality—to shorten the length of the play. One wonders whether Napoleon’s rise
may have inspired some of the cuts as well. A member of the minor nobility becoming the first
Emperor of France certainly represented an overturning of the legitimate royal blood
______________________
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Königinn
Posa

Es ist nichts leichter, find’ ich, nichts bequemer als eine Königinn zu sein.
Gewiß, wenn mann dazu geboren ward! (40)
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requirement.
Schiller uses allusion to great effect in the story-within-a-story message that the Marquis
transmits to the Queen. Posa tells the tale of two warring noble houses in Mirandola whose peace
is signed by a betrothal between Fernando and Matilda, both young and attractive. Upon
discovering Matilda’s charms, Fernando’s uncle, Pietro, whose wife had recently died, decides to
wed Matilda himself. Again, Nature plays a significant role in this allegory. Posa tells of
Fernando and Matilda: “Nature had never for each other formed two fairer hearts” and refers to
Pietro’s desire for his nephew’s bride as unnatural: “The new desire stifles the voice of nature in
his heart.”35 Pietro’s theft is consecrated at the altar. Clearly, this is a representation of Don
Karlos’ and Elisabeth’s story, and the Queen’s question and instant reply reflect her inner
struggle between hope and resolve: “Surely, Sir, your tale is ended? Nay, it must be!”36 Even if
Elisabeth feels an anticipatory thread of excitement at the recognition of that allusion to her and
Don Karlos, she must stifle that impulse by virtue of her duty. The Marquis expresses
understanding of her self-control in his concluding reference to Matilda: “Mathilda’s heart has
no one fathomed yet—Great souls endure in silence.”37 Nevertheless, Posa surprises Elisabeth
into actually meeting with the Infante who appears on the scene without the Queen having a
chance to consider this encounter and strengthen her resolve. Despite her protests, Don Karlos
remains in her presence to speak to her of his love and unhappiness.
In this first meeting between Elisabeth and the Infante, the Queen defends Philip as father
and husband. She tells Don Karlos that he should not pity her fate as Philip’s wife, and that
______________________
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“Nie hat zwo schön’re Herzen die Natur gebildet fur einander…” (43). “Die neue Regung erstickt die leis’re
Stimme der Natur…” (44).
“Die Geschichte ist doch zu Ende, Chevalier? Sie muß zu Ende sein” (45).
“Mathildens Herz hat niemand noch ergründet—Doch große Seele dulden still” (47).
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perhaps the quiet love of a mature man makes her happier than his presumptuous, ardent ways. A
voice of reason, wisdom, and psychological acuteness, she shows her stepson the horror of his
desire for her by telling him, sarcastically, to proceed with overthrowing his father, dragging the
corpse of his grandfather out of his grave, and taking his mother to the altar. She implies that the
verlernen he longs for, the unlearning of family ties—and their legacy—is a crime; they must be
respected. But Don Karlos resists the word müssen (must). Through his willpower, he believes
that he can change anything—“…Karlos is not one to yield to must where he hath power to
will!”—and that “it would only cost the overthrow of Spanish laws to be the happiest.”38 39
However, the spirit of wild defiance cannot triumph over Elisabeth’s power of reason.
Rebelliousness needs to be controlled and channeled in the right direction to be effective. Don
Karlos’ realization that there is no hope and that he has lost her forever comes in the wake of an
impulsive cry to himself: “Accursed son!”40
In the 1787 version, provoked by the Infante’s bitter remarks that Philip cannot be happy
with her since his heart is truly wedded to his scepter, Elisabeth admits that she does not love the
King, but declares that her greatest wish is to uphold her duty to honor and to respect him. The
dialogue between Don Karlos and Elisabeth is, to an extent, representative of the shift towards
Weimar Classicism: Sturm und Drang spirit tempered by reason. Defiance is not allowed to run
its wild course, and Elisabeth symbolizes the intellect that restricts a total abandon to this
______________________
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“…Karlos nicht gesonnen ist, zu müssen wo er zu wollen hat… wenn es ihm nichts als der Umsturz der
Gesetze kostet, der Glücklichste zu sein” (57).
This anticipates Schiller’s investigation of the Sublime—Über das Erhabene (1801)—in the tension
between necessity and free will: müssen-wollen. It also reflects Schiller’s willfulness on the quest for the
Sublime, later criticized by Goethe who believed in a “willing submission” to “cosmic necessity” as
opposed to Schiller’s “willful submissiveness.” See Anton Warde’s “Goethe, Schiller, Faust, and the Ideal.”
“Verfluchter Sohn!” (59) – Verdi will turn this cry—in French, fils maudit—into the dramatic end of the
Elisabeth-Don Carlos duet in the second act during which the Infante will be even more unrestrained than
Schiller’s Don Karlos and attempt to embrace Elisabeth by force.
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impulse. The Queen encourages the prince to master his heart and become as great as his
grandfather, Charles V. Like Posa, she projects idealism onto the Infante and sees in him the
potential to become his best self as the savior of Flanders and future king of Spain, by
sublimating his love for her. “Elisabeth has been your earliest love, your second must be
Spain.”41 She tells him that it is never too late to be a man, especially one who will be the
inheritor of the most powerful monarchy.
When Philip is introduced in Scene VI of Act I, he immediately reveals an awareness of
the vulnerability of his love for Elisabeth. Finding the Queen unaccompanied, he banishes the
Marchioness Mondecar for not having fulfilled her duty to stay with Elisabeth at all times, and
counters his wife’s disappointment with an avowal of his love: how can he be more concerned
for his throne than for “die Gattin meines Herzens” (the consort of my heart)? As King, he
commands the empire in which the sun never sets, but as a man he feels mortality in his
love. Like in Saint-Réal’s nouvelle, his obsession with gray hair surfaces early, and Philip views
it as a weakness. But the moment he lets his guard down to admit fear and Elisabeth notices this
momentarily-human side, Philip immediately redresses his weakness and declares: “But the same
instant that my fear begins, it dies away forever.”42 Elisabeth combats Philip with irony. When
she is consoling Mondecar, she asks her husband: “Does force alone restrain your Spanish
ladies? Need they stronger safeguard than their virtue?”43 Hence, the misconnection between
husband and wife is established from the very beginning; like in Saint-Réal’s treatment, they
misunderstand one another. Elisabeth’s pride and Philip’s tyrannical, paranoid, suppressed love
keep them alienated from each other. The distance between them increases as the plot gets
______________________
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“Elisabeth war Ihre erste Liebe. Ihre zwote sei Spanien” (61).
“Wenn ich einmal zu fürchten angefangen, hab’ich zu fürchten aufgehört” (68).
“Bloß Zwang bewacht die Frauen Spaniens? Schützt sie ein Zeuge mehr als ihre Tugend?” (66).
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complicated by the intrigues of those who desire vengeance on the Infante, and thereby implicate
the Queen. In the 1787 version, there is an indication of how the King uses religion to force his
wife to face the popular Inquisition show—the auto-da-fé. In response to her protest that she is
simply a “soft woman,” he invokes religion to send a veiled warning: “But also a Christian, I
hope—Come and prove it.”44
Tempered by Elisabeth’s reason, Don Karlos sets aside his defiant verlernen and, in the
next scene, tells the Marquis of Posa that he will try to appeal to Philip’s fatherhood to obtain for
himself the governorship of Flanders—awarded recently to the Duke of Alba. Inspired by the
divine inspiration he feels in the presence of Elisabeth, the Infante returns to being Nature’s—
and Philip’s—obedient son.45 He remarks about his father: “He ne’er hath heard the voice of
Nature speak” to which he adds: “Then let me try for once, my Roderigo, what power she hath
when breathing from my lips.”46 Posa rejoices that the Infante is himself again, yet warns him of
how becoming King one day will make him lose sight of Humanity—Menschheit. Posa
symbolizes love of humanity, tolerance, innovation, and free thought. Don Karlos admires him,
and, like Elisabeth, sees in him a true philosopher who cannot be corrupted by gold or courtly
honors and power, therefore he asks him to safeguard his virtue when he will become King.
Here is a most revelatory moment in Schiller’s depiction of Don Karlos. The Infante
requests of Posa: “Nenne mich Du” which, at first glance, means to call him by the informal
______________________
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“Auch eine Christinn, hoff’ ich – Kommen Sie, es zu beweisen” (71).
Don Karlos’ worship of Elisabeth is not only a Sturm und Drang expression of overwhelming passion but it
is also reflective of Pietism, an eighteenth-century European movement away from church worship that
that influenced literature. Fostering an “introverted self-examination,” Pietism engendered sentimentalism
and a transference of religious attitude not only to Nature, but also to lovers and friends. Goethe’s Werther
is an illustration of a character’s attitude of worship directed towards a loved one (Bruford, 117, 118).
“Er hat noch nie die Stimme der Natur gehört… Laß mich versuchen, Rodrigo, was sie auf meinen Lippen
wird vermögen! (72).
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“you.”47 But this phrase can also be interpreted as “Name me ‘You’” or “You name me,”
implying that Don Karlos longs to be given a new identity—a new name—by Posa. He asks to
be reconstructed, to be called into being by the one who sees the ideal version of him. Posa’s
idealization of his friend turns Don Karlos’ every flaw into virtue even when the latter admits
that his obsessive thoughts about Elisabeth are not as noble as the Marquis believes. Posa
defends his own image of an honorable Don Karlos and declares that even the Infante’s mistakes
are engendered by virtues: “when thou errest, ‘tis my way, amid a hundred virtues, still to find
that one to which I may impute thy fall.”48 It is easy to imagine that the Marquis’ constant
adoration and trust in his friend’s perfection are a vital source of emotional and psychological
support for the prince. Yet the idealizing mirror that Posa offers Don Karlos is also a weakening
instrument, especially when the superlative characteristics that the Infante sees reflected in his
friend’s eyes are not entirely his own, but a projection of the Marquis’ need for a hero to fulfill
his mission.49 The Infante reveals a fundamental dependence on Posa, and feels courageous and
hopeful for his future only when attached to him: “Arm-in-arm with thee I dare defy the
universal world.”50
______________________
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“…wenn Du verirreßt, such’ich allemal die Tugend unter Hunderten zu rathen die ich des Fehlers zeihen
kann” (212).
In his third letter on Don Karlos, Schiller states that Don Karlos became, in fact, a mirror for Posa during
their studies at Alcalá: “Ein Geist wie Posas mußte seine Überlegenheit frühzeitig zu genießen streben, und
der liebevolle Karl schmiegte sich so unterwürfig, so gehlerig an ihn an! Posa sah in diesem schönen
Spiegel sich selbst und freute sich seines Bildes.” A mind like Posa’s had to strive to enjoy its superiority
early on, and the loving Carlos clung to him so subserviently, so teachably! Posa saw himself in this
beautiful mirror and enjoyed his own reflection.
“Arm in Arm mit Dir—so fodr’ ich mein Jahrhundert in die Schranken” (79). The translation suggests
freedom and defiance of worldly expectations. In fact, Schiller implies immortality and fame through the
idea of “mein Jahrhundert”—my century. In Posa’s presence, Don Karlos sees himself capable of great
deeds that would impact the century and make it his own. The idea of summing up the accomplishments
and effects of an entire century is important to Schiller as he lived through the transition from the eighteenth
to the nineteenth century and the ensuing political and cultural transformations.
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This moment of deconstruction and reconstruction denotes a sense of isolation, an
alienation that derives from the characters’ blindness to anything but their own perceptions. On
the surface, Posa and Don Karlos seem connected in mutual comprehension, but Posa’s idealistic
projection creates an avatar of the Infante. Animated by his friend’s unfaltering trust in his
abilities, Don Karlos submits to this exceptional image of himself. However, he can sustain the
mirage only when the Marquis is with him, “arm-in-arm,” defining him and giving him a name,
which also implies that Don Karlos is a construct. And he is a construct not just for Posa, but in a
fundamental sense, for his author as for all of his recreators and for history itself. All of the
authors who have adapted this story, have seen the Spanish prince as a channel for antiestablishment expression. He is so easily constructible because of the aura of historical mystery
surrounding him, yet at the same time he is a valid, identifiable character because history gives
him that validity. The fact that the circumstances of his death are not entirely known endows him
with an additional layer of immortality: not only does he live on in the annals of history and
through fictional adaptations, but biographically, he is a personage without a definitive ending.
Don Karlos will always remain open-ended, asking to be fleshed out by the imagination of
others, silently demanding a finale of his authors, no matter how fantastical. Thus, “Nenne mich
Du” might be the emblematic phrase of this character: the Infante’s invitation—in Schiller’s
words—to both creators and readers/audiences to “name” him beyond his historical identifier
Don Carlos—and all of its variants of Dom Carlos, Don Karlos, Don Carlo. Naming him, in this
case, does not mean giving him another name, but calling him into being, endowing him with an
identity shaped by an envisioned course of events and actions that lead to an ending. This phrase
could also represent Schiller’s acknowledgment of the mystery behind the character, his
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disclaimer that what the public is reading or seeing can never be the real Don Karlos—history’s
Don Carlos remains, largely, an unknown.
The interplay between historical validity and the unknown, which allows for fictional
constructs, is very powerful in a dramatic adaptation. Marvin Carlson suggests that the theatrical
retelling of a story already known to the audience is “haunted” by a previous telling, and that the
public’s knowledge of these stories suits the brevity of theatre since the playwright can begin
directly from the action without introductions, extra descriptions or exposition.51 It can also
foster a greater acceptance of a playwright’s originality by the public, as Carlson explains.52 This
is even more evident when the retelling occurs across different genres. In Don Karlos, a double
haunting occurs: the script is haunted by Saint-Réal’s nouvelle as well as by Schiller’s historical
sources. The intertextuality of theatre is also connected to the play’s reception, which is
influenced by audience expectations and actors’ interpretations, and subsequently by the critics
who affect the next round of public expectations. This haunting element, then, nourishes not only
the playwright’s creative liberty in constructing a historical character, but also the public’s
openness to accept both historical validity and originality of the theatrical adaptation, which
permits fiction to infiltrate history to a greater extent. In a sense, the Marquis of Posa represents
fiction: he is the only fictional character among the protagonists. The Infante’s appeal to Posa to
______________________
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“There appears to be something in the very nature of the theatrical experience itself that encourages, in this
genre more than others, a simultaneous awareness of something previously experienced and of something
being offered in the present that is both the same and different, which can only be appreciated by a kind of
double-ness of perception in the audience,” due to the performance’s “close association with the processes
of personal and cultural memory” (Carlson, The Haunted Stage, 51). There are stories that become
increasingly “conducive to the pleasure of the tragic experience” and that fosters their recycling which, in
turn, nourishes their popularity and the likelihood that they will be chosen for retelling over and over again
(Ibid., 22).
“One of the most important effects of drama’s recycling of material is that it encourages audiences to
compare varying versions of the same story, leading them to pay closer attention to how the story is told
and less to the story itself. Thus, in a kind of paradox the author uses a familiar story to emphasize the
originality of his contribution” (Ibid., 27).
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be the constructor of yet another of his literary identities gives the impression that Posa stands
for an invented author, for a fictional orchestrator of the action.53 Ultimately, his role is that of a
manipulator who uses the personal connections he establishes with both Don Karlos and Philip in
the service of his cause of liberating Flanders.54 Schiller himself, for whom friendship is the
highest form of human connection, does not see Posa as a true friend to Don Karlos. Everyone is
a means for Posa to fulfill his mission, as Schiller writes in his letters: “Steadfastly, the Marquis
follows his great cosmopolitan goals, and everything that happens around him only becomes
important to him as it relates to his highest aspirations… Carlos was… merely looked at by him
as the single indispensable tool for this purpose, which he pursued fervently, and as such,
embraced with the same enthusiasm as that purpose.”55 He follows the love of mankind over
personal inclinations and embodies the Enlightenment’s growing preoccupation with public
issues.56 Schiller will continue to explore the dramatic potential of the “combination of idealism
and manipulation” in his later plays, such as Wilhelm Tell (1804).57
Act II opens with the first of the three pivotal confrontations in which the elevation of the
characters to the realm of principles and clashing powers is at its peak. At the center of all three
______________________
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“Like Philip, Posa too has his personal tragedy, the tragedy of the idealist... but idealists too are men, in
their limitations as well as in their greatness, and the best of them have a streak of the tyrant in them”
(Bruford, 270).
“Rodrigo’s ambiguous behavior in the play was criticized in 1787 following the publication of the first
edition.” In his Letters on Don Karlos “Schiller refutes the charges of historical unreality manifest in
Rodrigo’s anachronistic political arguments as well as the moral objection to Rodrigo’s apparent betrayal
of his friendship with Carlos… Rodrigo appears an extreme example of the dangers of fanaticism, with the
capacity to sacrifice others for his cause” (Jackson 60-63).
“Fest und beharrlich geht der Marquis seiner großer kosmopolitischen Gang, und alles was um ihn herum
vorgeht, wird ihm nur durch die Verbindung wichtig, in der es mit dieser höhern Gegenstande steht”
(Dritter Brief)… Carlos…wurde vor ihm nur als das einzige unentbehrliche Werkzeug zu jenem feurig und
standhaft verfolgten Zwecke betrachtet und als ein solches mit eben dem Enthusiasmus, wie der Zweck
selbst, umfaßt” (Fünfter Brief).
“Don Carlos shows a move towards more public concerns and away from explorations of the tensions
within the individual in its treatment of the crushing of the beginnings of a new order by the old” (Sharpe,
1).
Jackson, 63
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scenes Philip stands as the immutable symbol of political power supported by the church and
maintained through the sacrifice of natural laws and humanity. All three encounters determine
the fate of the Infante. This first scene is the only private conversation in the play between Philip
and Don Karlos. The King represents the distortion of natural laws through political power while
Don Karlos is the voice of Nature in his appeal to the father-son bond. In fact, he manages to get
the Duke of Alba dismissed on the basis of this bond’s impenetrability rooted in the mysteries of
sacred Nature—“Mysterien der heiligen Natur”—so that he can be alone with his father. Before
sending Alba away, the King reveals his own competitive nature: “I scarce can love those sons
who choose more wisely than their fathers.”58 This remark is fascinating in its double meaning: it
shows Philip as highly aware of the pacts he must make, often suppressing his true opinions, in
order to maintain power. His manifestation of competitiveness is actually an insult to Alba
because it comes as a reply to Don Karlos’ lack of interest in befriending the Duke: in his thinlyveiled remark, the King admits that the Infante is wise in keeping Alba at a distance. Once the
Duke leaves, the Infante fully abandons himself to the role of son, addressing Philip with great
emotion: “Jetzt mein Vater wieder!”—“My father once again!”—and inquiring into the reasons
why he has been rejected as a son. In the 1787 version, Don Karlos is the melodramatic Sturm
und Drang hero. In the 1802 version Schiller tempers his outburst by editing his extreme
metaphors—his bleeding wounds of the soul, the serpent in the King’s breast that gnaws to
pieces the sacred instincts (of fatherhood)—and the concluding statement that for twenty-three
years the world has called him Philip’s son yet the King has never experienced (or learned) that
fact.59 The verb Schiller uses is erfahren. Aside from “to experience,” erfahren can mean “to
______________________
58
59

“Mir gefallen die Söhne nicht, die beßre Wahlen treffen als ihre Väter” (82).
The cut phrases are: “O mein König, wie viele Wunden meiner Seele fangen zu bluten an mit der
Erinnerung! Unsel’ger Argwohn, ew’ger Busenwurm der Könige der auch die feste Schlinge des heiligen
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learn (about something)” which supports the verlernen point about parental-filial relationships as
both “learnable” and “unlearnable.” Erfahren here can denote that Philip has never learned about
being a father. He constantly expresses his mistrust: he suspects his son of the art of flattery and
tells him “Thou art a novice in these arts.”60 As Don Karlos defends himself that, although wild
and impulsive, he is not wicked, his father comments sarcastically: “Your heart is pure, I know
it, like thy prayers.”61 The mocked purity of prayers here can be interpreted in a double sense:
religiously, which implies that the Infante is sinful, or politically, which insinuates that, under his
plea for love, Don Karlos is beseeching his father for a role in the monarchy that may grant him
future glory. At the Infante’s tears, the King recoils and calls him cowardly and degraded. Don
Karlos insists that it is Philip’s advisors—especially Alba—who have filled his father’s heart
with mistrust of him and who can never be totally sincere because they work for gold and would
never feel a son’s love for the aging King. Only this love brings the promise of immortality.
With these remarks, the Infante pushes Philip to the realization of his loneliness—representative
of the pervasive sense of characters’ alienation in all the treatments of the Don Carlos story.
Despite his self-control, Philip utters: “I am alone”—“Ich bin allein.” One gets the sense that, as
is the case with Philip and Elisabeth, a misunderstanding deriving from rigid perceptions
prevents the King from connecting to his son. The Infante pleads to save the father-son
relationship or rather to kindle it, because, as it becomes apparent, that relationship has never
______________________

60
61

Instinkts zernagt!—Ist’s möglich? Schon drei und zwanzig Jahre nennt die Welt mich Philipps Sohn—nur
Er hat’s nie erfahren” (84) – O my King, how many wounds of my soul begin to bleed at remembering!
Unfortunate suspicion, eternal serpent in the breasts of Kings that gnaws to pieces the firm bonds of sacred
instincts!—Is it possible? The world has been calling me Philip’s son for twenty-three years already—it is
only he who has never experienced (learned) it.
“Dein Herz weiß nichts von diesen Künsten” (84).
“Dein Herz ist rein, ich weiß es, wie Dein Gebet” (85).
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existed; he begs: “Hate me no more.”62 But Philip instantly shifts the blame to his son whom he
believes incapable of giving him the joy of filial love. Don Karlos protests that the King has
never involved him in his royal concerns and offers to go to Flanders to control the rebellion in
Brabant. An exchange that Schiller eliminated from the 1787 version illuminates the depth of
Philip’s suspicion and paranoia at losing his throne:
Karlos

The King handles his kingdom so secretly in order to
surprise his good son to a greater extent on coronation day.

Philip

Karlos, you speak much of the day when your father
will no longer exist.

Karlos

No, by God! Only of the day when I will be allowed to
be a man; and who is to blame when both mean equally much?

Philip

My son, it is an honorable office you hold—to be
an exact minute-hand of my mortality—and, in gratitude,
to remind me, your father who gave you life, only of death.”63

This bitter exchange encompasses the impossibility of any agreement between the two:
like Saint-Réal, Schiller keeps them irreconcilable due to doubt and mistrust. The King declares
that he will not place the dagger in the hands of his future murderer: he will not give his army to
the Infante to lead. Despite his attempt at appealing to his father’s affection, Don Karlos cannot
fully disguise his own resentment and sarcasm. It simmers under the surface and erupts after
______________________
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63

“Hassen Sie mich nicht mehr” (90).
Karlos
Der König thut darum mit seinem Reich so heimlich, den guten Sohn einst desto herrlicher
am Krönungstag zu überraschen.
Philipp
Karlos, sehr viel sprichst Du von jenen Zeiten, wo Dein Vater nicht mehr sein wird.
Karlos
Nein, bei Gott! Von jenen nur, wo ich ein Mann sein darf; und wer ist schuld wenn beide
gleich viel heissen?
Philipp
Es ist ein ehrenvolles Amt, mein Sohn, das Du bei mir bekleidest—ein genauer
Minutenweiser meiner Sterblichkeit—mich, Deinen Vater, der Dir Leben gab, aus
Dankberkeit nur an den Tod zu mahnen” (92).
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Philip’s rejection of his request to be sent to Flanders, on the justification that he is sick,
insinuating mental rather than physical illness: “Such sick people like you, my son, require good
care, and live under the doctor’s gaze.”64 In return, Don Karlos wounds his father where it hurts
the most: in a comparison of fatherhood with his grandfather, Philip’s own father, the emperor
Charles V. Schiller chooses to cut from the 1787 version this dramatic end to the confrontation
between the King and the Infante, a moment that fuels the psychological war now openly
articulated between father and son. While some of the cuts that Schiller makes in the 1787
version are understandable, at least from the perspective of a temperance of dramatic emotion
and the reduction of the play’s duration, others are not, especially when they contribute
significantly to an even more insightful delineation of the characters, of the relationship between
them, and of additional background that accentuates that relationship.65 Don Karlos seems
delirious, alarming Philip, and before he leaves his father, he tells him that he dreamt of the
emperor’s testament burning on a funeral pyre, which startles Philip.66 The Infante praises
Charles V as a generous man and perfect emperor. He declares how much he lacks as a son
compared to what the emperor offered as a father to Philip.67 The remark is brilliant in its multilayered connotations: it attacks Philip both in his role as Don Karlos’ father and as a son to
Charles V. Don Karlos implies, simultaneously, that the emperor was an infinitely more
generous father than his own, and that Philip, while taking what his father gave, never equaled
______________________
64
65
66

67

“Solche Kranke wie Du, mein Sohn, verlangen gute Pflege, und wohnen unterm Aug’ des Artzts” (98).
Aside from reducing the play’s length, the cuts could have also been influenced by the trend of “extreme
stylization” at the Weimar Court Theatre in 1802 (Bruford, 314).
This is a reference to Saint-Réal’s nouvelle whose episode of Dom Carlos’ public protest of the
Inquisition’s plan to burn the emperor’s testament contributes to the prince’s downfall as, from that moment
he lands on Inquisitors’ list of heretics and subversives.
“Karlos: Ein gross’r Mann, ein so vollkommner Kaiser, und das Insekt will klagen! Ich empfange, er aber
gab—und wie unendlich viel mag noch zu einem solchen Sohn mir fehlen, als Er ein Vater war” (100). A
great man, such a perfect emperor, and the insect wants to complain! I receive, but he gave—and how
immeasurably much I may be missing as a son, compared to the father he was.
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Charles’ greatness neither as a son nor as a father. With one stroke, Schiller places both Don
Karlos and his father in the role of the son who lacks something essential: the Infante lacks the
love of Philip who has always lacked the greatness of spirit to understand and emulate Charles
V’s paternal and politically-inclusive generosity. As Don Karlos exits, Philip’s reaction is
uncharacteristically emotional like that of a wounded man. He covers his face, strikes his chest,
and exclaims: “Too heavy, oh God, is your hand on me—my son—my son—”68
Neither Saint-Réal nor Verdi offers this one-on-one duel of words between father and
son, although Saint-Réal does describe the psychological misinterpretations that undermine their
relationship. Schiller uses this verbal combat to great effect to reveal the political and personal
complexities of their double fundamental incompatibility: between father and son as between
King and subject. Philip and Don Karlos differ radically in their understanding and manifestation
of intimate emotions, political savvy, and mode of dealing with rebellion. The King appears as
the personification of tyranny and emotional repression while the Infante, influenced by the
Marquis of Posa’s idealism, is imbued with enlightened, tolerant views riding on the Sturm und
Drang, early Romantic spirit of often unrestrained sentiment, and occasionally bordering on
delirium. This confrontation is indeed a clash of enemy stars that can only derail and destroy the
weaker of the two.
The second critical scene takes place in Act III, Scene X, and represents the confrontation
between political power and philosophy: King versus Philosopher—Philip against Posa. It is
humanity—Menschheit—that becomes the main point of debate between them. The King longs
to find a friend who will have the courage to tell him the truth. Briefly, he considers Egmont
______________________
68

“Zu schwer, o Gott! liegt deine Hand auf mir—Mein Sohn—mein Sohn—” (100).
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who, unlike his role in Saint-Réal’s nouvelle, is only mentioned but never appears in the play.69
He settles on the mysterious Marquis of Posa about whom none of his grandees have anything
negative to say. He is surprised that the Marquis has never asked for anything in return for his
valor in fighting for Spain. The King admires Posa’s pride when the latter states that he is happy
with simply living by the law as “virtue possesses an intrinsic worth”—“mir hat die Tugend
eig’nen Werth”—and has left military service because he shuns the applause of the court. The
exchange about laws between Philip and Posa reflects Schiller’s double irony at its richest: Philip
not only mocks what, for many at his court, is a hypocritical show of the so-called virtue of
living by the law, but, perhaps inadvertently, discloses that the law could be used to one’s own
murderous purposes, especially when one—for instance, the King, himself—is both law and
murderer:
Posa

I enjoy the laws.

Philip

The murderer also has this privilege.70

Thrilled at the unexpected chance to be alone with the King, Posa begins revealing his
philosophy: “I love humanity, and in a monarchy, I dare not love another than myself.”71 There
______________________
69

70
71

Goethe’s play, Egmont (1789), portrays the Dutch hero as a popular, successful, fatalistic character who
remains in the Netherlands because he trusts in his own fate, and is thus executed by Alba. He “stumbles
into martyrdom” (Bruford, 276). Schiller disagreed with this portrayal because he felt it didn’t do justice
to the historical Egmont. As he adapted the play for the Weimar Theatre in 1796, he made cuts that
tightened up unity of plot, toned down lyricism, increased dramatic tension, and made Egmont more
imposing. Goethe thought Schiller’s adaptation to be “‘cruel but consistent’… A comparison of Schiller’s
version with the original brings out the difference between the experienced man of theatre and the lyrical
poet expressing himself in dramatic form” (Ibid., 276-277). Both Don Karlos and Egmont reflect their
authors’ disdain for the despotic rule of Philip. But while Schiller’s Posa is firmly on the side of humanity
and freedom in the confrontation with Philip, Goethe’s Egmont is more objective and adaptable in the
encounter with Alba who represents Philip’s rule. “Egmont is nearer to Burke and Posa to Robespierre”
(Ibid., 275). Beethoven would add his own voice to the immortalization of the Dutch hero with the
“Egmont Overture” and nine pieces of incidental music commissioned by the Viennese Burgtheater for their
revival of Goethe’s play in 1810.
Posa
Ich genieße die Gesetze.
Philipp
Dieses Vorrecht hat auch der Mörder (260).
“Ich liebe die Menschheit, und in Monarchien, darf ich niemand lieben als mich selbst” (265).
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is such depth of implication in this phrase. The Philosopher stands before the King, and declares
that a genuine interest in humanity cannot flourish within the tyrannical constraints of a
monarchy that, through terror and oppression, reduces the individual to petty, selfish urges
spurred on by ambition and by the need to survive no matter the cost to one’s integrity and
humaneness. At first, the King is opaque to the entire significance of the Marquis’ words. While
he praises Posa’s noble desire to do good for others, he gives him the choice of an official
position within his kingdom. He is shocked at the Marquis’ statement that there is no position
suitable for him. What Philip cannot grasp is that Posa criticizes the very system of his rule as
suppressive of humanity and states that he could not spread the King’s will when that will does
not bring happiness to all mankind. The Marquis insists: “Must my affection for my brother
pledge itself to work my brother injury? To call him happy when he dare not think?”72 It is an
impossibility to reconcile the monarchy’s politics with the utopian bliss and freedom of thought
that Posa envisions for mankind: the Marquis admits that monarchs themselves would quake
with fear if faced with such universal happiness. Posa is aware that he was born too early for the
achievement of such a vision: “The world is yet unripe for my ideal: I live a citizen of ages yet to
come.”73 But he never relinquishes his attempts to progress step by step towards his ideal, first
by inspiring Don Karlos to embrace the Flemish cause, then by trying to persuade Philip to shift
his approach to ruling and avoid spreading a Nero-like reputation throughout the world. The
King, too, is a man, yet because everyone regards him as a god, that deification places him in a
prison of his own: he cannot trust or relate to his fellow men. Posa tells Philip that, as his
______________________
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73

“Darf meine Bruderliebe sich zur Verkürzung meines Bruders borgen? Weiß ich ihn glücklich, eh’er
denken darf?” (266).
“Das Jahrhundert ist meinem Ideal nicht reif. Ich lebe ein Bürger derer, welche kommen werden” (270).
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connection to mankind is distorted by virtue of his isolation, he has, understandably, become
narrow-minded and wary, suspecting even a man as honest as him guilty of flattery. One of
Philip’s reactions to the novelty of Posa’s words is to ask the Marquis whether he is a Protestant.
When Posa reassures him that their creeds are the same, Philip reacts to the Marquis with
increased awe, referring to him as a strange dreamer—“sonderbarer Schwärmer”—promising to
forget his rebellious words, warning him of the Inquisition, and granting him unprecedented
access to his presence at any time unannounced.74 During their dialogue, Posa presents the dire
situation in Flanders and Brabant where many are burned and massacred for revolting against the
imposition of the Inquisition. Philip’s repression of freedom of thought and religion in the Low
Countries is revealed in the Marquis’ words as a crime against humanity that the King justifies as
the cost of peace, “a churchyard’s peace”—“Die Ruhe eines Kirchhofs”—as Posa labels it.75
The Marquis’ method of persuasion of Philip is similar to his tactic with Don Karlos: he
encourages both men to evolve. Posa’s phrases to the King are filled with a similar ardor as are
his speeches to the Infante, enflamed by his belief in their ability to become truly great which
reflects his larger conviction that humankind in general has the capacity to achieve a utopian
condition of free thought and universal harmony. Enlightenment and Romantic ideals emanate
from his words. He predicts a future age of wisdom in which the monarch’s power and his
people’s welfare walk hand-in-hand, and humanity reigns. He emboldens Philip to lead mankind
______________________
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75

In the Italian four-act version Verdi will keep Philip’s words of wonder—“strange dreamer”— and his
“strano sognator” will create a brief eerie moment in which Philip seems suspended, at once stunned and
overwhelmed by the novel view of the world he discovers in Posa.
This will be another powerful dramatic moment in Verdi’s opera: “Arrière paix! La paix du cimitière!” and
in Italian, “Orrenda, orrenda pace! La pace è dei sepoclri!” (Horrendous, horrendous peace! The peace…of
the graves!) during which Posa’s phrase supported by the orchestra is like a musical thunder that rattles
Philip. During his revisions of the opera, Verdi will get even closer to Schiller’s play and incorporate
dramatic moments such as this in literal translation.
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towards that age, to be an exception among kings and nourish man’s liberated thought, individual
dignity, and freewill as dictated by Nature, and thereby create a “new earth.” Although moved
and taken by surprise that a man like Posa actually exists, Philip maintains his skepticism and
explains to the Marquis that his idealism stems from not truly knowing the hearts of men as he,
the King, does. Nevertheless, Philip promises Posa that he will not be a “Nero” to him and that
he can continue to be a Mensch in their interactions—but not an advocate of his Menschheit
ideal. He opens up to the Marquis and reveals his suspicion about the Queen and his son, asking
Posa to watch them.
From the 1787 version, Schiller cuts a powerful monologue by Posa in which he replies
to the king’s skeptical remark that his words are mere sophistries to justify his avoidance of
duties to the state. This monologue is a representation of what is happening in Philip’s realm:
a Spain that no longer suits the individual Spaniard. Posa compares the kingdom to the mantle of
a single spirit, a single body, one sole entity whose will fosters homogeneity and submission:
“Now genius and virtue blossom only in support of the throne.”76 Appealing to Nature, the
Marquis declares that, during these times, he does not know with whom to share his love as he
can no longer recognize his genus. A new genus—one might call it unmenschlich—has been
invented by “crowned mortals” along with novel bonds to Nature, and this genus undermines
freedom—the original gift of Nature.77 Philip’s totalitarian rule is causing the distortion of
Nature: the mutation of the free man concept and of all that belongs to humanity’s natural rights.
These references to Nature evoke Rousseau who shifted Enlightenment thinking towards
Romanticism by advocating a return to uncorrupted Nature as the solution to human
______________________
76
77

“Jetzt blühen Genie und Tugend für den Thron” (268).
“Eine neue Gattung und neue Bande der Natur—von dem gekrönten Sterblichen erdacht—denn ringen
mußte die Sterbliche mit Freiheit” (268).
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happiness.78 In the veiled critique of the homogenizing power of institutionalized religion
represented by the Inquisition with Philip’s collaboration, Posa’s philosophy speaks to
Rousseau’s case for a natural, personal discovery of religion: an individual’s self-reliance in the
encounter with Nature and a conviction that knowledge of God derives from the self’s own
observations of Nature and not from imposed doctrine. It also reflects the Enlightenment belief
in “man’s ability to become his own providence.”79
However, the enforcer of that imposed doctrine is the most indispensable support for
Philip’s authority: the Inquisition. As moved as the King feels by Posa and his vision of the
world, it would be impossible for him to embrace the novel ideas proposed by the Marquis. The
Inquisition is the real power behind the throne, and this is delineated in the third pivotal
confrontation: between Philip and the Grand Inquisitor. By this moment, the King is
simultaneously affected by Posa’s death and angry at discovering that everything the latter has
done was to save the Infante’s life. Philip admits he loved Posa as a son. The Marquis gave the
King a previously-unknown promise of hope and a new dawn, and was for him a first love: “I
loved him… Dear to me was he as a son. In his young mind there brightly rose for me a new and
beauteous morning. Who can say what I had destined for him? He to me was a first love.”80
There is an intimation here that, being a “first” for Philip in terms of awakening his admiration
and love while opening him towards truth and novelty, Posa might have eventually been able to
______________________
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As Schiller is writing Don Karlos, the Rousseau-influenced return to Nature is merging with a more general
newly-awakened preoccupation with the study of history and language (Bruford, 207). This is why
multiple nuances of language, as in the case of “verlernen,” can play such a significant role in the dramatic
tension between historical rigidity and the imagined emotions of the characters behind the politics of that
history, with Nature at the center as both a humanizing and a politically-undermining factor.
Bruford, 108
“Ich hab’ ihn lieb gehabt… Er war mir theuer wie ein Sohn. In dieser Jüngling ging mir einer neuer,
schön’rer Morgen auf. Wer weiß, was ich ihm aufbehalten. Er war meine erste Liebe” (473).
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influence the King, had he lived and devoted himself to this friendship. The Marquis’ ability to
inspire the best self in both Philip and Don Karlos as well as his non-materialistic, apparently
disinterested philosophy make his company irresistible. The only one who does not fall
completely for the purity of the Marquis’ idealism is Elisabeth. In her last encounter with Posa,
she esteems his noble endeavor to save the Infante, but tells him that she finally understands his
proud character and that the sacrifice he makes for Don Karlos is less disinterested and sublime
than he claims: “’tis the love of admiration which has won your heart.”81 These words also
reflect her pain and frustration at the prospect of losing Posa. She accuses him of not caring if
thousands of hearts should break because of his sacrifice: from those closest to him to the many
Flemish hearts he might have saved through his devotion to Flanders. Perhaps Elisabeth—ever
the realist and representative of the rational principle—actually distrusts the Infante’s capacity to
continue Posa’s work alone.
The fluctuation of emotions regarding Posa is reflected in the King’s extremes of
reaction. His sadness turns to fury.82 After recognizing the Marquis as the first who had inspired
him to love, he immediately turns on him and his humanity ideal: “He would have offered me a
sacrifice to his new deity—humanity! So on humanity I’ll take revenge. And with his puppet I’ll
at once commence.”83 The puppet is, of course, Don Karlos, and the King is, as will be seen, but
a second-level puppeteer, himself a puppet to the master of all puppetry: the Grand Inquisitor. In
______________________
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“Sie haben nur um Bewunderung gebühlt” (401). Posa’s sacrifice has been regarded as an expression of
Schiller’s Sublime: “confronted by forces which threaten to destroy us, we are able to maintain our
dignity and independence only by willfully subjugating ourselves to these forces. [Schiller] argues the
paradox that man can attain moral superiority over annihilating circumstance by making the annihilation an
act of his own will” (Finger, 166). Interestingly, Saint-Réal’s Dom Carlos embodies Schiller’s concept of
the Sublime in his willing submission to a collaboration with his executioners by cutting his own veins.
“It is [Philip’s] personal tragedy that, though he can never quite suppress his human feelings, his office
calls for inhumanity” (Bruford, 269).
“Er brachte der Menschheit, seinem Götzen, mich zum Opfer. Die Menschheit büße mir für ihn!—Und
jetzt—mit seiner Puppe fang’ich an” (475).
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the encounter with Philip in Act V, Scene X, the old priest is immediately revealed as chief of a
secret service: the Santa Casa—the Holy Office—has been keeping files on the Marquis of
Posa’s entire life including his travels. The Grand Inquisitor admonishes Philip for needing
Posa’s counsel. He compares him to his father who never sought his advice, to which Philip
replies in Schillerian irony: “and he was so much the happier for it.”84 The Inquisitor is angry
that, by having Posa murdered, Philip deprived the Inquisition from making a public example of
him as a propagator of heretic ideas: “God gave him to this age’s exigence to perish as a terrible
example and turn high-vaunting reason into shame.”85 He lectures the King and reduces him to a
child—even calling him “Philipp der Infant”—who has lost his God-given, kingly path by
indulging in the need for a mere mortal’s friendship. He reminds him that humans are not the
equals of an earthly god, and dismisses humanity as a quantifiable tool for power: “Human
beings are only numbers for you, nothing more.”86 Such weakness in desiring the company of a
human may have brought Philip himself before the Inquisition’s tribunal had the Grand
Inquisitor not manifested his parental concern and made clear the warning that the King can
never act alone. When Philip attempts to justify himself that he is simply a small man—“ein
kleiner Mensch”—the condemning voice of the church accuses him further:
Grand Inquisitor

I see you through. You would escape from us.
The Church’s heavy chains pressed down upon you;
you would be free, and claim your independence.”87

______________________
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“Um so viel glücklicher war er” (483).
“Ihn schenkte der Nothdurf dieses Zeitenlaufes Gott in seines Geistes feierliches Schändung die prahlende
Vernunft zur Schau zu führen” (486-487).
“Menschen sind für Sie nur Zahlen, weiter nichts” (489).
“Sie sind durchschaut—Uns wollten Sie entfliehen. Des Ordens schweren Ketten drückten Sie; Sie wollten
frei und einzig sein” (490).
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Independence from the church is an impossible notion for a Spanish monarch. While Philip
feebly revolts against the Inquisitor’s harshness and calls him a mere priest, eventually he offers
his hand in peace and friendship which the latter will accept only “when Philip bends with due
humility.” In their subsequent brief exchange about the fate of Don Karlos, Schiller illuminates
the church’s effective method of exalting the King as God-like, but, in reality, distancing him
from Nature and humanity. This is reflected in the construction of the text itself. There is a
topping of one line by another, of argumentative question and irrefutable counter-argument
answer between Philip and the Grand Inquisitor. Finally, the church’s perspective has the last
overpowering words that condemn even Nature to bend to institutionalized religion:
King

Can you establish some new creed to justify the gruesome
murder of one’s child?

Grand Inquisitor

To appease eternal justice, God’s own son died upon the cross.

King

And you want to spread this lesson throughout all Europe?

Grand Inquisitor

As far as the cross is worshipped.

King

But I am fighting offended Nature. Even above this do you
trust yourself to be the judge?

Grand Inquisitor

Before faith no voice of Nature counts…

King

He is my only son—for whom then all I have accumulated?

Grand Inquisitor

For decay, better than for liberty.88

______________________
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König
Großinquisitor
König
Großinquisitor
König
Großinquisitor
König

Können Sie einen neuen Glauben mir entdenken der Kindermord des Gräßlichen
entkleidet?
Die ewige Gerechtigkeit zu sühnen starb an dem Holze Gottes Sohn.
Sie wollen durch ganz Europa diese Lehre pflanzen?
So weit, als man das Kreuz verehrt.
Ich gehe im Kampf mit der beleidigten Natur. Auch diesen Richterstuhl getrauen Sie
sich zu bestehen?
Vor dem Glauben gilt keine Stimme der Natur.…
Es ist mein einz’ger Sohn—Wem hab’ ich gesammelt?
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The King submits and leads the Grand Inquisitor to catch his son by surprise during the Infante’s
last meeting with Elisabeth in her apartments where Philip hands Don Karlos to the church.
Schiller chooses a low-key, subdued ending without the drama of Saint-Réal’s poison and veincutting death of the Infante, but the personal tragedy runs deep: the moment that Don Karlos
realizes he has awakened and become a man—and therefore a real threat—his own father, like
Chronos, swallows him up through the sacred jaws of the Inquisition.
Don Karlos was published in June 1787 and premiered in Hamburg on 29 August of that
same year to a mixed reception. It was criticized for “its lack of unity and structure,” and
Christoph Martin Wieland’s review in the Anzeiger des teutschen Merkur recommended that
Schiller go back to the classics and study “‘the laws of Aristotle and Horace.’”89 Schiller
struggled with the composition and revisions of Don Karlos and was never content with the form
of the play. The criticisms and his dissatisfaction caused him to “rethink his ideas about tragedy
and his entire practice of composition.”90 He stopped writing for the stage for ten years, and
began studying and translating Greek dramas as well as writing essays on tragedy and aesthetics.
Don Karlos became more successful in the nineteenth century: by 1886, it was performed 246
times in Berlin. Like Lessing in his Nathan der Weise, Schiller believed that his play should be
in verse, “to lend increased dignity and ideality to the work,” but he had to adapt the verses into
prose for most theatres.91 Closer to French Classicism in form, but abundant with progressive
ideas in substance, Don Karlos clearly reflects, as Bruford attests, “the intermediate stage
______________________
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Großinquisitor
Der Verwesung lieber, als der Freiheit (493-495).
Verdi will illustrate this overpowering of one character’s line over the other musically by using tonality as a
topping agent: one phrase higher than the next. A more detailed explanation is forthcoming in Chapter
Four.
Beiser, 238
Ibid.
Bruford, 270
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between Storm and Stress and the classicism of Weimar.”92
The years between Schiller’s original Don Karlos of 1787 and his edited Don Karlos of
1802 mark the beginning of a critical period in European culture during which this process of
rebellion against the rules of Neoclassicism lead not only to Weimar Classicism, as we have
noted, but also to the Romantic literary movement. Historically, politically, and culturally, the
transition is inspired by the spirit of the French Revolution, then dimmed by the disappointment
of revolutionary ideals during the Reign of Terror.93 Schiller had predicted the French
Revolution’s effects outside France: in 1794 several German states on the left bank of the Rhine
were occupied by the French and officially annexed to France in 1797 while Southern German
states faced great political pressure: “Patriotic Germans now found themselves in a dilemma.
Those who were favorable to the ideals of the Revolution, not yet aware of how those ideals
were being perverted at that very moment, had to choose between these revolutionary ideals, and
the occupation of their country by a foreign power.”94 The disappointment with the Revolution
could no longer inspire the Sturm und Drang abandon to emotion, for it planted seeds of
apprehension, especially in the observance of Napoleon’s rise with its wave of totalitarianism
and occupations.95 After believing in the French Revolution, Schiller was greatly disillusioned
by its aftermath. One of his reactions was to launch a new journal, Die Horen, and invite the
great writers and philosophers of his day to “place the spirit again in freedom, and to unite the
politically divided world under the banner of Truth and Beauty.”96 His Sturm und Drang
______________________
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Bruford, 271
Schiller’s letters On the Aesthetic Education of Man express his disappointment with the French Revolution
and investigate what led to the failure of its ideals.
Jones, 71
Schiller’s Wallenstein would become “a patriotic rallying point for resistance to Napoleon” (Jones, 74).
Jones, 71. “The correctness of Schiller’s view would not be manifest until it came to fruition after his death
in the War of Liberation, when a generation educated by his work was prepared to wage an effective fight
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emotion-centric dramas evolve through this necessity for a more rational approach to
revolutionary idealism, as he perceived how idealism itself could engender fanaticism when
taken to an extreme. This explains several of the edits of Don Karlos for the 1802 version.
During the interrupted writing and the revision of the play, Schiller’s style begins to mature and
he strives towards a tighter dramatic form.97 For his later historical plays, such as the Wallenstein
trilogy (1799) and Maria Stuart (1800), he devotes himself to long periods of historical study;
also working, since 1789, as professor of history and philosophy at Jena.98 Lesley Sharpe
describes Schiller’s evolution during his break of writing for the stage: “In the interval between
Don Karlos (1787) and Wallenstein (1799) [Schiller] engages through aesthetics and poetry with
one of the vital concerns of the age: the loss of wholeness in modern man’s existence, and
searches for renewal and integration in a dynamic relationship between art, morality, and
politics.”99 He continues to take creative liberties with his historically-based plays: Die Jungfrau
von Orleans—The Maid of Orleans (1801) sets Joan of Arc’s death not on as a burning at the
stake but on the battlefield winning a last victory. In 1794, Schiller becomes Goethe’s friend and
collaborator in the establishment of new literary and cultural standards in Germany. As the main
______________________
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against the armies of Napoleon, using Schiller’s republican ideals to mobilize the population in their effort”
(Jones, 71).
“…in spite of its flaws, Don Carlos represents a clear breakthrough in Schiller’s development as a
dramatist… [He] interprets the interplay of private passions and political motives at a turning-point in
history… [He] achieves a new subtlety of characterization, finely judged theatrical impact, and poetic
vigour” (Sharpe, 77).
In his inaugural lecture to the students at Jena on 26 May 1789, Schiller articulates his views on history as a
continuum that connects past, present, and future: “we cannot avoid becoming indebted to centuries past;
the most diverse periods of mankind contribute to our culture” (What Is and to What End do We Study
Universal History, 265). Like Saint-Réal, he views the study of history as educational: “It will cure your
mind of the common and narrow view of moral matters and while it displays the grand picture of the times
and nations before your eyes, it will improve upon the rash decisions of the moment, and the limited
judgments of egoism” (270). In this lecture, Scott Horton writes, “Schiller is signaling his intention to blaze
a new path moving outside of the realm of history as it was then understood, and towards a fusion of history
and philosophy.”
Ibid., 2
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representatives of the Weimar Classicism movement, Schiller and Goethe develop a synthesis of
Sturm und Drang, pre-Romantic imaginative freedom, Classicism, and the spirit of the
Enlightenment.100 It is not the abandonment to emotion, nature, and imagination that will
characterize the Romantic movement of the nineteenth century or the German Romanticism that
existed in parallel—and in contrast—to Weimar Classicism.101 It is rather an attempt at
negotiation between the upheaval of rebellion and the need for temperance in the forces of
rebellion. It denotes the importance of clarity of reason when discerning that upheaval’s potential
for advancing culture as well as its limitations and realistic consequences.
For Schiller, this negotiation begins with Don Karlos. With this play, he creates a new
type of historical drama, one that is characteristically German, and whose distinguishing features
are to depict aspects of the national, political and social conflicts of humanity, and to offer
characters that represent the principles and forces involved in these conflicts.102 Don Karlos
stands at the threshold of cultural transformation, and, in its very own development of shifting
dramatic focus from its emotional Sturm und Drang title character to its agent of enlightened
revolution, embodies the crossing over into a new literary territory as into a new epoch.103
______________________
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“Both Goethe and Schiller… sought to bring the spirit of Greek life and art into modern times. The first
serious result with Goethe was Hermann und Dorothea; with Schiller it was Wallenstein…” (Swiggett,
439).
101 In his frequent criticism of German Romanticism, Goethe accused its adherents of encouraging naiveté and
dilettantism. See Goethe’s essay “Über den Diletanttismus.”
102 “Read one way, the world of Don Carlos is clearly Schiller’s Germany—the Fatherland that does not yet
exist but that dreams of itself as a nation of Enlightenment principles even as the fractured remnants of the
Reich operate on a ducal system as antiquated as the system that governs that of King Philip—where
rigidity and provincialism prevail despite the efforts of the most enthusiastic artists and intellectuals. When
Posa declares that his time has not yet come, is it not place rather than time that is the problem? Finished in
1787, Schiller’s play bristles with the frustration of a revolutionary wave that is now, but is not here. In this
light, both Posa’s and Carlos’s inability to get to Flanders marks the larger inability of Schiller’s Germans
to get to the place where revolution happens” (Hammer, 64).
103 In The Romantic School, Heinrich Heine gives one of the most moving tributes to Friedrich Schiller:
“Schiller wrote for the great ideas of the Revolution, he destroyed the Bastilles of the intellectual and
spiritual world; he helped to build the temple of liberty, that very great temple which is to embrace all
nations like a single community of brothers; he was a cosmopolitan. He began with the hatred for the past
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______________________
which we see in The Robbers, where he resembles a young Titan, who has run away from school, gotten
drunk, and smashes Jupiter’s window. He ended with that love of the future which bursts into blossom like
a forest of flowers as early as Don Carlos, and he himself is the Marquis Posa who is both prophet and
soldier, who also fights for what he prophesies and under his Spanish cloak bears the noblest heart that ever
loved and suffered in Germany” (Heine, 34).
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CHAPTER 4
Giuseppe Verdi: Don Carlos
“In un mondo migliore”*
Opera dilates time. The operatic moment places the real-time minute under a magnifying
glass to reveal the components of its content. In this dilation, the content of the moment acquires
meaning before the next moment arrives, something which, the speed of real time does not often
permit. Opera enables contemplation to occur while an action is taking place. By suspending the
flow of the action and destabilizing the conventional perception of time, the operatic moment
expresses the complex connotations of a situation, diving into the psychological and emotional
depths of the participating characters. Operatic language can thus become a musical stream of
consciousness that reveals obscured truths.
In its adaptation of theatre, opera serves the dramatic art in a contrastive way precisely
through this slowing-down and magnifying of an action. It acts as a musical metatext that
highlights psychological, historical, social, and political associations. Since the operatic art form
entails a multiplicity of texts—the literary source, the libretto, the musical score, the auditory and
visual elements of performance, and the context of its creation, influences, and development—it
forms a center of intertextuality that simultaneously thrives on and nourishes the work it adapts.
In the composer’s choice of setting only certain selections from the literary work to music,
timing plays a crucial role, both in the duration of the excerpt as in its placement among—and
connection to—other chosen excerpts. Opera and theatre can form a partnership that plays with
time to explore the moment in its revelatory aura of meanings.
______________________
* In a better world (“Don Carlo,” Tutti i libretti delle opere di Giuseppe Verdi, 581).
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Giuseppe Verdi perceived the possibilities of connection between opera and theatre at a
level beyond their auditory and visual artistic expression. Opera could mirror theatre and
enhance the drama by revealing the undercurrents of real-time actions. Nineteenth-century grand
opera was guided by conventions; the adaptations of literary sources were tailored to suit the
audience’s taste and to comply with censorship. While, as an established composer with a
lucrative career, he was commercially compelled to respect those conventions, Verdi longed for
creative transformation. As Saint-Réal and Schiller before him, he frequently found himself in
the challenging position of negotiating between his art form’s traditions and his urge to introduce
novelty to the genre. By the late 1860s, he began to conquer new territory. Opera could be a form
of theatre—a theatre in slow motion—and why not attempt to invigorate the emblematic operatic
discourse? Why not search for an exploratory musical language that would frame opera as drama
in music or musical drama without the loss of either audience-pleasing lyricism or complexity?1 2
In Schiller’s works, Verdi found the impetus to venture into such new musical territory,
specifically with Don Karlos.3 Schiller’s words would prove inspiring for the Italian composer in
______________________
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The preoccupation with bringing opera closer to theatre would take center-stage during the Verismo period,
beginning in the last decade of the nineteenth century, with composers such as Pietro Mascagni, Giacomo
Puccini, Ruggiero Leoncavallo transforming the lyric art form through more realistic depictions of life
situations, and human emotions and relationships.
Although Verdi did not make a radical break with nineteenth century grand opera traditions, he stood out
among his contemporaries in his original approach to those traditions: “the major difference between Verdi
and his contemporaries is the manner in which he treated… conventions. Instead of a drama of plot and
situation, Verdi’s is primarily a drama of character in which the mainsprings of the action are inherent in
the personalities and interrelationships of the actors. While maintaining the external forms, then, he
internalized and psychologized the drama and in so doing gave expression to his personal view of human
affairs” (Mendelsohn, 123).
Schiller esteemed the operatic art form and even wrote a libretto for an opera based on the
myth of Semele. He greatly enjoyed directing a production of Gluck’s Iphigénie en Tauride in 1796. He
also considered creating a libretto based on Oberon by Wieland, but renounced the idea because, as he
wrote to Goethe, “‘if you do not have a very skillful and popular composer I fear that you are putting
yourself in danger of having an ungrateful audience, for in the performance itself no libretto will redeem an
opera if the music is not successful.’… That he was attuned to techniques from the lyric theatre is obvious
from the various ‘operatic’ aspects so often remarked upon by commentators on his plays…” (Schmidgall,
115-116).
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refining the musical and dramatic form of what is now considered one of his most complex
works for the lyrical stage, and certainly, his greatest historico-political opera.4 5 We will
consider the cultural, historical, and political influences on the creation, reception, and multiple
revisions of Verdi’s Don Carlos as well as some of the innovative musical and dramatic
elements that the Italian composer introduced in this opera in striving to bring the lyric art form
closer to theatre. In discussing selected scenes, we will address primarily the first version of the
opera in French, with a few examples from the Italian libretto to illustrate narrative similarities
and differences.6
Verdi’s interest in literary sources adaptable to operatic treatments reflect his admiration
for Shakespeare and Victor Hugo, whose works inspired five of his operas—Macbeth, Otello,
Falstaff, and Ernani, Rigoletto, respectively. When the composer encountered Schiller’s dramas,
he felt an affinity for the subject matter and its power in transmitting progressive ideals.7 Before
even considering Don Karlos, Verdi adapted three other Schiller plays: Die Jungfrau von
Orleans, Die Räuber, and Kabale und Liebe. After I Lombardi alla prima crociata—The
______________________
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The meanings of words and the capacity of music to magnify those meanings are doubly significant in the
case of Don Carlos with its two libretti, as the opera is originally composed to a French libretto and then
translated into Italian while the music remains, for the most part, the same. However, the nuances of
meanings are impacted by the language of the libretti, which affects not only singers’ interpretations but
also orchestral musical colors and moods. These topics will be addressed in Chapter Five.
In a sense, this need to return to the words evokes the raison d’être of opera originating in the Camerata
Fiorentina’s mission at the end of the sixteenth century to grant priority to words over music and to
establish the librettist as the primary creative force of an operatic work.
In Chapter Five, we will compare some selections of the French and Italian libretti to explore the nuances of
meaning that change between the two languages and impact the transmission of emotions in performance.
“During Verdi’s youth Schiller was not only the greatest European dramatist of the recent past, but also the
most prominent dramatic poet of democracy and political freedom. This should have made Schiller’s works
particularly appealing to any patriotic Italian youth imbued with the spirit of the Risorgimento in which the
movement for democracy and national unification found expression in Italy. The Austrian occupations
represented an obstacle in the achievement of these aims… [It] should not be surprising that Verdi took a
strong interest in the works of Schiller when patriotic and democratic sentiments reached critical intensity”
(Wiegand, 251).
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Lombards on the First Crusade (1843)—and Ernani (1844) brought him great success, Verdi
composed Giovanna d’Arco to Temistocle Solera’s libretto loosely based on Schiller’s Die
Jungfrau von Orleans.8 Verdi’s Maid of Orleans is, like Schiller’s Jungfrau, not burned at the
stake but dies on the field of battle surrounded by soldiers, angels, and demons in a true grand
opera finale. The La Scala premiere on 15 February 1845 was moderately successful. For the
Rome premiere three months later the libretto had to undergo a major revision due to the Papal
censor who objected to the inciting musical portrayal of the French rebelling against foreign
forces and singing words like “liberty” and “fatherland.”9 With Die Raüber, Verdi decided to
avoid professional librettists and appeal to the poetic skills of the play’s translator, Count Andrea
Maffei, thus I Masnadieri was born. The work premiered on 22 July 1847 at Her Majesty’s
Theatre in London. While acclaimed by the public, it was disliked by critics, in large part due to
its weak libretto, since Maffei was a much better translator than librettist.10 Kabale und Liebe
was suggested to Verdi by librettist Salvatore Cammarano who adapted it into the libretto for
Luisa Miller. Considered Verdi’s first “bourgeois tragedy,” Luisa Miller offered a realistic look
at the realm of the private and fueled “the extraordinary fascination we have for everyday violent
crimes.”11 The opera premiered at the San Carlo Opera in Naples on 8 December 1849 and was
well received.
The first mention of Schiller’s Don Karlos as a libretto suggestion for Verdi dates from
the summer of 1850 when Alphonse Royer and Gustave Vaëz, his librettists for Jérusalem, asked
______________________
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I Lombardi alla prima crociata is based on Tommasso Grossi’s epic poem of the same name (1826).
Giovanna d’Arco had to be changed to Orietta di Lesbo and the action transferred to the Greek Island of
Lesbos where the heroine led the population against the Turks. Throughout his career Verdi was hounded
by censorship and forced to make changes in settings, time periods, characters, and words of his operas.
It is Maffei’s translation of Schiller’s Don Karlos that Verdi will return to during his revisions of the opera.
“…Nothing so far written by Verdi comes [this] close to the concept of realism” (Baldini, 157-159).
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the composer to consider adapting this play. It was not until 1864 that the director of the Paris
Opéra, Emile Perrin, approached Verdi with the idea to write for the Opéra, and sent him a
libretto by Eugene Scribe, called Judith, which the composer turned down. The correspondence
continued with other suggestions, like King Lear and Cleopatra. Don Karlos reappeared as a
possible subject in July 1865 when the composer was given a scenario for it conceived by Joseph
Méry and Camille du Locle. Although hesitant to give up his dream of setting King Lear to
music, Verdi did at last decide in favor of Don Karlos. The first libretto would be in French by
Méry and du Locle, followed by one in Italian by Achille de Lauzières.
By the second half of the nineteenth century, Spain had retreated from its Italian
territories. It was no longer an intimidating power that presented a territorial threat to the French
as they had in Saint-Réal’s epoch. During the Second Empire (1852-1870), under Napoleon III,
France was experiencing economic growth, and colonial expansion in North Africa and Asia.
There was no apparent need for specific political propaganda against Spain and in favor of the
French that Verdi would be obligated to incorporate into the opera to please Parisian audiences.
Yet while Spain was no longer an incendiary political subject, Louis Prosper Gachard’s historical
study, Don Carlos et Philippe II (1863) did revive interest in the mysterious relationship between
the Infante and his father.
When Verdi began composing Don Carlos, the Scapigliatura movement (1858-1895)
was in development. It included poets, writers, musicians, painters, and sculptors in the mission
to reform art.12 Its adherents, the scapigliati, criticized Italian opera as old, stagnant, and
provincial, an art form that desperately needed rejuvenation by dispensing with its structural
______________________
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An Italian equivalent of the French "bohème" (bohemian), the word “scapigliato” conveyed “one who is
unkempt” or “disheveled.”
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formulae. Verdi had mixed feelings about their ideals. As Arrigo Boito became one of the
movement’s most ardent advocates, those feelings hinged on a personal offense. Boito had
started a promising collaboration with Verdi when he wrote the verses for the latter’s cantata
Inno delle nazioni. The potential for continued collaboration with the respected master of Italian
opera was cut short in 1863 with Boito’s notorious improvised ode “All’arte italiana,”
particularly the stanza: “Forse già nacque chi sovra l'altare / Rizzerà l'arte, verecondo e puro, / Su
quel'altar bruttato come un muro / Di lupanare.” “Perhaps the man is already born, modest and
pure, who will set art erect once more on that altar, befouled like a brothel wall.”13 This, like
other incendiary comments made by the young poet on the state of the lyric art could not but
affect Verdi personally, and the latter refused for many years to listen to the works of Boito and
his scapigliati colleagues. Nevertheless, Verdi himself detested old formulae. He wrote to his
publisher Ricordi: “I too want the music of the future; that is, I believe in the music of the future,
and if I have not been able to write it as I wanted to, the fault is not mine. If I too have befouled
the altar, as Boito says, then let him clean it and I will be the first to light a candle there.”14
While he could not make a radical break with operatic conventions, the established
composer embraced the striving towards novelty.15 In Don Karlos, he immediately recognized
the dramatic importance of the three pivotal scenes between principles and forces: Philip’s
scenes with Don Karlos, Posa, and the Grand Inquisitor. Although he allowed the confrontation
between father and son to be eliminated, he remained determined to include the other two
______________________
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Conati and Medici, xix
Abbiati 3:14, xvii
“Verdi was beginning to recognize that the traditional Italian opera was due for a much-needed reform,
which could come about only if the opera were made to obey the general rules of good drama. Schiller’s
works contained the dramatically-effective material Verdi was looking for” (Wiegand, 252).
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encounters.16 His insistence on adding Philip’s scenes with Posa and the Inquisitor proved that
he was very willing to create a musical setting for the two dialogues despite the
recommendations of his librettists who considered them difficult to adapt into conventional
operatic duets.17 Verdi’s letters attest to the fact that it was indeed a challenge to set this material
to music, especially the Philip-Posa duet which made him, in his words, “spit out [his] lungs”
and acknowledge that “the genre is extremely difficult.”18
That Verdi is stepping onto so-called Wagnerian territory with Don Carlos is apparent
from the opening scene of the 1866 original conception of the opera. He quickly introduces the
main musical leitmotifs: from the lamentations of the chorus of French woodcutters and their
families suffering through war and harsh winter—a musical anguish that will echo in Philip’s
heartache in his aria “Elle ne m’aime pas”—to the powerful chords representing the Inquisition
and other fragments of themes that will be taken up throughout the opera in several variations.
This prelude and introduction will constitute the largest passage eliminated for the 1867 premiere
in Paris.19 Its removal is unfortunate because it immediately sets the tone not only in terms of
establishing the letimotifs but also in announcing the presence of new elements in Verdi’s music;
______________________
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Méry and du Locle had drawn on Eugène Cormon’s 1846 play Philippe II Roi d’Espagne to add certain
dramatic elements to set the stage for the family and sexual love conflict early on, such as the initial
encounter between Don Carlos and Elisabeth. Although moved from Cormon’s setting at the Saint-Germain
royal palace to Fontainebleau, the sweet deception of the portrait is maintained as per Verdi’s wish: in both
settings the Infante does not reveal his identity when he meets Elisabeth but, offering her Don Carlos’
portrait, he allows her to discover to her great joy that he, the young Spanish stranger, and her promised
husband are one and the same. The scene of the auto-da-fé during which Philip encounters the Flemish
deputies is also taken from Cormon’s play as is the scene of the rebellious mob—instigated by Elisabeth in
the play and Eboli in the opera—who storms the prison to save the Infante and is subdued by the Grand
Inquisitor’s appearance. Verdi’s setting of the auto-da-fé scene is clearly a stylistic acquiescence to grand
opera that won praise even from the critics who were not too enthusiastic about the entire work.
Budden writes that Verdi “shared with the ‘scapigliati’ a desire to come to grips with material traditionally
regarded as unoperatic” (16).
Günther, 40
Verdi had to shorten his initial version because, at the Paris Opéra, performances were required to end by
midnight to permit audience members who lived in the suburbs to catch the last train at 12:35 am. Neither
could they start too early as they would cut into the spectators’ dinner time (Ibid., 102-103).
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elements whose existence sprouted in earlier operas but that he develops further here, as for
instance, an independence from melody and symmetrical structure, and an increased exploration
of musical fragmentation and dialogue.
Another obvious departure from nineteenth-century grand opera traditions and the
preferences of the Parisian public is the lack of a full-fledged, conventional love duet,
particularly between the tenor and soprano protagonists.20 The chance meeting in the
Fontainebleau forest between Elisabeth and Don Carlos in Act I of the original version offers the
audience a spontaneous manifestation of love at first sight, although the Infante had seen and
fallen in love with Elisabeth (and her portrait) before she’d had her first glimpse of him. It acts as
a promise of a love duet exalted by the cannon sounds proclaiming the signing of the peace
treaty: “Let us renew the sweet longtime vow that unites us: let us walk together through this life
loving each other.”21 But the promise is cut short by the page greeting Elisabeth as Queen.22 In
the Italian translation this greeting is direct and immediate: “Queen, I salute you, wife to King
Philip!”23 In French it is more ceremonial: “Let happiness accompany everywhere the one who
will ascend the throne of Spain at the side of Philip the Second.”24 The music of the promisedlove duet changes from playful—and infused with a lighthearted nimbleness in the orchestra—to
______________________
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There are three duets between Don Carlos and Elisabeth, and neither is a conventional love duet.
“Renouvelons le doux serment qui de longtemps nous lie: Marchons tous deux dans cette vie en nous
aimant” (Libretti, 703). The Italian translation, while referring to the renewal of the Infante’s and
Elisabeth’s longtime betrothal, is not as intentional, future-oriented, and relatively emotionally cool as the
French original, but rather more contemplative of and inebriated by the passionate transports they feel:
“Rinovelliam—ebbri d’amor il giuro che ci univa; Lo disse il labbro, il ciel l’udiva, lo fece il cor!” (Ibid.,
597). A more detailed comparison of the French and Italian linguistic influences on singers’ performances
will be discussed in Chapter Five.
“This duet is unique in Verdi in the sense that nothing has prepared either the lovers or the audience for the
sad disillusionment which occurs at once” (Mendelsohn, 123).
“Regina, io vi saluto, sposa a Filippo re” (598).
“Que le bonheur en tous lieux accompagne, celle qui va monter sur le trône d’Espagne, aux côtés de
Philippe deux!” (704).
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ecstatic to funereal in their realization that their fates have been sealed, determined by political
factors as they sing “The fatal hour has struck!”25 There is a parting of ways with operatic
convention in the naturalness with which Verdi treats this initial meeting between Elisabeth and
Don Carlos by ignoring the demands for a formal duet. As Julian Budden writes in his thorough,
analytical and informative account on Verdi’s life and works: “It is in this feeling for the natural
that Verdi’s break with the Parisian grand opera can be most clearly sensed.”26
In the musical conception of the Spanish prince, Verdi introduces new vocal elements.
Drawing on the innocent, trusting disposition of Schiller’s portrayal of Don Carlos—similar to
the gullible personage of Saint-Réal’s novel—the composer creates an atypical tenor role or, as
Budden describes it, “a new type of tenor in which the simple ardor of the Italian high male
voice is tempered by half-lights and subtleties of emotion and mood which will yield a new
wealth of musical invention.”27 Thus, from the onset, the open-ended character of the Infante
inspires Verdi, if not to institute a completely new category of tenor, but at least to experiment
with the tenor role. Perhaps it is also the Hamlet-like indecisive nature of Don Carlos that allows
for a finer palette of musical shadings. There are several indications of mental and emotional
instability in the Infante. Like Schiller, Verdi and his librettists portray their protagonist as prone
to delirium, emotional outbursts, and an inability to act decisively until the end when it is too
late. As in the German play, Don Carlos realizes himself that his love is madness. He confesses
to Posa: “J’aime d’un amour insensé Élisabeth”—“I love with an insane love Elisabeth.”28
During the Act II duet with Elisabeth, he actually faints from too much emotional intensity, and
______________________
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“L’heure fatale est sonnée!” (705).
47
Ibid.,13
Libretti, 714. “Insensé” can also mean senseless, illogical; against reason.
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when he awakens, he behaves as if he is under a spell, loses self-control, and embraces the
Queen, declaring his love. In the auto-da-fé scene, when Don Carlos asks Philip to give him
Flanders and Brabant, the latter calls him “insensé” (in Italian “insensato”). As the enraged
Infante raises his sword against his father, the chorus exclaims: “l’Infant est en délire”—in
Italian, “L’Infante è fuor di sé” (“The Infante is beside himself.”). His own friend uses the same
excuse to defend him against Eboli who, by disguising herself as Elisabeth, has discovered that
Don Carlos loves his stepmother. Posa tells Eboli: “he is delirious, don’t believe this madman!”29
These choices of words in justifying Don Carlos’ actions are very similar in both the French and
Italian libretti. The underlying idea of the Infante as mad also enables the deconstruction and
reconstruction of his identity by Posa. Inside madness there is room for invention. Was it ever
possible to truly know the real Don Carlos, especially under the influence of his mental
distortions? No, and hence, he could be reinvented over and over again. This is why Verdi, like
Saint-Réal and Schiller, offers hints at madness in his treatment of the character. Don Carlos’
historical madness acts as a disclaimer for all three creators, a possible justification for their
artistic liberties.
What did Verdi do with the three pivotal scenes of Schiller’s play: Philip’s confrontations
with Don Karlos, Posa, and the Grand Inquisitor? Although, as we have seen, the father-and-son
scene was not included, a vestige of it is brought into the Act III Auto-da-fé scene when Don
Carlos asks Philip to send him to Flanders and Brabant: “Sire, it is time that I live.”30 In fact, this
is very close to history. The real Infante did request participation in politics but his behavior in
meetings was unpredictable and he became a threat to the stability of government. Unfortunately,
______________________
29
30

“Il est en délire… Ne croyez pas cet insensé!” (750). In Italian, the Infante is delirium itself: “Egli è
deliro… demente egli è!”—“he is delirium… demented he is!” (643)
“Sire, il est temps que je vive” (761).
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due to time restrictions, Verdi could not accommodate Schiller’s entire dialogue between father
and son. But, recognizing the indispensability of the other two key scenes, he paid special
attention to them, particularly to the duet between Philip and Posa. He understood that this was
more than a dialogue between a king and his subject: it was a philosophical and political
confrontation. Verdi’s Disposizione scenica indicates the following instructions to the bass and
baritone of this duet: “It is recommended that the artists pay a lot of attention to this piece,
difficult not only musically but also scenically. – The actors must identify well with the two
characters who face each other and represent two great principles in the history of humanity.”31
Schiller’s Menschheit ideal remains the subject of debate between the King and the Philosopher
in the opera. This duet proved very challenging to write, and Verdi had to revise it fully or
partially three times because the philosophical and political content of its debate required a new
kind of musical approach.32 The challenge also arose from the fact that Verdi’s art was primarily
focused on the voice, and here he pushes against the limitations of both conventional musical
discourse and his own compositional palette.33 The duet clearly reflects the composer’s striving
towards his ideal of a musical dramatic dialogue that tries to break through standard operatic
form—“la solita forma”—to come closer to theatre.34 It is liberated from the characteristic
episodic nature of fixed, applause-seeking operatic numbers, and shifts towards dramatic
realism.35 The evolution of this duet throughout its revisions also reflects a change in Verdi’s
______________________
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32
33

34
35

“Raccomandasi agli artisti di porre molta attenzione a questo pezzo, il quale è difficilissimo non solo dal
lato musicale, ma anche dal lato scenico. – Gli attori devono bene immedesimarsi dei due personaggi che
stanno di fronte e che rappresentano due grandi principi nella storia dell’umanità.”
The duet was revised for the 1867 premiere, the 1872 Naples version, and the 1884 version.
“Unlike Wagner’s, Verdi’s characters do not find it easy to philosophize in music… [He] could never
contrive the kind of orchestral discourse that for instance makes the debates of the Mastersingers musically
interesting.” The innovations in Don Carlos reflect “the attempts of a genius to come to grips with a task
with which his art was hardly equipped to deal” (Budden, 80-81).
See La solita forma and the Uses of Convention by Harold Powers.
Verdi is seeking to transform “fixed forms (what he called ‘Cantabili’ and ‘motivi musicali’) into ‘dramatic
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own idealistic view of humanity’s capacity to progress. In a letter sent to librettist Piave in April
1848, the composer was animated by the spirit of revolution and hope for Italy’s liberation; he
wrote: “The hour of liberty has struck. It is the people who want it, and when the people want,
there is no absolute power that can resist them.”36 Between 1866 and 1884 that idealism had
dwindled, as Jennifer Jackson explains: “The optimism of Verdi’s early ‘Risorgimento’ operas
had vanished… to be replaced by realism if not cynicism at the behaviour of all European
forces.”37 The change is reflected in the composer’s modification of focus as he revised the duet:
the Posa of the 1867 version confronts the King in more universal, grandiose terms: “Quel bras a
jamais arrêté le marche de l’humanité?”—What arm has ever stopped humanity’s progress?38
This is not a literal translation from Schiller but rather an attempt at capturing the essence of
faith in humanity’s progress that Posa embodies. But in the 1882-1883 revision, Verdi returns to
Schiller’s words to concentrate less on the Marquis as a walking idealistic principle— although
he still remains a symbol of an all-encompassing concern for humanity—and to emphasize his
more specific appeal to Philip’s conscience about how his merciless treatment of the Flemish
will go down in history: “Voi pensate seminando morte, piantar per gli anni eterni?”—Do you
think that by sowing death, you are planting [seeds] for eternity? 39 This is an almost literal
translation of Schiller: “Sie wollen pflanzen fur die Ewigkeit und säen Tod?”—You want to
plant [seeds] for all eternity and sow death?40 The duet’s motivic quality of melody and musical
______________________

36
37
38
39
40

dialogue’” (Parker, 134).
“L’ora è suonata…della sua liberazione. È il popolo che la vuole: e quando il popolo vuole non avvi potere
assoluto che la possa resistere” (Gossett, 250).
89
Libretti, 739
Ibid., 533
Don Karlos, 279
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rendering of psychological fragmentation announce Verdi’s later style, especially in Otello.
Posa’s revolutionary outbursts break through Philip’s suspicious regal mask and lead him to the
confession of his private torment. Roger Parker confirms that, in composing this type of duet,
“Verdi is… experimenting with the most radical elements of his newest style” which creates “a
radically different sense of musical personality.”41 Ultimately, Verdi succeeds in infusing the
duet with the quality of a theatrical dialogue which he also does in the Philip-Grand Inquisitor
encounter.42
The confrontation between monarchy and church is preceded by a very private moment:
Philip’s aria “Elle ne m’aime pas.” Still, in what seems to be the corresponding monologue in
Schiller’s play from which some phrases are adapted into the libretto literally, Philip admits quite
the opposite, that he could never love Elisabeth: “Of a warm fancy she has ever been, who can
deny it? I could never love her, yet she has never seemed to miss my love.”43 But while Verdi’s
Philip expresses his unreciprocated love, his aria embodies the Schillerian Philip’s realization of
loneliness—“Ich bin allein”—and offers an extended moment for the public to experience the
alienation of the almighty monarch.44 The glimpse into the intimate sorrow of the King makes
him more human and sets the stage for his struggle with the Grand Inquisitor in which he
questions whether it is natural and right to sacrifice his own son. In Schiller’s play this scene
takes place after Posa’s death, which strengthens the Inquisitor’s admonishments since the
______________________
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44

139-140
“In musical and dramatic terms, Verdi’s achievement in the duet was to be able to utilize the discursive
argument of dialogue… responding in a sustained way to ambiguity and complexity of characterisation…
Verdi’s wish to stay as close to Schiller as possible in the scenes between the principals… emphasise the
place of ideas in this opera and allowed him to continue to develop the structural format of dramatic
dialogue in opera beyond conventions” (Jackson, 67, 89-90).
“Daß sie sonst Schwärmerinn gewesen—wer kann, kann’s läugnen? Nie konnt’ich ihr Liebe geben, und
dennoch—schien sie Mangel je zu fühlen?” (Schiller, Don Karlos, 215-216).
William Berger views this aria as “the key to the opera: the nexus—here the identity—between the personal
and the political” (349).
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Marquis was intended to be made an example of and sacrificed for the glory of the church. This
part is not included in the opera as the duet occurs before Posa’s death, which offers another
reason for the Inquisitor’s anger: Philip’s reluctance to give him the Marquis. The duet is a
musical duel between the two forces that rule Spain. Verdi wrote only one other duet for two full
basses, interestingly for another of his Schiller-based operas, Luisa Miller, in which Count
Walter and Wurm remember their actions as partners in crime. The bass sound in tragic opera
often signifies old age, wisdom, villainy, power, supernatural forces, and Verdi appeals to bass
colors even in the orchestra. The orchestral theme that marks the entrance of the Inquisitor
employs bassoons, cellos, and basses, resounding low, grave, and menacing like pairs of
imposing steps that are echoed by trombones as though the Inquisitor were leaving, with every
stride, deep imprints of his religious footprints—and his words. This musical dialogue constitutes
another break with convention. Philip’s struggle with the nature of fatherhood is overridden by
the ascending phrases of the Inquisitor in a topping manner—the Inquisitor’s phrases of counterargument begin a semitone higher than Philip’s questioning argument phrases, and end another
semitone higher. Consequently, when Philip picks up the Inquisitor’s pitch to begin his next
phrase, he is already a whole tone higher than the beginning of his previous phrase, and the
Inquisitor’s following reply starts yet another half-step higher.45 This musical construction
reflects the church pulling the King away from earthly bonds into the sphere of its dogma. The
ascending pitch sequence happens over three phrases, symbolizing Trinity, and ending with the
mention of Calvary:
Philippe

If I strike the Infante will your hand absolve me?

Grand Inquisitor

The peace of the world is worth the blood of a rebellious son.

______________________
45

Berger compares this exchange to an “antiphonal catechism” (351).
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Philippe

Can I, a Christian, immolate my son for the world?

Grand Inquisitor

God sacrificed his, to save us all.

Philippe

Can you institute such a severe faith everywhere?

Grand Inquisitor

Wherever the Christian follows the faith of Calvary.46

The exchange rises a major third—again signifying the Trinity—in the starting pitches of both
Philip and the Inquisitor’s phrases. The Inquisitor’s voice remains the higher one, establishing
the church’s supremacy over the monarchy and justifying why the King is allowed to betray
Nature’s bonds and kill his son. After the mention of Calvary, the systematic musical pitch
topping of their debate ends, but the argument regarding Don Carlos’ fate continues with
one more exchange:
Philippe

Can nature and blood be silent in me?

Grand Inquisitor

Everything bends and is silent when faith speaks.47

The incredibly masterful musical conclusion is that, in this last decree, the Inquisitor
descends vocally, in a kind of final settlement of the matter, to the King’s starting pitch of his
phrase before the Trinity-like debate: Philip’s indecisive utterance about his son’s fate: “Qu’il
fuie… ou que le glaive…”—That he flee… or that the sword—to which the Inquisitor replies
with a question: “Eh bien?”—Well? The entire exchange is taken almost literally from Schiller.48
The focus on the text and on the theatrical structure of the scene is what helps Verdi break with
______________________
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Philippe
Si je frappe l’Infant ta main m’absoudra-t-elle?
L’Inquisiteur
La paix du monde vaut le sang d’un fils rebelle.
Philippe
Puis-je immoler mon fils au monde, moi chrétien?
L’Inquisiteur
Dieu, pour nous sauver tous, sacrifia le sien.
Philippe
Peux-tu fonder partout une fois si sévère?
L’Inquisiteur
Partout ou le chrétien suit la foi du Calvaire” (767-768).
Philippe
La nature et le sang se tairont-ils en moi?
L’Inquisiteur
Tout s’incline et se tait lorsque parle la foi” (768).
See Chapter Three, 109.
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convention to create such a powerful musical dialogue.49 The result is a perfect example of how
music can complement theatre as a metatext that simultaneously reveals the multiple
implications of the words. Schiller’s dialogue on its own is formidable, but when embedded in an
evocative musical structure that offers a multiplicity of supporting connotations, the transmission
of its complex messages is remarkable in its multi-level exposure. Supported and enhanced by
the music, this act of verbal communication becomes viscerally understandable, at a depth
beyond words. The duet ends with the King’s bitter realization: “L’orgueil du roi fléchit devant
l’orgueil du prêtre!”—The pride of the King bends before the pride of the priest!50 Philip is
trapped not only by his own private suspicions but also by the church’s power. The Inquisitor’s
threat—“Oh, King, if I weren’t here in this palace today, by the living God, tomorrow you
yourself would stand before our supreme tribunal!”—deepens the King’s sense of loneliness.51
The Inquisitor reproaches him for needing the connection to another human being, namely Posa:
“Why a man? And by what right do you call yourself King, Sire, if you have equals?”52 Paying
homage to Schiller’s elevation of characters to the level of principles, Verdi stays particularly
close to the play’s text in this duet of clashing powers in which the King is forced to submit to
the church.
______________________
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51

52

Budden suggests that the initially-proposed treatment of this dialogue by the librettists was relatively
steeped in convention: “the King—pen poised to sign Carlos’s death warrant like many a Donizettian
monarch—seeking counsel from Lerma and the Inquisitor respectively, with no mention of Posa at all”
(125).
Libretti, 771
“O Roi, si je n’étais ici, dans ce palais aujourd’hui: par le Dieu vivant, demain vous-même, vous series
devant nous au tribunal suprême!” (770). In Schiller’s play the Inquisitor’s words are: “Stünd’ ich heute
nicht vor Ihnen, beim lebend’gem Gott! Sie wären morgen so vor mir gestanden” (491)—If I had not been
summoned here today, by Heaven! Before tomorrow you would yourself have stood at my tribunal.
“Pourquoi un homme? Et de quel droit vous nommez-vous Roi, Sire, si vous avez des égaux?” (769). In
Schiller’s play the Inquisitor’s rebuke is: “Wenn Sie um Mitgefühle wimmern, haben Sie der Welt nicht
Ihres Gleichen zugestanden? Und welche Rechte, möcht’ ich wissen, haben Sie aufzuweisen über Ihres
Gleichen?” (490) When you whine for sympathy are you not making the world your equal? And what
rights, I would like to know, should you possess above your equals?
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In opera, alienation can be delineated even more strongly than in an aria when several
characters are singing together as in the following scene’s quartet between Philip, Posa,
Elisabeth, and Eboli. This moment follows Philip’s call for help as Elisabeth, accused by him of
adultery, has fainted. After Posa and Eboli rush in, Elisabeth revives and lends her voice to the
other three, creating a quartet of successive statements of their states of mind. These phrases
merge into a sublime music that only serves to heighten the isolation of each character. The King
is remorseful and acknowledges Elisabeth’s innocence yet even then he is trapped in his inability
to connect to her, Posa is obsessed with his idealistic Flanders’ mission and decides to sacrifice
himself so that Don Carlos can fulfill that mission, Eboli—a slave to her beauty—realizes how
much damage she has done, and Elisabeth longs for her mother and even utters the words: “I am
in a strange (foreign) land.” Besides illustrating that she is a foreigner, the translation of
Elisabeth’s “Je suis sur la terre étrangère” can also indicate that she feels a stranger on Earth. In
either case her alienation—and alien-ness—is not only psychological, but also literal. The four
characters are each expressing their individual states of mind:
Philippe

Damned be the vile suspicion! The work of a hateful demon.
No! This woman’s pride is not the audacious crime.

Rodrigue

It is time to act. Thunder rumbles in the sky. Let a man die for
Spain, bequeathing her a radiant future.

Eboli

Oh remorse! Bitter sadness! I committed a heinous crime! I betrayed
my noble mistress: will my forgiveness come from heaven?

Elisabeth

Come here, come, my poor mother, see the tears that burn my eyes.
I am on foreign land. My sole hope lies in heaven.53

______________________
53

Philippe

Maudit soit le soupçon infâme, Œuvre d’un démon odieux! Non! La fierté de cette
femme n’est pas le crime audacieux.
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They are all strangers. Not in terms of nationality, except for Elisabeth, but in their capability to
understand each other as human beings. They are all strangers to each other because they cannot
escape their own perceptions and obsessions. This is a scene where the dilation of time
characteristic to the operatic art form—the slowing-down of real-time action and blowing-up of
emotions as if under a microscope—is at its finest. The blending of the voices is deceptive; it
highlights the words in a contrastive manner and thus, lends them even more weight. At that
moment there is nothing psychologically harmonious between the four characters; they are each
prisoners of their own worlds and they suffer precisely because of their inability to break through
the walls of their own—and each other’s—prisons.
The quartet is followed by a moment of dramatic realism in which Verdi breaks with
convention again: Eboli’s confession of adultery to Elisabeth. The inclusion of this moment was
hard-fought-for since the topic of adultery constituted an unsuitable subject for the nineteenth
century audience of the Paris Opéra. In the 1867 premiere version Eboli confesses only her love
for Don Carlos but not her adultery with Philip, which makes Elisabeth appear unreasonable for
dismissing the Princess only because she loved the Infante who had spurned her advances.
Eboli’s full confession is added after the revision of 1882-1883 and it is almost pure theatre as
though Verdi is defying both censorship and operatic traditions. Stripped of lyrical melodrama,
the mezzo-soprano’s utterances are fragmented, un-melodic, almost spoken: “The King… pity…
don’t curse me!... Yes… seduced… lost… The error I accused you of…I…myself…
______________________
Rodrigue
Eboli
Elisabeth

Il faut agir et voici l’heure. La foudre gronde au sein des cieux. Que pour l’Espagne
un homme meure en lui léguant l’avenir radieux.
O remords! amère tristesse! J’ai commis un crime odieux! J’ai trahi ma noble
maîtresse: mon pardon viendra-t-il des cieux?
Viens ici, viens, ma pauvre mère, vois les pleurs qui brûlent mes yeux. Je suis sur la
terre étrangère. Mon seul espoir est dans les cieux. (775-776)
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committed.”54 The aria following the confession, “O don fatal,” is Eboli’s moment of
introspection about the fatal gift of her beauty and its consequences.
Elisabeth’s mental and physical prison is depicted to a greater extent in her aria “Toi qui
sus le néant”—You who knew the nothingness—made all the more desolate by its setting: the St.
Yuste monastery in its austere, cold grandeur, resounding with a variation on the Monk’s theme.
The aria is as much a prayer to Charles V’s spirit for heavenly mercy and meditation on the
transcendence of earthly passions as it is an agonizing remembrance of her youth in France and
the shattered promise of young love at Fontainebleau, sublimation in favor of Posa’s idealistic
mission for Don Carlos, and a farewell to life. Elisabeth has attained the spiritual understanding
that in Schiller’s play appears more as rationality and practical wisdom. This echoes her
transformation from a frivolous young girl to a wiser, more realistic woman in Saint-Réal’s
portrayal.
Intriguingly, the two main characters who are not given dilated moments of interiority in
the opera are Don Carlos and Posa. The Infante’s sole aria is used as a vehicle for exposition that
informs the audience of what has occurred up to that point and of Don Carlos’ infatuation with
Elisabeth based on her portrait and on a brief glimpse of her. In the recitativo “Fontainebleau…
Forêt immense et solitaire”—Fontainebleau, immense and solitary forest—Don Carlos describes
how he braved the risk of his father’s anger and came to Fontainebleau just to see Elisabeth. His
aria “Je l’ai vue et dans son sourire”—I saw her, and in her smile—becomes a romantic reverie
of their future together. There is no inner struggle between the public and private Don Carlos as
is the case with Philip, Elisabeth, and Eboli. Neither does Verdi depict an internal conflict in
______________________
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“Il Re… pietà… non imprecate a me!... Si… sedotta…perduta… L’error che v’imputai… - io… stessa…
avea commesso” (567).
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Posa’s character. Both the Infante and his friend are unidimensional: the former is driven by his
obsessive love and the latter by his utopian vision of the world that finds its outlet in his allengrossing support of the Flemish struggle for religious freedom. Don Carlos’ agreement to
follow his friend’s vision is what Paul Robinson calls “pretend politics,” and his politicallyoriented actions are, according to Robinson, “thinly disguised sublimations” while “Flanders is
an excuse for expressing his hatred of his father…”55 In Verdi’s portrayal Don Carlos is, as in
Schiller’s, eager to let himself be called into being by Posa, while the latter is the embodiment of
a principle. Some have argued that Don Carlos does evolve by the end of the opera. He
sublimates his love for Elisabeth to carry on his friend’s mission because Posa’s death changes
him. Even if he is not a political expert, the Infante’s decision to embrace the Flemish cause in
honor of his friend is not unusual.56 However, even though in his last encounter with Elisabeth,
Don Carlos assures her of his transformed, chaste love and his decision to fulfill his friend’s
goals, these declarations seem, as in Saint-Réal’s nouvelle and in Schiller’s play, to be the
declamations of an actor. When Posa dies, Don Carlos laments over his corpse and asks: “Oh,
my friend, give me your great soul, make me the hero of your new world! Fill my heart with the
divine flame or make me a place beside you in the tomb.”57 Even then he is still not convinced.
He is still asking to be filled with his friend’s belief and inspiring words, which is why it is very
difficult to accept that his final statements to Elisabeth are truly his own. Rather, they are learned
______________________
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“[Don Carlos] understands virtually nothing of the Flemish cause or the ideological principles that all but
define Rodrigo’s existence” (Robinson, 188, 192). Actually, one cannot be certain whether Don Carlos
understands Rodrigo’s principles or the Flemish cause. He might understand them but not truly feel them
as his own.
“…many political movements are fueled by personal losses and injustices, rather than by abstract concepts
learned from treatises” (Rosen, 112).
“Ô mon ami, donne moi ta grande âme, fais de moi le héros de ton monde nouveau! Remplis mon coeur de
la divine flamme ou fais moi près de toi place dans le tombeau” (Don Carlos, operalib.eu).
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lines that he clings to because he has no other support in the midst of his thwarted love.58
Schiller’s understated ending was challenging for grand opera, which required a
spectacular, dramatic finale to satisfy its audiences.59 Yet Verdi rejected the final passionate love
duet that Du Locle wrote for Don Carlos and Elisabeth. He felt that the Infante’s outbursts of “je
t’aime” would detract from the sublimity of Schiller’s ending and writes to Perrin: “At a moment
like this ‘je t’aime, je t’aime’—je ne l’aime pas du tout.’”60 The composer resisted the
convention of thwarted-love melodrama when he demanded that the farewell between
stepmother and son remain on the level of sublimation of sexual love to embrace higher ideals.
Hence, the drama of the final scene would come from the condemning chorus of the Inquisitors
with Philip in an impromptu trial of Don Carlos, alternating accusations of heresy, rebellion, and
alienation of the King’s wifely affections, the order for the Infante’s arrest, and the appearance of
a solitary Charles V dressed as a monk to pull his grandson into the Monastery of St. Yuste with
him. But the deeper the composer delved into Schiller’s play through Maffei’s translation, the
more unsuitable for historical drama this fantastical finale seemed to him. He argued about it
with Du Locle, thinking it illogical and ridiculous, not to mention historically inaccurate, to bring
Charles V on the stage when he had been dead for years.61 The librettist defended the appearance
______________________
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Rosen argues the contrary: that Don Carlos is genuinely transformed by the Marquis’ sacrifice, “that Posa’s
death instills in Carlos a new sense of control and self-discipline, that his love for Elisabeth is thereby
sublimated towards political aims… [The] death of Posa brings about a reintegration of Carlo’s mental
condition” (112, 110) However, the Infante’s end arrives too soon for him to prove that his transformed
identity is authentic.
Giacomo Meyerbeer had set the standard for grand opera in Paris, merging German orchestration with
Italian vocal style and powerfully-dramatic libretti supported by the unrivalled technical capabilities in
décor and special effects of the Opéra. The Meyerbeer-ean standard required a strong, theatrical finale.
Abbiati, III, 91-92.
Jennifer Jackson offers a compelling perspective on the Don Carlos finale as illustrative of a nostalgia for
past heroes and of the century’s literary characterizations of men as non-heroic. “Carlos’ non-heroic
characterization as symptomatic of the blurring of gender, may also be a reflection of a contemporary
concern of art… Contemporary French novels dealt with the increasingly problematic role of men in
peacetime… The male hero may be necessarily problematic at this time and may be the reason for the
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of the emperor dressed as a monk, especially since Charles’ last years were veiled in mystery,
just as the death of the Infante. Since Schiller could take liberties with history, he reasoned, why
couldn’t the libretto of an opera do the same? This ending could also resonate with the beginning
in the cut versions: whenever the Fontainebleau scene is eliminated, the first solo singer on the
stage would be the monk, which made for a meaningful omen of his reappearance and ultimate
revelation that he is, in fact, the emperor. Yet Du Locle remained ambiguous about whether the
apparition is real or ghostly, which prompted Verdi to refer to the monk/Emperor as a “‘halffantastic character.’”62 Despite accepting the ending, the composer would continue to dislike
both the apparition and the entire concept of a deus-ex-machina finale for this opera.
In bestowing a surreal aura upon the final scene, the ending endows the Infante’s brave,
last statements with a mythical aura: he is saying what might be expected of legends to say.
Throughout the entire opera, Don Carlos appears as a tremulous, occasionally-delirious,
indecisive, emotionally-oscillating, and easily-influenced character while Posa is single-minded
in his mission and belief that he could mold the Infante into the leader he envisions. The fact that
the two do not have the extended moments of the complex interiority afforded to the others can
be attributed to their invented existence. As noted before, Posa is a fictional personage while
Don Carlos is an open-ended character who is asking to be defined by an invented character,
someone who did not actually exist in history. If Posa is an invention, then doesn’t Don Carlos’
longing to be called into being appeal to someone who stands for fiction itself? Isn’t Schiller
indicating, as a theatrical wink to his audience, that the Infante’s reconstruction and change of
course should never be compared to or judged by historical standards because it is based purely
______________________
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appearance of Charles V both in his dramatic function as rescuer of Carlos from the Inquisition and
as symbol of a glorious European imperial past in an echo of former heroic models” (53).
Quoted in Budden, 33
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on imagination as embodied in the character of Posa? And Verdi captures that wink, particularly
through his supernatural finale. Although Don Carlos did exist, his mysterious end, his
documented madness, the conflicting reports of Philip’s involvement in his death, the myth
constructed around him since the sixteenth century, and the commercial need for a romantic hero
must have made it stimulating to choose how extensively to fictionalize the character and which
historically-documented aspects to add, omit or adjust to the fiction. The element of madness
contributes in large part not only to the freedom of interpretation but also to the indefinability of
this character. How can an internal conflict be expressed if the traits and drives of the personage
are muddled and uncertain? In whatever form this character is portrayed his traits will always be,
at least subliminally, regarded with suspicion and skepticism, in part due to the historical fact
that he was mentally unstable. Everything in the adaptations could be interpreted as having
occurred in his aberrant mind, as the 2017 Paris Opera production mentioned in the Introduction
seems to imply. There is always a shadow of doubt cast over any possible realistic portrayal of
Don Carlos. This lends freedom to the creative choices that depict his conversion to a hero, a
conversion that all our three creators have conveyed, even if Don Carlos never actually gets the
chance to act as a hero in Flanders. Therefore, the most suitable end for this mysterious, openended character whose fictional heroism lies in sublimation of earthly passion and evolution into
a superior being is the end that instantly turns him into a myth, which is neither suicide nor arrest
by the Inquisition. It is the end that Verdi gives him: a disappearance at once divinely-sanctioned
and triumphant over his enemies, implausible, but more restorative of justice and more
affirmative of the power of mythmaking than Saint-Réal’s and Schiller’s tragic endings.
Don Carlos premiered on 11 March 1867 at the Paris Opéra to an audience that included
the Emperor Napoleon III and Empress Eugénie along with members of the court. The reception
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was not enthusiastic. Critics felt that Verdi had stepped too far beyond his crowd-pleasing lyrical
melodramas, but not far enough to establish a new style.63 Georges Bizet, who admired Verdi’s
operas, declared himself perplexed by the lack of melody in Don Carlos, and by what he
considered an attempt at imitating Wagner. In a letter to a friend, Bizet wrote: “‘Verdi is no
longer Italian. He wants to do Wagner. He no longer has his own shortcomings, nor even one of
his good qualities. The fight is over for him… Perhaps the singers will forgive him for this
unfortunate attempt… but the audience came to be entertained and I think they won’t let him get
away with this.’”64 There were, however, some positive reviews that lauded Verdi’s exploration
of new musical forms. In Le Moniteur, Théophile Gautier declared that “Verdi had undergone a
‘conversion’ to modern music in ‘building’ Don Carlos, ‘his vast and colossal structure.’”65
Verdi’s reaction to being declared a Wagner imitator was characteristically sarcastic, and attested
to the fact that he had already been experimenting musically for the past two decades: “‘So I am
an almost perfect Wagnerite! But if the reviewers had paid a bit of attention they would have
recognized that the same intent was there in the Ernani trio, the sleepwalking scene of Macbeth,
and in many other pieces. But the question is not whether Don Carlos belongs to some system,
but whether the music is good or bad.’”66 The Italian translation of Don Carlos by Achille de
Lauzières premiered in Italy on 27 October 1867 at the Teatro Communale di Bologna, titled
with the Italianized version of the Infante’s name, Don Carlo. The first performance in Italian
had actually taken place at Covent Garden four months earlier, on June 4, under the musical
______________________
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“The lukewarm success of Don Carlos, his most ambitious, subtle, and complex opera to date, was
disappointing, and Verdi had to contend moreover with the charge that he had become an imitator”
(Mendelsohn, 121).
Phillips-Matz, 521
Ibid.
Ibid., 522
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direction of Sir Michael Costa.67 In Verdi’s absence Costa made several cuts including the first
act and the ballet, but for the Italian premiere the edits were restored. Although the opera met
with success, as it traveled to other cities—and faced a few changes, such as the Grand Inquisitor
to a “Gran Cancelliere” and the Monk/Charles V to a “Solitario,” due to the Papal censorship—
Don Carlo did not become instantly popular with the Italian public.68
Religious censorship pursued the Italian composer. His portrayal of the church’s
tyrannical power in Don Carlos must have had profound personal connotations for him as an
artist forced to modify his creative choices to please the church. Don Carlos aroused the
Vatican’s indignation and faced the Inquisition of its time. The Supreme Sacred Congregation of
the Roman and Universal Inquisition objected to the combination of sacred and profane aspects,
the promotion of revolutionary undertakings in Flanders that defy the Catholic church, and the
onstage depiction of the Inquisition’s procedures, as Gregory Harwood writes: “The tribunal
concluded that the opera would excite commotion, resentment, and hatred toward the Inquisition
and recommended that performances and reprinting of the work be banned, but that no public
prohibition be announced since it would likely draw more attention to the work.”69 The actual
verdict stated: “This drama that premiered in Paris at the Imperial Theatre in March 1867 can be
called an indigestible, immoral aggregate of the sacred, the profane, the ecclesiastic, the
revolutionary, of liberalism, favorable towards the Huguenots… The drama seen on the stage
must incite in the spectator, more due to its scenario than its poetry, an indescribable commotion,
resentment, and hatred of the Inquisition and its ministers whose well-known purpose is to
______________________
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Born Michele Costa in Naples, he was a conductor, orchestrator, and composer who conceived his own
operatic version of Don Carlos in 1844.
Budden, 28
245
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maintain the purity of the Catholic faith… Its performance and reprinting must be absolutely and
rigorously forbidden, but it seems… that a public prohibition would give major importance to its
merit.”70
Despite the aggravation that the censors and the critics caused the composer, these
reactions constituted a validation. Without making a radical break with tradition, Verdi was
indeed moving farther into new musical territory. He continued to revise Don Carlos over a
period of almost two decades. It was the revision of 1882-1883 that brought Verdi the closest to
Schiller’s play. Several of his justifications for the cuts, expressed in his letters, illustrate his
concern with the effectiveness of the drama as well as his awareness of historical inaccuracy. In
his letter of 15 December 1882, addressed to Nuitter—librettist, translator, and archivist of the
Paris Opéra—Verdi declared: “…when you write for the theatre you have to make theatre.” And
in the letter to his publisher Ricordi of 19 February 1883 he expressed both the need for a tighter
theatrical plot and the frustration that the opera does not reflect historical truth: “Don’t be too
surprised to see the Chorus of Inquisitors removed. It was mere note-spinning. The drama didn’t
need either those notes or those words… Don Carlos was a fool, a madman, an unpleasant
fellow. Elisabeth was never in love with Don Carlos. Posa is an imaginary being who could have
never existed under Philip’s reign. Philip, who among other things says: ‘Garde-toi de mon
Inquisitor… Qui me rendra ce mort!’ [Beware of my Inquisitor… Who will return this dead man
______________________
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“Questo Dramma che fu per la prima volta rappresentato a Parigi sul Teatro Imperiale nel marzo 1867 può
chiamarsi un’indigesto aggregato immorale di sacro, e profane, di ecclesiastico, e di rivoluzionario, di
liberalismo, e di favore per gli Ugonotti… Il Dramma veduto sul Teatro più pel Scenario, e per i personaggi
che vi prendono parte, che per la Poesia, deve eccitare nello Spettatore un indicibile commozione,
risentimento, e odio contro l’Inquisizione, e suoi Ministri; i quali hanno per iscopo, come è ben noto, di
mantenere la purità della fede Cattolica senza punto occuparsi di politicà… se ne deve assolutamente e
rigorosamente vietare la rappresentazione, e la ristampa; ma parmi che sarebbe dargli un importanza
maggiore del merito se si venisse a una pubblica proibizione” (Höink, 373, 376-377)
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to me!] Philip wasn’t as soft-hearted as that. In other words in this drama there is nothing
historical…”71 The revised version was performed in January 1884 at La Scala, but in December
1886 the Fontainebleau act was re-added and the entire opera performed in Modena, after which
it was published as approved by Verdi. Don Carlos remains the only Verdian opera to have
undergone revisions over such a long period of time, offering possibilities for alternations and
rearrangements of material that are used to this day based on musical and directorial preferences.
Budden lists the “five basic versions” of Don Carlos: “(1) the original full-length conception of
1866 preceding the cuts made before the first performance; (2) Don Carlos as published in 1867
with five acts and ballet; (3) the Naples version of 1872, identical with (2) except for the
alterations in the Posa-Philip and final Carlos-Elisabeth duets; (4) the new four-act version
without ballet of 1884; and (5) the Modena amalgam of 1886, published by Ricordi as a ‘new
edition in five acts without ballet.’”72 73 Today the opera is performed regularly on the world’s
opera stages, in the four or five-act version in either French or Italian. Some productions have
recreated the original 1866 version before Verdi’s cuts for the premiere. Two such notable
productions of the uncut French version were staged by Peter Konwitschny at the Wiener
Staatsoper in 2008—it included the ballet which is usually omitted—and by Krysztof
Warlikowski at the Opéra de Paris in 2017.74
As in Schiller’s play, the ideological messages transmitted by Verdi’s Don Carlos are
______________________
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Budden, 36-37. Verdi’s view of Philip as a cold-hearted tyrant was also influenced by his visit to the
Escorial. The austerity of the palace reflected, in his opinion, the King’s personality.
39
Neither version of Don Carlos can be considered “definitive” as Jackson explains: “The revisions Verdi
made to Don Carlos over two decades are valuable in the study of his dramatic aesthetics and continuous
evolution of his musical style, but raise issues of authenticity of version as well as practical questions as to
which version should be performed” (103).
See Introduction footnote, 16-17.
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anachronistic.75 There has been much debate over Verdi’s role as a political activist whose works
became symbols of nationalism and resistance at the time they premiered. According to Roger
Parker and Mary Ann Smart, Verdi gained his status as the representative artist of the
Risorgimento only after the unification. Still, the messages in Don Carlos do express a desire for
progress and democracy in Italy. While Verdi’s operas may not have been instantly considered
musical symbols of revolution—a perception that was mythicized and promoted in the early
twentieth century—the composer demonstrated patriotism and engagement with the political
situation leading to the Italian unification, which would be achieved a year after the premiere of
Don Carlos.76 77 Among all of Verdi’s operas, Don Carlos is indeed his most political and
philosophical work. Without necessarily expressing a conscious intention to create an opera with
an ideological content, Verdi did so, mainly as a result of his interest in the personal dramas and
psychological states of the characters behind historical actions. In associating history with
psychology, he is very similar to Saint-Réal, and in his striving to capture philosophical concepts
musically, he pays homage to Schiller. Thus, we can perceive a sequence of influences on the
Italian composer that brought political implications in their wake. Saint-Réal opened the path to
a perspective of history that highlights both private thought and public—historical—action.
Schiller intensified the intimate dramas of the protagonists while infusing the play with
______________________
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Nineteenth-century audiences were more willing to accept anachronistic messages in the play as in the
opera due to Schiller’s popularity: “Overcoming the initial objection on grounds of anachronism, the play’s
nineteenth century audience glorified Rodrigo’s role within a wider ‘cult’ of Schiller…” (Jackson, 58).
As Verdi was composing Don Carlos, Italy was caught in a conflict with Austria during the Austro-Prussian
War. Enraged that Austria surrendered Venice and the Veneto to France, Verdi found it difficult to compose
especially for the Parisian Opéra. In a letter to Escudier dated 18 June 1866, he declared that Don Carlos
“‘was born in fire and flames.’” Eventually, Napoleon III gave Venice and the Veneto to Italy, which Verdi
considered a “national disgrace” because “the territory had not been won in war” (Phillips-Matz, 514, 515).
“Modern audiences may consider [Don Carlos] to be the only one of [Verdi’s] works with an ideological
content: the fight for freedom and democracy, the battle between church and state which enabled him,
through Schiller, to use the story as a vehicle to convey such conflicts...” (Jackson, 31).
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philosophical abstractions. And Verdi, for whom personal relationships were at the core of all of
his operas, responded to both the psychological and philosophical dimensions added to history in
this chain of treatments of the Don Carlos story. Politics and ideology may not have been his
primary interests—although opinions differ on this point—yet they became intrinsic to this opera
due to his choice to explore the private tragedies of these historical characters.
The personal tragedies that convey the love of freedom and hatred of tyranny, are what
appealed to Verdi in Schiller’s play. At the core of the artistic endeavors of both composer and
playwright lies a fundamental interest in capturing and conveying human experience in its very
nature and diverse manifestations, just as Saint-Réal strove to discover and convey the secret of
hearts behind historical actions. No matter how powerful and encompassing the historicopolitical messages of our three creators’ works are, these messages always seem to burn brighter
from the embers of the personal tragedies that, as the story progresses, take center stage and
become the actual dramatic fire of the plot. The tragedies are doubly intertwined: between the
human beings at their center and between the historico-political events that are either influenced
by or determine the fate of those beings. This evokes Saint-Réal’s message that history is created
by humans whose motivations are deeply personal and will never be fully known or understood.
An author, a playwright, a composer—and a librettist—may take the liberty to fill in the gaps, to
paint his or her version of a historical figure’s human portrait in an attempt to understand the
large-scale events that shaped the world at a specific time. It is an act of speculation, but the
personalization of historical events through the creation of very human “actors” anchors history
in a dimension that, in turn, enriches the backward look at its sequence of occurrences. It endows
this reflective turn with a new understanding due to the additional—albeit often fictionalized—
level of connection to timeless human drives and emotions. The immutable historical facts are
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more easily remembered when one is able to dress them in human psychology than when reading
a history textbook. True to his direct source, Schiller, and through Schiller, to the more distant
source, Saint-Réal, Verdi’s Don Carlos turns sixteenth-century Spanish politics inside out, and
deconstructs its public, historical representations into a devastating family drama.78 Through the
musical metatext with its capacity to dilate time and magnify emotional and psychological
details, Verdi gives a profound and larger-than-life yet viscerally-intimate dimension to the
revelation of the secrets of hearts. He transports the story and the protagonists of both nouvelle
and play to new realms of perception and relatability.

______________________
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“The dramatic core of [Verdi’s] operas… is to be found in the family drama, in those intense and enduring
emotional relationships between people bound together by love and marriage” (Mendelsohn, 111).
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CHAPTER 5
The Sound of Words

The lyric art carries literary works to new realms of perception and relatability through
various factors, among which its capacity to dilate time and magnify emotions is intrinsic to the
art form. Realistic depiction is sacrificed to moments of amplified emotional expression
intensified by the musical metatext which offers, as Gary Schmidgall proposes, “an increased
clarity of intention and a larger-than-life motive force in the presentation of human actions.”1
The music and the libretto provide the structure within which the characters’ psychological
states, situations, and actions are unveiled in heightened spontaneous revelations of complex
connotations. And the performers—the singers, the conductor, and the orchestra—transmit this
confluence of intertextualities to the extent that their artistic credos, capabilities and limitations,
not to mention the negotiation between each other, the interpretative requirements of a stage
director, and the physical demands of a production, permit them to convey. Opera is a space of
artistic, commercial, and pragmatic collaboration and compromise. Throughout the five centuries
of its existence, it has been ruled by various trends: from the reign of the librettist in the late
sixteenth century and early seventeenth century to the cult of the singer that culminated in the
castrato superstardom in the eighteenth century, and the primadonna worship and role-tailoring
in favor of virtuosic vocal display of the nineteenth century. Today, the focus is placed on
theatrical interpretation, and greater significance is given to the visual aspects not only of a
production but also of a singer’s physical attractiveness, due to increased camera exposure. The
last decades have been dominated by the stage director, and productions, promotions, and listings
______________________
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have emphasized that fact, featuring, as an example, David McVicar’s Tosca, not Puccini’s. To a
certain extent this has happened with conductors as well; take, for instance, a listing that
advertised Nikolaus Harnoncourt’s Don Giovanni, and relegated Mozart’s name to a smaller
print. The star system is still active today, and grants prominence to few but intenselycommercialized opera singers, conductors, and stage directors. Nevertheless, when the operatic
art form is stripped of the trappings of a production and media, and of the authoritative aura of
famous conductors and stage directors, its essence is not altered in the least; it continues to exist
as opera. And while the orchestral music and the vocal lines are both fundamental elements that
constitute an opera, the singing voice is the definitive mark of what makes a musical work
operatic. One can agree with Richard Wagner’s statement that “‘the oldest, truest, most beautiful
organ of music, the origin to which alone our music owes its being, is the human voice.’”2
It is through a singing and language perspective that we will develop this concluding
chapter. Examining some of the different linguistic nuances in the dual-language libretto of
Verdi’s Don Carlos, and how they influence the transmission of emotional and psychological
connotations, we will reflect on how operatic vocal communication is influenced by text while
transcending the very words it expresses. After considering some insights from conductor Kamal
Khan, and the music director of the Opéra national de Paris/chief conductor of the Vienna
Symphony, Philippe Jordan, we will explore the viewpoints on performing the role of Don
Carlos of three internationally-acclaimed operatic tenors, Jonas Kaufmann, José Cura, and
Ramón Vargas. Kaufmann and Vargas have sung the role in both languages, and have also
______________________
2

Quoted in Kotnik, 163. “The opponents or critics of operatic, vocal exhibitionism… will have to admit that
the voice is not only the essence of opera but is actually the crucial element of identification with the
phenomenon in general. None of the other constituent parts of the opera performance gets as much attention
as singing, which is constantly [an] object of analyses, discussions, gossip, and scandals” (Ibid.).
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starred in re-creations of the original uncut 1866 version of the opera: the former in Krzysztof
Warlikowski’s production at the Opéra de Paris in 2017, and the latter in a production staged by
Peter Konwitschny at the Wiener Staatsoper—Vienna State Opera—in 2008.
From historical accounts to nouvelle historique to play to opera, Don Carlos has been
recreated in so many embodiments, but those who call him into being by way of their singing
voice add a singular dimension to the depiction of this character. It is a dimension that cuts
across specificity of facts and of words to bring Don Carlos to life within a unique system of
expressive communication. The operatic language exists in an undefined realm between singing
and words. It is a language of emotion that traverses the borders of text and its significations as
well as the limitations of historical facts; while using text and history as signposts in its
development, it transcends both. It recreates a Don Carlos that is at once historical and beyond
history, a character that is at once fictional and beyond fiction. This is, of course, supported by
the libretto in opera. The text is the starting point without which the story would not exist, and
neither would the music. Aside from vocal ornamentations and the occasional wordless phrase
sung on a vowel—usually “ah”—the voice must sing words. Text is a palette that lends the voice
its basic colors and sustains its communicative power as it acquires varied nuances from the
orchestral music and explodes into a greater range of expressive, emotional colors.
The meanings of words and the capacity of music to magnify those meanings are doubly
significant in the case of Verdi’s Don Carlos and its two libretti. As noted, the opera was
originally composed to a French libretto written by Joseph Méry and Camille Du Locle and then
translated into Italian by Achille de Lauzières, while the music remained, for the most part, the
same. The nuances of meanings and the musicality inherent to each language of the libretto
affect not only singers’ interpretations but also orchestral musical colors. Whether the word
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choices in the translation from French to Italian were based on a particular dramatic vision of the
translators, on syllabic constraints, on phonic negotiation between words and the length of
phrases, or on the search for words that are cantabile (singable), what emerges—even when
resisting certain cultural clichés—is that the French libretto conveys more of the intellectual,
political aspects of the story while the Italian libretto offers a more emotionally-direct, fatalistic
dimension. For instance, the Italian translation of Don Carlos’ confession to Posa that he loves
Elisabeth: “J’aime d’un amour insensé”—I love with an insane love—is “Amo d’ardente
amor…”3—I love with an ardent love. The cerebral “insensé”—meaning insane or literally,
senseless—that implies an action of the mind and something that does not make sense, is
replaced by the passionate “ardent” indicating the predominance of emotion over mental
analysis.4 When Posa reassures the Infante of his loyal heart, there are different connotations in
the two libretti. In French, the Marquis’ text is: “Pour le sceptre d’or que porte ton père, mon
choeur, ô Carlos, ne changerait pas!”5— For the golden scepter that your father bears, my heart,
oh Carlos, would not change! This implies the political power’s capacity to corrupt loyal hearts,
while the Italian language in the five-act version “Nell’impero al Re soggetto, tu trovasti un core
almen”6—In the empire subjected to the King, you found at least one heart—indicates a hint of
rebellion in the name of friendship: Posa would defy the empire in the name of his love for the
Infante. In the Italian translation, the profound emotional connections of love, friendship, and
intimacy take precedence.
The French libretto also seems to convey both pragmatism and idealism: life should be
______________________
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Tutti i libretti delle opere di Giuseppe Verdi, 714, 607
In some versions ardente is replaced by colpevole—guilty.
Libretti, 715
Ibid., 608
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placed in the practical service of goals that transcend personal inclinations. For example, when
the Marquis reassures his friend: “ta destinée encor peut être utile et belle”7—your destiny can
still be useful and beautiful—it becomes clear that usefulness is associated with beauty. In
Italian, however, practicality is obscured by personal happiness and “utile” becomes “felice”—
happy: “può la tua sorte ancor esser felice e bella”8—your fate can still be happy and beautiful.
There is also a more mentally-conscious approach to torment in the French libretto, take, for
instance, Don Carlos’ justification to Elisabeth about why he wants to go to Flanders: “L’air
d’Espagne me tue… comme le lourd penser d’une crime”9—The air of Spain is killing me… like
the heavy thought of a crime. This invokes awareness of possible guilt and the taking of
responsibility for adulterous thoughts that may lead to criminal actions, whereas the Italian:
“Quest’aura m’è fatale…come il pensier d’una sventura”10—This air is fatal to me… like the
thought of a misfortune—denotes fatalism, passivity, and a less self-responsible approach.
“Crime” has a human author while “misfortune” is an act of fate. The concept of crime appears
again in Philip’s musings during the quartet with Posa, Eboli, and Elisabeth. Comparing his
phrase in French: “La fierté de cette femme n’est pas le crime audacieux!”11— The pride of this
woman is not the audacious crime!— with the Italian version: “No, non macchiò la fè
giurata…Esser infida costei non può!”12—“No, she didn’t stain the sworn fidelity… she cannot
be unfaithful”—the difference in nuance is obvious: pride and the suspicion of crime endow
Elisabeth with a colder, more remote aura, while the implication of fidelity to her marriage vows
______________________
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depict her as constant and pure.
The transmission of emotions varies between the two libretti not only because of the
subtleties of meaning in word choices, but also due to the phonetics and prosody of the language.
Language and cognition expert Asifa Majid confirms this intricate connection between prosody
and emotion: “Within literary studies many have… noted correspondences between sounds and
emotion… [Emotion] is, indeed, relevant to every dimension of language—from phonology to
lexicon, grammar and discourse—emotional expression is finely tuned to language-specific
structures… Hearers appear to decode discrete emotions from prosody; words carry connotative
meaning as well as descriptive meanings, and attitude can be conveyed by units smaller than the
sentence… [It] may be that certain linguistic structures are more suited to conveying particular
aspects of emotion.”13 The sonorous properties of language—from basic pronunciation to
intonation, rhythm, stress, tone—determine the manner in which emotions are expressed at the
level of sound, beyond words. Returning to the idea of cantabile, the inherent musicality of the
language specific to Italian makes it more singable, and, through its direct openness and purity of
vowels, more apt to convey spontaneous, unfiltered emotion in singing, while the French
demands a certain manipulation in articulation and pronunciation of the words. This is evident,
for instance, when comparing the beginning phrases of Philip’s aria in French “Elle ne m’aime
pas! non! son cœur m’est fermé. Elle ne m’a jamais aimé!”14—She doesn’t love me! no! her
heart is closed to me. She has never loved me!—to the Italian “Ella giammai m’amò! No, quel
cor chiuso è a me. Amor per me non ha!”15—She has never loved me! No, that heart is closed to
me. She has no love for me! The highest note, the climax of the phrase falls, in French, on the
______________________
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vowel “eh” from “Elle,” and in Italian, on “oh” from “Amor.” When Philip repeats these
phrases at the end of the aria, that high note is usually sung forte; it symbolizes an eruption of his
emotional pain. It is much easier and more natural to sing the high note on the Italian “oh.” It is
also more theatrically powerful to have this outburst embedded into the word “Amor,” although
the vocal explosion alone conveys sorrow beyond words. An “eh” becomes more challenging to
sing the higher the voice rises, and requires a slight alteration in sound to be more easily
produced. Singing in French is an act that calls for more interference with phonetics than in
Italian, because it demands an increased mediation between the correct pronunciation and the
modification of that pronunciation to produce the optimal singing sound, especially in the higher
vocal ranges. Thus, from the onset, the French language demands a more cerebral, aware,
controlled approach to singing it, due to this need for phonetic negotiation. As a result of this
control in pronunciation, it appears to imbue the singing with an aura of elegance and selfrestraint, a combination of etiquette, intellect, and subtle seduction that hints at intimacy but
curbs the passions that can lead to or arise from intimacy. One can say that the French libretto of
Don Carlos radiates the self-mastery and intellectualization of emotions of Saint-Réal’s century.
The Italian libretto of Don Carlo bursts with self-abandonment to emotions and to destiny as if
on its melodramatic canvas there were hardly any space for freewill and self-guided conduct.
And these perceptions are not a result of culturally-embedded stereotypes about the French and
the Italians. They derive from the results of the mental and physical process of pronunciation in
operatic singing that is determined by the basic sounds of each language. Some phonetic
adjustments are needed in singing in Italian as well—sound alterations are inevitable when
singing in the higher ranges no matter how cantabile a language—but to a much lesser extent.
Therefore, we can say that the libretto represents so much more than the textual map of
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the plot. It creates, at the very foundation of opera, a layer of subtle musicality determined by the
particular sounds of a language. The libretto contains its own music. With its specific phonetic
and prosodic traits, language infuses the vocal production of the singers whose voices, in turn,
resonate with the different nuances of musical colors and dynamics of the orchestra.16 Obviously,
these layers of lyrical sounds are also influenced by the conductor’s approach and the singers’
vocal capabilities as well as the staging in performance. But the particular sounds of language
will help light or darken, dilute or concentrate, control or let loose, inflame or cool the range and
intensity of musical colors and emotional moods for singers and for audiences. This phenomenon
transcends the meanings of words.17 Yet it is still dependent on words. One can say that the art of
opera extracts from words their sonorous essence, and while inevitably connecting to textual
signification, it also appeals to the phonetic musicality of language to create the lyric partnership
between music and words. Then, of course, style, tradition, and interpretation mold this
partnership according to the operatic aesthetics and the cultural milieu of the time.
Sheer vocality can also help disguise the theatrical weak spots or lack of verisimilitude
(invraisemblance) onstage—in opera vraisemblance is in fact inexistent but, when one accepts
______________________
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“The French language is more gathered, you have the mixed vowels, and the lips are much more
actively involved in vowel formation. It’s a different sonority. The singing has to be more disciplined in the
French version… it’s very difficult to persuade singers to learn it in French. They always prefer Italian…
The French nasal vowels have a slightly veiled resonance, they project less. The overall gentler vowels that
exist in French are less penetrating in singing; but people at the time were not singing with a kind of
aggressive resonant penetration. All this is taken together with the higher formalism and the structure of the
French score, so it’s language with aesthetics, and the cultural traditions of the theatre” (Khan, Appendix,
178).
Discussing his opera, A View from the Bridge, based on Arthur Miller’s play, American composer William
Bolcom pointed out that the text of the libretto is in the background and becomes in a sense, the subtext,
while the music is the actual text in the foreground. He added: “In theater, you have the text and then
below it you have the subtext… In opera it is pretty much the opposite, the subtext is what you are really
dealing with first and foremost: big, raw emotions, which are supported by the text.” (Composers
Datebook). For Leonard Bernstein, it was always the orchestra, not the text, where one could always find
the truth about the emotions involved in a story.
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the conventions of the art form, some operas do offer a somewhat more realistic plot than
others—such as the supernatural ending of Don Carlos that Verdi detested. Conductor Kamal
Khan explains how operatic vocal effects can be used to distract attention from invraisemblance:
“Verdi solved the problem by giving the primadonna her most important high note of the night at
the end of the show. Nobody worries about plot; if [Montserrat] Caballé is singing that high B…
like she did in Verona, no one thinks of anything else.18 Intelligent opera composers have always
inserted high notes and vocal effects to hide dramaturgical weaknesses. Supreme vocal effects
exist where rational theatrical structures fail. A soft ending would make us think too much; but
the soprano’s final high B has us think about Elisabeth and this feeling that someone alive is
pulled away from her when Carlo V takes Don Carlo into the monastery. It’s like watching
someone’s reaction to someone they love getting sucked out of an airplane.”19 An awe-inspiring
vocal effect in such a moment of shock instantly cuts through text, logic or realism, and appeals
viscerally to emotion, to any human being capable of experiencing the feeling of having a loved
one abruptly torn away from them.
If one were to pick the language that facilitated a more direct appeal to emotions in Don
Carlos, it would be Italian, according to the conductor of the 2017 uncut version at the Opéra
National de Paris, Philippe Jordan. He attributes this to the emotionality of the Italian language.
But he believes that, even though Don Carlos was composed by the quintessential Italian
composer, the opera is at heart a French opera, and this reflects in the music not just the libretto.
The French language, Jordan suggests, has a fundamental influence on the music as it carries
______________________
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Khan, Appendix, 179. Soprano Montserrat Caballé would stun audiences with her Don Carlos endings, in
Verona in 1969, she held the final high B for 17 seconds and in a 1972 Metropolitan Opera production for
16 seconds—an amazing vocal feat.
Ibid.
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within it the tradition of courtly style, and is much better suited for political, philosophical, and
intellectual debates: “French style and prosody are important in Don Carlos as well as courtly
language. In Italian the text is immediately very emotional. The French version is more
intellectual and political; French was the courtly language at the time. For example, the dialogue
between the King and Posa is absolutely in the French style. One hears it in the music, especially
in the second act: a courtly style with both regal and ritualistic motifs. There are many courtly
dance elements in the example, between Posa, Eboli, and Elisabeth.”20
Our first interpreter of the opera’s hero, however, does not agree. German tenor Jonas
Kaufmann feels that Don Carlos remains an Italian opera in style, even when sung in French.
Nevertheless, he believes that the language does affect the psychology of the character, and of
the entire work: to Kaufmann the Infante emerges as softer, more sensitive, more fragile, even
more unstable and torn apart when sung in French: “I find French to be an unbelievably rich,
florid, perhaps more precise language… As singers we have the advantage over actors in
[having] the combination of text and music rather than text alone.”21 According to Kaufmann,
the five-act version gives an opportunity to explore the madness of the Infante, especially in
Warlikowski’s production that stages the opening Fontainebleau scene and the first encounter
with Elisabeth as though occurring in Don Carlos’ mind. This casts immediate doubt about the
veracity of this meeting as about the Infante’s memory: “Everything that happens in this act, and
especially the great love, is super-elevated in the rememberance of Don Carlos; maybe [the
encounter] was only a really small tête-à-tête and not a huge love as he imagines.” The German
______________________
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tenor believes that love plays an important role in this opera, and that “until the moments when
the Church interferes, the political aspect is much more driven by love than we can imagine:
even Philip, my father, in his big aria, is actually desperate because he notices that Elisabeth, the
woman he married will never love him and has never loved him.”22 Don Carlos experiences love
with Posa as well, in Kaufmann’s opinion:
Rodrigo is someone whose love one can’t fathom, how far this love goes, if
it has erotic aspects that he, of course, suppresses. But, in any case, this love
is so unbelievably strong, so unbelievably maniacal, that one wonders what
hides behind it. And here is where politics comes into play. Posa is the one
who influences everyone: he influences the King, he tries to influence Eboli,
of course Elisabeth, and above all, Don Carlos. For me as Don Carlos, Posa is
my great role model. I want to be like him, I follow him blindly, and when he
says ‘go to Flanders’ I [want to] do it, and when he says ‘overthrow the king,’
I try that too… One of the advantages of the early 1867 version is that we have
a much longer scene between Posa and Carlo, the vow of eternal loyalty doesn’t
come right away, there are many moments before that in which one feels how
dependent Carlo is on Posa, and this dependence, whether one likes it or not, is
also manipulated by Posa who, in the moment of [Don Carlos’] greatest
weakness—being in love with his mother—tells him immediately ‘now we must
speak about Flanders.’ This is a trick. I always hope that Posa is true to Carlos,
but I also wonder… In the fifth act as Elisabeth and Carlos sensibly part ways
forever and are surprised by the Inquisitor and Philip, one wonders who actually
organized this meeting. It was Posa who, directly before he died, told Don Carlos:
‘tomorrow at Noon your Elisabeth is waiting for you.’ There is the question: was
this a last-minute political chess move to ensure that everything would lie in ruins,
the entire kingdom, the whole succession to the throne that Carlos was meant to
have taken over later?”23

______________________
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Argentine tenor José Cura also questions Posa’s conduct, and brings a universal
perspective to the incarceration and death of the historical Don Carlos, affirming that the lack of
objectivity is rooted in history itself:
Uncomfortable people, mainly when their behavior jeopardizes someone
else’s interests, have always been put aside in one way or another. Whether
this quarantine is applied to a political enemy or to a show business, sport,
science one… the principle remains the same: calumny to start warming up
the plot, then fake proofs to justify the action, then action, whereas action can
be anything from physical harm, to moral destruction or, simply, the social
discredit that leads to isolation. This is the big, raw picture. If this was Carlo’s
situation or not, we will never fully know since history is told by human beings
and those, regardless of their historical period, are as corruptible, or at least
manipulatable, as the ones that lived the original scenario. Whatever the answer
is, it is much more fascinating to sail these oily waters when portraying, than
simply reproducing sounds and texts without sense: continents without contents…24

Even in concert Cura invokes the historical Don Carlos physically: his body language, gestures,
and attitude convey a personage trapped in physical and mental challenges, while also childish
and eager for affection. He speculates on the protagonists’ true personal motivations:
What better chance for king Phillip II to justify his son’s opposition to his
political designs than invoking his mental incapacity? Was it really Phillip who
condemned his son to ostracism or his Court, afraid that the young man’s political
posture would end some of their privileges? Was Rodrigo a real friend, or an
unsuspected spy who, like a modern double agent, by having his hands on both plates,
prevented major casualties?... Was the Inquisitor truly worried by the political
connotations of Carlo’s behavior, or was he just protecting the Church’s ‘slice of the
cake’? As always with history, we can go on and on questioning ourselves with little
chance to have a fully objective answer: History is written by men and men are hardly
objective… Manipulating facts is a sine-qua-non tool for domination.25

______________________
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Within the complex network of history, politics, conspiracy, manipulation, and love,
language determines how the interplay of these influences is structured and transmitted in
performance. As we noted before, French seems to offer a subtler and more controlled exposition
of their interaction while, in Italian, personal emotions appear to infiltrate even the more abstract
concepts depicted through the dialogues of characters. Kaufmann explains why opera, as an art
form that depends on text, is so unique in its relationship to text: “An opera singer has to be
capable of conveying the sense of emotion, the phrase without necessarily making the words
understandable… Without true emotions, words are empty, unimportant… It is important to find
an ideal mix between correct pronunciation and understandability without interrupting the
musical phrases… In Italian, direct vowels transmit emotion. [In] French, vowels are a perfect
illustration of detail… and give the possibility to express a lot… I seek to be understood always,
but understood more in the emotional sense than in the textual one.”26
For our third interpreter of Don Carlos, Mexican tenor, Ramón Vargas, Verdi’s music
was tailored to be a perfect fit for the French language libretto: “The accents and colors were put
there in order [for the music] to follow the text in French. The version in Italian is not perfect in
this aspect. The translation was not easy and has wrong accents on many of the words. As we
know, the French language has a tendency towards having accents on the last syllables of words
while Italian has few. So, despite both being Latin languages, this aspect implies a fundamental
change, which makes them very different to sing…27 I find the French language more difficult to
sing in, but more helpful in connecting long phrases better; the phrasing is more malleable...
Italian is a more direct language, in some sense, harsher, thicker than French, and that [sonority]
______________________
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has a big influence on its interpretation. Don Carlos is, at its base, an opera with French colors
composed by an Italian.”28 When asked about the impression of more controlled emotions that
results from singing in French, Vargas agrees and confirms that this is a characteristic of French
music in general: “French music is very difficult to interpret because there is the danger of
making it too sweet and excessively mellow. But if you do not give it a certain French flavor that
has just enough sweetness to make it elegant, it can be dull. It is like being on the edge of a knife
with it: either it is done right, which is a challenge, or it can become kitsch... connected to its
language, French music does make the singing seem more controlled. Everything is influenced
by language…even symphonic works are affected by the language [in which the composer
thinks]…”29
In a work based on history, is history restrictive or liberating in the creation of
adaptations? On one hand, the fact that a personage existed offers some vraisemblance, on the
other hand, as we have seen with Saint-Réal, Schiller, and Verdi, the mystery around Don
Carlos’ life permits and inspires creative freedom. What does this fluidity between history and
fiction mean for an operatic singer who is calling Don Carlos into being? According to Vargas,
“Don Carlos existed and this adds a certain value to the work, other characters existed… all were
breathing, thinking, real human beings… However, we cannot truly know who they were. Still,
[history] makes me think, when I interpret my character, what he might have been like in real
life. But what matters is that Schiller and Verdi have made him eternal…”30 Aware of the
historical uncertainties and the conflicting political reports about the character he embodies,
Vargas believes that these ambiguities open the door to interpretation even wider. He adopts the
______________________
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Bildungsroman—Bildungsoper—perspective:
Personally, I see in Don Carlos an adolescent who gradually evolves into
a man because of the adversities he goes through, and above all, because
of his friend’s death… Don Carlos is a naïve being; his emotions and
mistakes come from immaturity and lack of self-confidence, and it is
touching to see him so fragile and defenseless… I find that at the end, after
Posa’s death, he transforms himself into the person that his friend wanted
him to be... [Vocally] Don Carlos is a trying work for tenor, especially when,
as it almost always happens, the first act is cut—without a doubt, my favorite
version is the five-act one because it shapes everything better. The popular
four-act version is very incomplete. It refers to a love-at-first-sight encounter
that no one got to see, and it recalls musical themes that Verdi used only in the
[cut] first act that the public never had the chance to hear… Nonetheless,
everyone else has an aria more beautiful than the other, but Don Carlos has no
aria worthy of a protagonist. Instead, all of his [vocal] interventions are very
difficult. Most of the time if you do them well, nothing happens, and if you do
not do them well, everyone notices. Despite all of this, I love to interpret him,
he is ingenuous and sincere, emotional and impulsive, a beautiful character to
explore. All of the music he sings is lovely, from the first act to that wonderful
final duet with Elisabeth. Don Carlos is a masterpiece.31

About the supernatural ending of the opera, Vargas believes that it does more than just create an
awe-inspiring grand opera finale. It does what all the secrets around the historical story of Don
Carlos have done in the many creative endeavors to reveal them: it enriches the imagination. It
reminds us that the line between history and fiction is undiscernible where it concerns the
Spanish prince, which is not at all foreign to the human experience: “Starting in our childhood
we contrive stories about ourselves and about others. We all live in fiction. It is there where we
invent ourselves and where we become ourselves.”32
______________________
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And fictional invention—be it historical, literary, operatic or personal—brings us back to
the text: fiction depends on words. Inevitably, there have been criticisms of overly-textual,
approaches to opera and of the misconceptions that literary studies of opera engender. One such
critic is Paul Robinson who declares that “an operatic text really has no meaning worth talking
about except as it is transformed into music. The failure to come to terms with this hard reality
explains why so many literary studies of opera hold so little interest for musicologists. Such
studies too often treat the language of opera as if it were as transparent as the language of stage
drama. They may tell us a great deal about literature or about cultural history broadly conceived,
but so long as they do not speak about music, and about the way words become musical, they are
condemned to remain on the periphery of opera.”33 However, what such criticism fails to take
into consideration is the prosody specific to each language and its cognitive connection to the
expression and communication of emotions and psychological states that we have reflected on
before. True, intelligibility can be problematic in operatic singing, and one can argue that the
performers may be singing in a language that is not their own, therefore their connection to the
words’ meanings is not intrinsic as is that of a native. Nevertheless, the striving towards diction
as close as possible to the spoken language and its innate sounds that every professional singer
pursues, implies certain mental intentions and control in articulation and expressivity that
unavoidably influence the vocal sound. Even when the volume of sound overpowers the word,
the word continues to exist behind it, if only as a mental signifier. Ultimately, according to
______________________
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“A Deconstructive Postscript: Reading Libretti and Misreading Opera,” 342. Robinson also
argues that “Because the meaning of opera is at bottom musical—because its essential argument is posed in
musical language—any interpretation of opera derived exclusively, or even primarily from the libretto is
likely to result in a misreading” (328). He describes what he terms as four “enemies” to the intelligibility of
an opera’s libretto: the foreign language, the volume, legato, and heights of the operatic sound, the
ensemble singing, and the often-overpowering orchestra.
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Robinson, words remain “important as symbols of the human subjectivity that lies at the heart of
opera: whether actual or potential, they identify operatic singing as an expression of will…
While we cannot always understand the words, they remain a significant constituent of our
experience: even when they are unintelligible, their presence identifies the singer as a human
actor with specific feelings, giving voice to specific thoughts… [Words] in opera are emblems of
human volition. As such, they are part of our experience of opera even, as it were, when they are
not.”34
There is another aspect to consider; if one were to look strictly at language apart from
genre and historico-cultural context, the words depicting the story of Don Carlos traveled
through several layers of linguistic translations and adaptations to become Verdi’s opera: SaintRéal’s French interpreted Spanish history, Schiller’s German transformed Saint-Réal’s depiction,
and Verdi’s librettists channeled Schiller’s play into a French libretto that was then translated
into Italian. This process influenced word choices, which, in turn, determined various nuances of
meaning, and ultimately impacted musicality.35 The vast and complex topic of translation, not
just linguistic but through cross-medium adaptations, is best left for a separate study, but the
mere reference to translation does bring to mind, as we conclude, that the subject of Don Carlos
continues to remain open-ended just like the historical personage. We can observe this in the
adaptations of Schiller’s play, in a variety of languages and productions. Yet the living, evolving
essence of this story is most evident in Verdi’s opera with its ongoing “translations” by stage
______________________
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“Schiller thought in German, a language that has another rhythm, very different from French and Italian.
Schiller’s work is ultimately more intellectual than the opera, similar to when we compare the Werther of
Goethe to that of Massenet’s operatic adaptation; they are opposites: in Goethe’s work, Werther is an
intellectual, and in Massenet’s opera more emotional. German, like Italian, is also a very direct language,
but not as emotional” (Vargas, Appendix, 171).
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directors who produce their own visions of the story not only through their particular dramatic
concepts, but also by combining various elements from the opera’s different versions. Verdi’s
opera fosters the four-hundred-fifty-year-old mystery of the Spanish prince through its own saga
of transformation and the fluidity between its five versions. It refuses to give us a closed-ended,
definitive Don Carlos. But then so does history.
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CONCLUSION
“What matters therefore in the historical novel is not the re-telling of great historical
events, but the poetic awakening of the people who figured in those events. What matters
is that we should re-experience the social and human motives which led men to think,
feel and act just as they did in historical reality.” (Georg Lukács, The Historical Novel)

Poetic awakenings painted in human motivations is what Saint-Réal, Schiller, and Verdi
have given us in their treatments of the Don Carlos story. They have each created their own
version of historical fiction: whether a translation of historical narrative or an adaptation of a
previous treatment. Their acts of translation occurred not only at a linguistic level but also
between genres. The operatic treatment goes even further due to its musical metatext and
constitutes an “intersemiotic translation” or a “transmutation” between the verbal and the
nonverbal.*
This study of the Don Carlos story opens the door to further inquiry into the process of
translation across genres during the process of adaptation. As Walter Benjamin stated in “The
Task of the Translator,” the manner of meaning is more significant in the act of translation than
the actual meaning of the words. What matters is to gain an understanding of the cognitive path
by which the author of the original arrived at his/her word choices and textual construction
within the context of influences on the author and the work’s creation. Then the translation is not
a merely interlingual one but it becomes a deeper process of transmuting that path into the
translator’s own matrix of cultural, national, political, historical factors. For a future project, I
envision an examination of these three treatments through the lens of translation and crossmedium adaptation. We have already touched upon some of these processes of transmuting the
______________________
* See Roman Jakobson’s “On Linguistic Aspects of Translation”
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psychological states and interactions of the characters in the Don Carlos story from one genre to
another. It would be illuminating to investigate in greater detail the interlingual process of
translation between the texts of the treatments as between their genres. Benjamin’s concept of
pure language—the undefined realm of universal meanings that are expressed in different ways
by various languages—applies to translation across genres as well. This evokes the idea of the
operatic voice acting as a musical metatext that transcends words to transmit meaning in a more
emotionally-direct manner, which also entails examining other dual-language operas, such as
Rossini’s Guillaume Tell / Guglielmo Tell and Verdi’s Les vêpres siciliennes / I vespri siciliani,
among several others. Such an investigation could also ramify into the discipline of
psycholinguistics, especially in the area of phonetics, through an analysis of how the speech
sounds of a language affect the transmission and reception of emotions.
The lens of translation could also enable an exploration of what Mary Louise Pratt has
termed “contact zones”—spaces of encounters between cultures that are often in conflict due to
the “contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of power” in which they meet. In “Arts of the
Contact Zone,” Pratt refers to an extraordinary 1200-page letter of a native Peruvian, Guaman
Poma de Ayala, written to Spain’s King Philip III—the son of our study’s Philip II—in which he
blends his native Quechua and a deliberately-ungrammatical Spanish to parody and thereby
destabilize the authority of the dominant culture and typical speech of the colonizers. Guaman
Poma’s hybrid text is an act of translation that unsettles the dominant discourse—Spanish—by
translating the conquered discourse into the dominant one, but in a transgressive manner. And it
illustrates that translators can create new contact zones by manipulating the transference of
meaning not only between texts but also between cultural and political boundaries. In this
respect, historical fiction has always been a creator of new contact zones and manipulative
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translations: in the adaption of history to fiction, the narrative angles are shaped by political
motivations, which, in turn, derive from personal motivations. Therefore, another possible
direction for the study of the Don Carlos story could engage in a more intensive analysis of the
contact zones created by these encounters of the languages, genres, and especially, politics of the
three treatments. As we have seen from the beginning of our Don Carlos project, the concept of
asymmetrical relations of power in the contact zone between two nations—France and Spain—
determined the ideological angle of Dom Carlos, nouvelle historique as Saint-Réal strove to
restore the cultural and moral supremacy of France over Spain to combat—at least textually—
Spanish political, religious, and geographical domination. And, ultimately, to serve a political
agenda, which was, at its core, driven by Saint-Réal’s very personal motivations of financial and
literary survival. I have explored the potential of translation as a creator of new contact zones
and as an educational tool in my Master’s Thesis in which I affirm that: ‘translation has the
power to reduce the gap in the hierarchical structure between target and source discourses. In the
simplest sense, words can be allowed to play by different sets of rules as a result of translation.’ I
would certainly envision a project in which the ideological capacity of the act of translation
within a pre-established contact zone can create a new contact zone while altering unbalanced
relations of power in the story of Don Carlos. Considering the range of centuries, nations, and
historico-political contexts of the three treatments, this would be a very extensive and complex
study, but one which might reveal intriguing aspects of the politics around the creation of a
literary or artistic work, especially when that work is a translation across genres, epochs, and
languages.
Finally, I would also pursue the conspiracy narrative and its political elements further,
from fictionalized accounts to analytical writings on the topic, from Sallust to Machiavelli to
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Gabriel Naudé to Saint-Réal and possibly beyond. What for Saint-Réal proved a defining
element in creating a historical novel distinctive from other seventeenth-century nouvelles
historiques—the conspiracy—remains a subject that bonds history and literature in a very unique
manner through its inherent specificity of historical facts and its revelations of personal
motivations. This study would not address, unless perhaps marginally, the subject of conspiracy
fiction that belongs to the thriller fiction genre of today. It would focus on treatises and literary
treatments of historically-documented conspiracies and explore the narrative means by which
they grant historicity to historical fiction, a genre that has experienced a continuous expansion.
In current literature, historical fiction continues to captivate readers’ interest: Historia,
the magazine of the Historical Writers’ Association reported that in 2018 there were increased
sales in this genre, particularly when the novels included elements of mystery. What makes
historical fiction unique is its capacity to cross over into other novelistic categories like mystery,
thriller, and romance, which speaks to Georg Lukács’ notion that it is not a strictly-delineated
genre. Literary agents attest to readers’—as to their own—interest in discovering different
perspectives on historical periods through characters confronted by adversity. A recent trend for
authors has been to brand their works in the genre as “neo-historical” in order to convey the
sense of fresh perspective and innovative filters that they apply to their depictions of historical
periods and personages. Regardless of refurbished labels, the partnership of history and fiction is
timeless and will continue to attract writers and readers from various cultures and historical
moments. This appeal endures because history can be neither fully objective nor scientific. It also
provides fertile content for adaptations to other media, like film, television, and the stage.*
______________________
* It is suprising that the mysterious story of Don Carlos has never been adapted into a television series. There
have been two film adaptations, both German TV movies: Carlos (1971) treats the plot of Schiller’s
play as a 1915 American Western, and Don Carlos (1984) stays true to the play. The Spanish prince appears
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Current authors of historical fiction, such Alison Weir, Philippa Gregory, Ken Follett,
Diana Gabaldon, have declared in interviews that they strive to find a balance in their novels
between historical integrity and dramatic plot that can lead to the emotional engagement of the
readers, while Margaret George has affirmed her belief in the educational qualities of historical
fiction, evoking Saint-Réal’s words. This form of writing remains a continually-evolving source
of discovery and relatability that informs both present and future. And whenever it undergoes a
translation into genres that engage with performative and visual aspects, such as film, television,
theatre and opera, its potential to delight, educate, and connect the particulars of history to the
universals of human nature knows no bounds.

______________________
as a greatly fictionalized personage in the American series Reign (2013-2017) in which he is portrayed as a
sexually experimental character whose brain damage results from his sexual games. The character of
Elisabeth is also included in this series, although only in the pilot and in the fourth season. Princess Eboli
has inspired more media attention: she was played by Olivia de Havilland as the protagonist of the 1955
film, That Lady, based on the 1949 novel by Kate O’Brien. In the twenty-first century the Eboli is portrayed
in two other films: La Conjuria del Escorial (2008) and the television miniseries La Princesa de Éboli
(2010).
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APPENDIX
Interview with Ramón Vargas
6 March 2019
(Translation of the original interview in Spanish, included on pp. 174-178)

In 2018 Mexican tenor Ramón Vargas celebrated thirty-five years of an international operatic career that
has spanned a wide range of repertoire and earned him resounding acclaim in the top opera houses of the
world. Don Carlos is one of his specialties: he has performed the role in all of Verdi’s versions, in French
and Italian. Biographical and career information on Ramón Vargas is available at www.ramonvargas.com.

Can you please describe the differences you experience as a singer and an actor between singing
the role of Don Carlos in French and in Italian? What impact does each language have on your
voice, your mind, your emotions, your body language, your interpretations in general?

Ramón Vargas: Verdi composed Don Carlos to be interpreted in French. The accents and colors
were put there in order [for the music] to follow the text in French. The version in Italian is not
perfect in this aspect. Verdi was always very scrupulous in the creation of his works. The
adaptation to Italian was not easy and has wrong accents on many of the words. As we know, the
French language has a tendency towards having accents on the last syllables of words while
Italian has few. So, despite both being Latin languages, this aspect implies a fundamental
change, which makes them very different to sing.

Do you think that “Don Carlos” in French transmits more of the political aspects and the
intellectualization of emotions than in Italian?
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RV: The story is fundamentally the same, a romantic version, taken from Schiller, of the
personage and legend of Don Carlos. Verdi encompassed much in his opera and this invites
many readings of it. One could be the power struggle between state and religion, another can be
based on the friendship between Don Carlos and his friend, the Marquis of Posa, a third could be
the frustrated love of Elisabeth de Valois and Don Carlos in a classic love triangle. As we know
true historical facts have been changed. In real life, Don Carlos was not a well-balanced
personage. It seems that if he had contact with people who were anti-Philip, it was more out of
rebellion than true political desire. Schiller deduces, and Verdi follows him in this idea, that Don
Carlos was very tortured by his personal complexes and by the rivalry with his father. His
volatile character and his immaturity always lead him to making mistakes, from the first act duet
with his beloved Elisabeth. Personally, I see in Don Carlos an adolescent who gradually evolves
into a man because of the adversities he goes through, and above all, because of his friend’s
death… Don Carlos is a naïve being; his emotions and mistakes come from immaturity and lack
of self-confidence, and it is touching to see him so fragile and defenseless… I find that at the
end, after Posa’s death, he transforms himself into the person that his friend wanted him to be.

The music is generally the same, except for the various cuts and variations in the four versions.
But the colors of the voice and the dynamics of the interpretation depend on the language in
which the opera is sung, and this is not only a consequence of word meaning. The sung language
seems to emanate a specific sonorous aura that influences the musical atmosphere of the whole
opera. What do you think of that? And what does language mean to you as a singer, as a
contributor to the entire musical texture of the opera?
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RV: What you say is true, I sang in various operas that have changed languages and the truth is
that they take on another tint. La favorite by Donizetti becomes La favorita in Italian and its
color and interpretation is altered by language. I find the French language more difficult to sing
in, but more helpful in connecting long phrases better; the phrasing is more malleable when sung
in French. Italian is a more direct language, in some sense, harsher, thicker than French, and that
[sonority] has a big influence on its interpretation. Don Carlos is, at its base, an opera with
French colors composed by an Italian.

Following up on the previous question: do you agree that the impression of more controlled
passion and emotions when singing in French is a consequence of the language’s musicality, of
phonetics in general? When one sings in French, it is necessary to negotiate more between
pronunciation and the modification of pronunciation to sing than in Italian, which is a more
singable language. I imagine that the conscious process of negotiation to articulate in French
has to affect, at least on a visceral level, the emotional mosaic of the role. Is that true?

RV: Yes, the two answers are connected. French music is very difficult to interpret because there
is the danger of making it too sweet and excessively mellow. But if you do not give it a certain
French flavor that has just enough sweetness to make it elegant, it can be dull. It is like being on
the edge of a knife with it: either it is done right, which is a challenge, or it can become kitsch.
Performing French music well is a challenge. On the other hand, connected to its language,
French music does make the singing seem more controlled. Everything is influenced by the
language…even symphonic works are affected by the language [in which the composer thinks]
… In The Gambler, Dostoevsky said that the French are very gentle in their speech and manners
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as long as they obtain what they want, but when they do not, a less elegant part of their
personality emerges. Italians don’t have this problem, they are more straightforward, and this is
seen in the music, in a direct way of showing emotions.

Do you believe that singing in French captures the spirit of Schiller’s play more than singing in
Italian?

RV: Maybe; Schiller thought in German, a language that has another rhythm, very different from
French and Italian. Schiller’s work is ultimately more intellectual than the opera, similar to when
we compare the Werther of Goethe to that of Massenet’s operatic adaptation; they are opposites:
in Goethe’s work, Werther is an intellectual, and in Massenet’s opera more emotional. German,
like Italian, is also a very direct language, but not as emotional. I think that Schiller’s work is
better viewed separately from the two romance languages that seek to interpret it.

In a historically-based work, do you think that history is restrictive or liberating in the creation
of adaptations? Don Carlos is a historical personage who was described as unstable and
deformed. The treatments by Saint-Réal, Schiller, and Verdi (with his librettists Méry and Du
Locle) make him into a tragic hero. The mystery surrounding the historical personage permits
creative freedom. What are your thoughts on this combination of history and fiction in Don
Carlos?

RV: Starting in our childhood we contrive stories about ourselves and about others. We all live
in fiction. It is there where we invent ourselves and where we become ourselves. Don Carlos
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existed and this adds a certain value to the work, other characters existed… all were breathing,
thinking, real human beings… However, we cannot truly know who they were. Still, [history]
makes me think, when I interpret my character, what he might have been like in real life. But
what matters is that Schiller and Verdi have made him eternal.

You have sung all versions of Don Carlos. Is there one that you prefer, and why?

RV: Don Carlos is a trying work for tenor, especially when, as it almost always happens, the first
act is cut—without a doubt, my favorite version is the five-act one because it shapes everything
better. The popular four-act version is very incomplete. It refers to a love-at-first-sight encounter
that no one got to see, and it recalls musical themes that Verdi used only in the [cut] first act that
the public never had the chance to hear… Nonetheless, everyone else has an aria more beautiful
than the other, but Don Carlos has no aria worthy of a protagonist. Instead, all of his [vocal]
interventions are very difficult. Most of the time if you do them well, nothing happens, and if
you do not do them well, everyone notices. Despite all of this, I love to interpret him, he is
ingenuous and sincere, emotional and impulsive, a beautiful character to explore. All of the
music he sings is lovely, from the first act to that wonderful final duet with Elisabeth. Don
Carlos is a masterpiece.
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Entrevista con Ramón Vargas
¿Me puedes describir, por favor, las diferencias que sientes como cantante y actor entre cantar
el papel de Don Carlos en francés y cantarlo en italiano? ¿Que impacto tiene cada idioma sobre
tu voz tu mente, tus emociones, tu lenguaje corporal, tu interpretación en general?

RV: Verdi compuso Don Carlos para ser interpretada en francés. Los acentos y los colores
fueron puestos para seguir el texto en esta lengua. La versión en italiano no es perfecta en ese
aspecto. Verdi fue siempre muy escrupuloso en la creación de sus obras. La adaptación al
italiano no fue sencilla y tiene errores de acentos en muchas palabras. Como sabemos el francés
tiene la tendencia natural de la lengua a acentos agudos (los que van en la última sílaba) y el
italiano tiene pocos. Así que a pesar de ser las dos lenguas latinas tienen en ese aspecto un
cambio fundamental que las hace diferentes para cantar.

¿Crees que “Don Carlos” en francés comunica mas el aspecto político de la historia y la
intelectualización de las emociones que en italiano?

RV: La historia es fundamentalmente la misma, una versión romántica tomada de Schiller sobre
la figura y leyenda de Don Carlos. Verdi abarcó mucho en su ópera y por eso se le pueden dan
muchas lecturas. Una podría ser la lucha de poder entre el estado y la religión, otra podría
basarse en la amistad entre Don Carlos y su amigo el marqués de Posa, una tercera podría ser la
historia del amor frustrado entre Isabel de Valois y Don Carlos en el clásico trio amoroso. Como
sabemos los hechos históricos verdaderos están cambiados. El verdadero Don Carlos según la
historia no era un personaje equilibrado en la vida real. Pero parece que si tenía contacto con
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gente que no eran simpatizantes con su padre Filippo II, tal vez era más por rebeldía que por
verdadero deseo político. Schiller deduce y Verdi lo sigue en la idea de que Don Carlos era una
persona muy torturada por sus complejos personales y por la rivalidad con su padre. Su carácter
voluble y su inmadurez lo llevan a equivocarse siempre, hasta con su amada Elisabetta se
equivoca en el dúo del primer acto. Para mí personalmente veo en Don Carlos a un joven
adolescente que se transforma poco a poco en hombre a través de las adversidades que vive y
sobre todo por la muerte de su amigo… Don Carlos es ingenuo como ser, sus emociones y sus
errores nacen por falta de madurez y por falta de confianza en sí mismo. Te da ternura saberlo
tan frágil y tan desprotegido… Yo encuentro que al final después la muerte de Posa, Carlos se
transforma en la persona que su amigo quería que fuera.

La música es la misma en general, salvo las varias cortadas y variaciones en las
cuatro versiones. Pero los colores de la voz y la dinámica de la interpretación dependen del
idioma en cual se canta la opera y esto no es solo una consecuencia del sentido de las palabras.
El idioma cantado siembra emanar un aura sonora específica que influencia la
atmosfera musical de toda la opera. ¿Que piensas de esta idea? ¿Y que significa el idioma por ti
como cantante y como contribuyente a la entera textura musical de la opera?

RV: Es verdad lo que dices, he cantado varias óperas que han sido cambiadas de lengua y la
verdad es que toman otro color. La favorite de Donizetti, se vuelve La favorita en italiano y su
color e interpretaciones se ven alteradas por la lengua. Encuentro la lengua francesa más
complicada para cantar, pero ayuda para legar mejor las frases musicales. Se vuelve más
maleable el uso de las frases cuando se cantan en francés. El italiano es una lengua más directa y
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de alguna manera más dura que el francés y eso influye mucho en su interpretación. Don Carlos
es en su base una opera con tintes franceses escrita por un italiano.

Para seguir la idea anterior: ¿estas de acuerdo que la impresión de pasión y emociones mas
controladas cuando se canta en francés es también una consecuencia de la musicalidad del
idioma, de fonética en general? Cuando se canta en francés es necesario negociar mas entre
la pronunciación y la modificación de la pronunciación para cantar que en italiano que es un
idioma mas “cantábile.” Me imagino que el proceso de conciencia y negociación en
pronunciar en francés tiene que afectar, por lo menos en un modo visceral, el mosaico
emocional del papel. ¿Es verdad?

RV: Si, se legan las dos respuestas. La música francesa en general es muy difícil de interpretar
porque se corre el peligro de que se pase de dulzona y se vuelva melosa en exceso. Pero si no le
pones el sabor francés, es decir ese dulzor que tiene su música y que la vuelve elegante, se puede
volver aburrida. Se juega en el filo de navaja, o se hace bien o se vuelve aburrida o hasta kitsch.
Hacer bien la música francesa es un reto. Por otra parte, la música francesa, muy legada a su
lengua te hace efectivamente tener un canto aparentemente controlado. Todo se influye a través
de la lengua que piensa el compositor, porque también en las obras sinfónicas se distingue bien
el modo francés del italiano. Decía Dostoievski en su novela El Jugador que los franceses son
muy gentiles en su modo de hablar y en sus modales mientras están obteniendo lo que quieren,
pero en cuanto no lo logran sacan la parte menos elegante de su personalidad. Los italianos no
tienen este problema, son más directos y se nota en la música en el modo directo de mostrar las
emociones.
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¿Crees que cantar en francés captura mejor el espíritu de la obra de Schiller que cantar
en italiano?

RV: Tal vez; Schiller piensa en alemán que tiene otro ritmo como lengua, muy diferente al
francés y al italiano. Al final la obra de Schiller es más intelectual, como cuando comparamos el
Werther original de Goethe y la opera de Massenet; son prácticamente contrarias, en Goethe,
Werther es un personaje intelectual y en Massenet emocional. Siendo el alemán una lengua
también muy directa como el italiano, pero no es emocional como ésta. Creo que la obra de
Schiller está mejor vista de manera separada a las dos lenguas romances que lo buscan
interpretar.

¿En una obra basada sobre la historia crees que la historia es restrictiva o libertadora en
la creación de las adaptaciones? Don Carlos es un personaje historico que era descrito como
inestable y deformado. Las adaptaciones de Saint-Réal, Schiller y Verdi (con sus libretistas
Méry y du Locle) lo hacen un héroe trágico. El misterio alrededor del personaje historico
permite una cierta libertad en la creatividad. ¿Que piensas de esta combinación entre historia
y ficción en Don Carlos?

RV: Todos o casi todos nos inventamos historias desde niños, sobre nosotros o sobre otros.
Vivimos todos en la ficción, ahí nos inventamos y nos volvemos nosotros mismos. Don Carlos
existió y eso le da valor a la obra… los personajes existieron… vivos y pensantes. Que haya
existido Don Carlo hace que, cuando lo interpreté, pensé en quien pudo haber sido de verdad,
pero lo importante es que Schiller y Verdi lo hicieron eterno.
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Tu has cantado todas las versiones de “Don Carlos.” Hay alguna que te siembra la mas lógica,
la mas clara en transmitir el espíritu de Schiller y porque? ¿Hay alguna que es tu favorita?

RV: Don Carlos es una obra ingrata para el tenor, sobre todo, como casi siempre sucede, si le
quitan el primer acto—sin duda la versión en cinco actos es mi favorita. Le da forma a todo. La
popular versión en cuatro actos es muy incompleta. Se habla de un encuentro y de un amor que
nadie vio, se toman temas musicales que Verdi utilizó sólo en el primer acto, y que el público no
escuchó antes. Todos tienen una aria más hermosa que la otra, pero Don Carlos no tiene una aria
digna del protagonista.. En cambio, todas sus intervenciones son muy difíciles. En la mayoría de
las veces, si lo haces bien, no pasa nada y si no lo haces bien, todos lo notan. A pesar de esto,
amo interpretarlo, Don Carlos es ingenuo y sincero, emocional y arrebatado, lindo personaje para
explorar. Toda la música que interpreta es hermosa, desde el primer acto, hasta el final de la obra
con ese maravilloso dueto con Elisabetta. Don Carlos es una obra maestra.
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Interview with Kamal Khan
13 March 2019

American conductor and pianist, Kamal Khan has performed with many opera companies around the
world including the Metropolitan Opera. As a recitalist and accompanist he has appeared in venues such
as Alice Tully Hall, Carnegie Hall and Weill Hall in New York, The Kennedy Center in Washington DC,
among numerous others. Additional information on Kamal Khan is available at www.kamalkhan.com.

You have extensive experience working with singers. From your perspective as an accompanist
how is singing “Don Carlos” in French different than singing in Italian?

Kamal Khan: When you’ve sung it first in Italian, the French feels limiting. The French language
is more gathered, you have the mixed vowels, and the lips are much more actively involved in
vowel formation. It’s a different sonority. The singing has to be more disciplined in the French
version… Not to mention, the strength of Verdi’s concepts in the French version is
extraordinary. But it’s very difficult to persuade singers to learn it in French. They always prefer
Italian…The French nasal vowels have a slightly veiled resonance, they project less. The overall
gentler vowels that exist in French are less penetrating in singing; but people at the time were not
singing with a kind of aggressive resonant penetration. All this is taken together with the higher
formalism and the structure of the French score, so it’s about language with aesthetics, and the
cultural traditions of the theatre. In the mid-nineteenth century French vocal style was of a very
high caliber; it was the mainstream operatic vocal style.

What are your thoughts on Verdi’s revisions of “Don Carlos” in his attempt to bring opera
closer to the realism of theatre?
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KK: Don Carlos, rather like Forza del destino, and Porgy and Bess, and Boris Godunov would
have done well today as a series because there is more good material in it than you can digest in
one sitting. With the revisions, Verdi made Don Carlos more immediate for Italian theatre tastes.
He brought greater unity to the four-act version which has a more specific tint, I think, because it
starts and ends dark.

Can you comment on the supernatural ending that Verdi disliked so much?

KK: Verdi solved the problem by giving the primadonna her most important high note of the
night at the end of the show. Nobody worries about plot; if [Montserrat] Caballé is singing that
high B… like she did in Verona, no one thinks of anything else. Intelligent opera composers
have always inserted high notes and vocal effects to hide dramaturgical weaknesses. Supreme
vocal effects exist where rational theatrical structures fail. A soft ending would make us think too
much; but the soprano’s final high B has us think about Elisabeth and this feeling that someone
alive is pulled away from her when Carlos V takes Don Carlos into the monastery. It’s like
watching someone’s reaction to someone they love getting sucked out of an airplane… Even
today, there are all of these unsolved mysteries that are such a part of our media: stories where
rational explanations do not work. In the high B of the swift ending we get the human reaction
which sweeps us away, so we don’t have the time to be rational.
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José Cura on Don Carlos
22 March 2019

Celebrated Argentine tenor José Cura has been performing on international operatic stages for more than
twenty-five years. He is also a composer, conductor, and stage director whose productions have been met
with critical praise. Known for his intensely-dramatic operatic interpretations, Cura endows Don Carlos
with a specific physicality that evokes the historical personage. Detailed information about José Cura is
available at www.josecura.com. The following piece responds to questions about interpreting this
personage conceived at the intersection of history and fiction.

Uncomfortable people, mainly when their behavior jeopardizes someone else’s interests,
have always been put aside in one way or another. Whether this quarantine is applied to a
political enemy or to a show business, sport, science one, etc., the principle remains the same:
calumny to start warming up the plot, then fake proofs to justify the action, then action, whereas
action can be anything from physical harm, to moral destruction or, simply, the social discredit
that leads to isolation. This is the big, raw picture. If this was Carlo’s situation or not, we will
never fully know since history is told by human beings and those, regardless of their historical
period, are as corruptible, or at least manipulatable, as the ones that lived the original scenario.
Whatever the answer is, it is much more fascinating to sail these oily waters when portraying,
than simply reproducing sounds and texts without sense: continents without contents…
Now, if to his [apparent] political incorrectness, we add his physical and psychological
rarity in a period of the humanity where these things were regarded as a devil’s mark… What
would have happened to guys like Van Gogh, Toulouse-Lautrec, Forbes, Nash, Hawkins, to
mention only a handful, if they had lived in those years? What better chance for king Phillip II to
justify his son’s opposition to his political designs, than invoking his mental incapacity? Was it
really Phillip who condemned his son to ostracism or his Court, afraid that the young man’s
political posture would end with some of their privileges? Was Rodrigo a real friend, or an
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unsuspected spy who, like a modern double agent, by having his hands on both plates, prevented
major casualties? Was there a true love between Carlo and Elisabetta, or simply the reassuring
complicity of two kids being squeezed by the same unbearable weight? Was the Inquisitor truly
worried by the political connotations of Carlo’s behavior, or was he just protecting the Church’s
“slice of the cake”? As always with history, we can go on and on questioning ourselves with
little chance to have a fully objective answer: History is written by men and men are hardly
objective.
You say: “This personage is on one hand historical, and on the other a myth, a fiction
because no one truly knows the entire truth about his end” and I ask: Do we know the entire truth
of Pearl Harbor’s attack almost 80 years after? Too far? Carlo’s drama is even farther… Do we
know the entire truth about September 11, 2001? That one is not so far… You add: “… mystery
opens the door to fiction while Carlo still remains historical” and I ask: is there anyone upon
whom history and fiction have created a more powerful (useful?) cocktail than Jesus Christ? I
truly believe He would be disgusted with what most of His heritage has become. Manipulating
facts is a sine-qua-non tool for domination.
In conclusion, actors will never fully know the historical truth of the characters they
portray when they are historical, therefore, reading as much as possible, then processing the data
in order to create an interpretation, is as far as we can go. Some people may disagree with our
vision on a certain historical-persona, but they will do it based on the same incomplete (or
manipulated) information we have used to create such vision, so take a deep breath and move on!

José Cura, Madrid, March 22, 2019
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